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PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT IN THE SOR PROCESS

The Bureau of Reclamation. Corps of Engineers, and Bonneville Power Administration wish to
thank those who reviewed the Columbia River System Operation Review (SOR) Draft EIS and
appendicesfor theircomments. Yourcomments have provided valuablepublic,agency,and tribal
input to the SOR NEPA process. Throughout the SOR. we have made a continuing effort 10 keep
the public informed and involved.

Fourteen public seeping meetings were held in 1990. A series of public roundtables was
conducted inNovember 1991 to providean update on thestatus ofSOR studies. The leadagencies
went back to most of the 14 communities in 1992 with 10 initial system operating strategies'
developed from the screening process. From those meetings and oilierconsultations. seven 50S
alternatives (with options) were developed and subjected to full-scale analysis. The analysis
results were presented in the Draft EIS released in July 1994. The lead agencies also developed
alternatives for the other proposed SOR actions. including a Columbia River RegionalForum for
assisting in the determination of future SOSs. Pacific Nonhwest Coordination Agreement
alternatives for power coordination. and Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
alternatives. A series of nine public meetingswas held inSeptember and October 1994to present
the Draft EISand appendices andsolicit public inputon the SOR. The lead agencies-received 282
formal written comments. Yourcomments have been used to revise and shape the alternatives
presented in the Final EIS.

Regular newsletters on the progress of the SOR have been issued. Since 1990. 20 issues of
Streamline have been sent to individuals, agencies. organizations. and tribes in the region on a
mailing list of over 5.000. Several special publications explaining various aspects of the study
have also been prepared and mailed to those on the mailing list. Those include:

The Columbia River: A System Under Stress
The Columbia River System: The Inside Story
Screening Analysis: A Summary
Screening Analysis; Volumes 1 and 2
Power System Coordination: A Guide to the Pacific Northwest Coordination

Agreement
Modeling the System: How Computers are Used in Columbia River Planning
DailyfHourlyHydrosystem Operation: How the Columbia River System Responds to

Shorr-Term Needs

Copies of these documents, the Final EIS, and other appendices can be obtained from any of the
lead agencies. or from libraries in your area.

Yourquestions and comments on these documents should be addressed to:

SOR InteragencyTeam
P .O. Box 2988
Portland. OR 97208-2988
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PREFACE: SETTING THE STAGE FOR THE SYSTEM OPERATION REVIEW

WHAT IS THE SOR AND WHY IS IT BEING
CONDUCTED?

The Columbia River System is a vast and complex
combination of Federal and non - Federal facilities
used for many purposes including power production,
irrigation, navigation, flood control, recreation, fish
and wildlife habitat and municipal and industrial
water supply. Each river use competes for the
limited water resources in the Columbia River Basin.

To date, responsibility for managing these river uses
has been shared by a number of Federal, state, and
local agencies. Operation of the Federal Columbia
River system is the responsibility of the Bureau of
Reclamation (Reclamation), Corps of Engineers
(Corps) and Bonneville Power Administration
(BPA).

The System Operation Review (SOR) is a study and
environmental compliance process being used by the
three Federal agencies to analyze future operations
of the system and river use issues. The goal of the
SOR is to achieve a coordinated system operation
strategy for the river that better meets the needs of
all river users. The SOR began in early 1990, prior
to the filing of petitions for endangered status for
several salmon species under the Endangered
Species Act.

The comprehensive review of Columbia River
operations encompassed by the SOR was prompted
by the need for Federal decisions to (1) develop a
coordinated system operating strategy (SOS) for
managing the multiple uses of the system into the
21st century; (2) provide interested parties with a
continuing and increased long-term role in system
planning (Columbia River Regional Forum); (3)
renegotiate and renew the Pacific Northwest Coor
dination Agreement (PNCA), a contractual arrange
ment among the region's major hydroelectric-gen
erating utilities and affected Federal agencies to
provide for coordinated power generation on the
Columbia River system; and (4) renew or develop
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new Canadian Entitlement Allocation Agreements
(contracts that divide Canada's share of Columbia
River Treaty downstream power benefits and obliga
tions among three participating public utility districts
and BPA). The review provides the environmental
analysis required by the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA).

This technical appendix addresses only the effects of
alternative system operating strategies for managing
the Columbia River system. The environmental
impact statement (EIS) itself and some of the other
appendices present analyses of the alternative
approaches to the other three decisions considered
as part of the SOR.

WHO IS CONDUCTING THE SOR?

The SOR is a joint project of Reclamation, the
Corps, and BPA-the three agencies that share
responsibility and legal authority for managing the
Federal Columbia River System. The National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS), U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS), and National Park Ser
vice (NPS), as agencies with both jurisdiction and
expertise with regard to some aspects of the SOR,
are cooperating agencies. They contribute informa
tion, analysis, and recommendations where appropri
ate. The U.S. Forest Service (USFS) was also a
cooperating agency, but asked to be removed from
that role in 1994 after assessing its role and the press
of other activities.

HOW IS THE SOR BEING CONDUCTED?

The system operating strategies analyzed in the SOR
could have significant environmental impacts. The
study team developed a three-stage process-s-scop
ing, screening, and full-scale analysis of the strate
gies-to address the many issues relevant to the
SOR.

At the core of the analysis are 10 work groups. The
work groups include members of the lead and coop
erating agencies, state and local government agen
cies, representatives of Indian tribes, and members
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of the public. Each of these work groups has a
single river use (resource) to consider.

Early in the process during the screening phase, the
10 work groups were asked to develop an alternative
for project and system operations that would provide
the greatest benefit to their river use, and one or
more alternatives that, while not ideal, would pro
vide an acceptable environment for their river use.
Some groups responded with alternatives that were
evaluated in this early phase and, to some extent,
influenced the alternatives evaluated in the Draft
and Final EIS. Additional alternatives came from
scoping for the SOR and from other institutional
sources within the region. The screening analysis
studied 90 system operation alternatives.

Other work groups were subsequently formed to
provide projectwide analysis, such as economics,
river operation simulation, and public involvement.

The three-phase analysis process is described
briefly below.

• Scoping/Pilot Study-After holding public
meetings in 14 cities around the region, and
coordinating with local, state, and Federal
agencies and Indian tribes, the lead agencies
established the geographic and jurisdictional
scope of the study and defined the issues that
would drive the EIS. The geographic area
for the study is the Columbia River Basin
(Figure P-l). The jurisdictional scope of
the SOR encompasses the 14 Federal proj
ects on the Columbia and lower Snake Rivers
that are operated by the Corps and Reclama
tion and coordinated for hydropower under
the PNCA. BPA markets the power pro
duced at these facilities. A pilot study ex
amining three alternatives in four river re
source areas was completed to test the deci
sion analysis method proposed for use in the
SOR.

• Screening-Work groups, involving regional
experts and Federal agency staff, were
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created for 10 resource areas and several
support functions. The work groups devel
oped computer screening models and applied
them to the 90 alternatives identified during
screening. They compared the impacts to a
baseline operating year-1992-and ranked
each alternative according to its impact on
their resource or river use. The lead agen
cies reviewed the results with the public in a
series of regional meetings in September
1992.

• Full-Scale Analysis-Based on public com
ment received on the screening results, the
study team sorted, categorized, and blended
the alternatives into seven basic types of
operating strategies. These alternative
strategies, which have multiple options, were
then subjected to detailed impact analysis.
'Iwenty--one possible options were evaluated.
Results and tradeoffs for each resource or
river use were discussed in separate technical
appendices and summarized in the Draft
EIS. Public review and comment on the
Draft EIS was conducted during the summer
and fall of 1994. The lead agencies adjusted
the alternatives based on the comments,
eliminating a few options and substituting
new options, and reevaluated them during
the past 8 months. Results are summarized
in the Final EIS.

Alternatives for the Pacific Northwest Coordination
Agreement (PNCA), the Columbia River Regional
Forum (Forum), and the Canadian Entitlement
Allocation Agreements (CEAA) did not use the
three-stage process described above. The environ
mental impacts from the PNCA and CEAA were not
significant and there were no anticipated impacts
from the Regional Forum. The procedures used to
analyze alternatives for these actions are described
in their respective technical appendices.

For detailed information on alternatives presented
in the Draft EIS, refer to that document and its
appendices.

-
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WHAT SOS ALTERNATIVES ARE CONSIDERED
IN THE FINAL EIS?

Seven alternative System Operating Strategies (SOS)
were considered in the Draft EIS. Each of the seven
SOSs contained several options bringing the total
number of alternatives considered to 21. Based on
review of the Draft EIS and corresponding adjust
ments, the agencies have identified 7 operating
strategies that are evaluated in this Final EIS.
Accounting for options, a total of 13 alternatives is
now under consideration. Six of the alternatives
remain unchanged from the specific options consid
ered in the Draft EIS. One is a revision to a pre
viously considered alternative, and the rest represent
replacement or new alternatives. The basic catego
ries of SOSs and the numbering convention remains
the same as was used in the Draft EIS. However,
because some of the alternatives have been dropped,
the numbering of the final SOSs are not consecutive.
There is one new SOS category, Settlement Discus
sion Alternatives, which is labeled SOS 9 and re
places the SOS 7 category. This category of alterna
tives arose as a consequence of litigation on the
1993 Biological Opinion and ESA Consultation for
1995.

The 13 system operating strategies for the Federal
Columbia River system that are analyzed for the
Final EIS are:

SOS la Pre Salmon Summit Operation represents
operations as they existed from around 1983 through
the 1990-91 operating year, prior to the ESA listing
of three species of salmon as endangered or threat
ened.

SOS Ib Optimum Load-Following Operation
represents operations as they existed prior to
changes resulting from the Regional Act. It attempts
to optimize the load-following capability of the
system within certain constraints of reservoir opera
tion.

SOS 2c Current Operation/No-Action Alternative
represents an operation consistent with that speci
fied in the Corps of Engineers' 1993 Supplemental
EIS. It is similar to system operation that occurred

in 1992 after three species of salmon were listed
under ESA.

SOS 2d [New] 1994-98 Biological Opinion repre
sents the 1994-98 Biological Opinion operation that
includes up to 4 MAF flow augmentation on the
Columbia, flow targets at McNary and Lower Gran
ite, specific volume releases from Dworshak, Brown
lee, and the Upper Snake, meeting sturgeon flows 3
out of 10 years, and operating lower Snake projects
at MOP and John Day at MIP.

SOS 4c [Rev.] Stable Storage Operation with Modi
fied Grand Coulee Flood Control attempts to
achieve specific monthly elevation targets year round
that improve the environmental conditions at stor
age projects for recreation, resident fish, and wild
life. Integrated Rules Curves (IRCs) at Libby and
Hungry Horse are applied.

SOS 5b Natural River Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near river bed
levels for four and one-half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period, by
assuming new low level outlets are constructed at
each project.

SOS 5c [New] Permanent Natural River Operation
operates the four lower Snake River projects to near
river bed levels year round.

SOS 6b Fixed Drawdown Operation draws down the
four lower Snake River projects to near spillway
crest levels for four and one-half months during the
spring and summer salmon migration period.

SOS 6d Lower Granite Drawdown Operation draws
down Lower Granite project only to near spillway
crest level for four and one-half months.

SOS 9a [New] Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
includes flow targets at The Dalles based on the
previous year's end-of-year storage content,
specific volumes of releases for the Snake River, the
drawdown of Lower Snake River projects to near
spillway crest level for four and one-half months,
specified spill percentages, and no fish transporta
tion.
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J. Recreation

K. Resident Fish

Economic and Social Impacts

Canadian Entitlement Allocation
Agreements

Columbia River Regional Forum

Pacific Northwest Coordination Agree
ment

Soils, Geology, and Groundwater

Q.

R.

L.

M. Water Quality

N. Wildlife

O.

p.

S. U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service Coor
dination Act Report

T. Comments and Responses

Each appendix presents a detailed description of the
work group's analysis of alternatives, from the
scoping process through full- scale analysis. Several
appendices address specific SOR functions
(e.g., River Operation Simulation), rather than
individual resources, or the institutional alternatives
(e.g., PNCA) being considered within the SOR. The
technical appendices provide the basis for develop
ing and analyzing alternative system operating
strategies in the EIS. The EIS presents an inte
grated review of the vast wealth of information
contained in the appendices, with a focus on key
issues and impacts. In addition, the three agencies
have prepared a brief summary of the EIS to high
light issues critical to decision makers and the
public.

There are many interrelationships among the differ
ent resources and river uses, and some of the appen
dices provide supporting data for analyses presented
in other appendices. This Navigation appendix
relies on supporting data contained in Appendix A.
River Operation Simulation and Appendix 0, the
Economics and Social Impacts Section. For com
plete coverage of all aspects of Navigation readers
may wish to review these two appendices in concert.

This technical appendix is 1 of 20 prepared for the
SOR. They are:

A. River Operation Simulation

B. Air Quality

C. Anadromous Fish & Juvenile Fish
Transportation

D. Cultural Resources

E. Flood Control

F. Irrigation/Municipal and Industrial
Water Supply

G. Land Use and Development

H. Navigation

I. Power

WHAT DO THE TECHNICAL APPENDICES
COVER?

SOS 9c [New] Balanced Impacts Operation draws
down the four lower Snake River projects near
spillway crest levels for two and one - half months
during the spring salmon migration period. Refill
begins after July 15. This alternative also provides
1994-98 Biological Opinion flow augmentation,
integrated rule curve operation at Libby and Hungry
Horse, a reduced flow target at Lower Granite due
to drawdown, winter drawup at Albeni Falls, and
spill to achieve no higher than 120 percent daily
average for total dissolved gas.

SOS PA Preferred Alternative represents the opera
tion proposed by NMFS and USFWS in their Bio
logical Opinions for 1995 and future years; this SOS
operates the storage projects to meet flood control
rule curves in the fall and winter in order to meet
spring and summer flow targets for Lower Granite
and McNary, and includes summer draft limits for
the storage projects.

80S 9b [New] Adaptive Management establishes
flow targets at McNary and Lower Granite based on
runoff forecasts, with specific volumes of releases to
meet Lower Granite flow targets and specific spill
percentages at run-of-river projects.
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CHAPTER 1

NAVIGATION STUDIES SCOPE AND PROCESS

1

1.1 INTRODUCTION - SCOPE AND PROCESS

The Navigation Technical Appendix presents the
analysis of the various System Operation Review
(SOR) alternatives in terms of their potential affects
on the congressionally authorized navigation system
within the Columbia and Snake river waterways.
The focus of the study, impacts to the authorized
navigation, improvements/developments, reflects on
one of the continuing historical missions of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers: to promote safe commer
cial navigation of the nation's waterways benefitting
the development of commerce within the United
States. Fulfillment of this mission resulted in the
development and maintenance of ship and barge
channels, turning basins, dams and locks, and opera
tion and maintenance activities, such as channel
dredging and lock maintenance.

The study and evaluation process involved Scoping,
Screening and Full scale evaluation. The Scoping
process involved public coordination and brain
storming by the Navigation Technical Work Group
(N1WG), resulting in a narrowed and refined prob
lem domain that aided in focussing the evaluation
procedures. During screening two models were
developed; one was used to evaluate the effects of
the various alternatives on navigation through the
Snake River Projects and the other the effects on
the Dworshak Pool. Full Scale Analysis was expand
ed to included a study of effects throughout the
system.

1.2 TECHNICAL AND GEOGRAPHIC SCOPE

The Navigation Technical Appendix has a comple
mentary relationship with sections of the Economic
and Social Impacts Appendix. The Navigation
Technical Appendix discusses the technical assess
ment of each alternative in terms of the physical
impacts of moving commercial vessels through the

Columbia and Snake River Federally authorized
system ship channels and locks. The Economic
Technical Appendix provides an estimate of the costs
associated with commodity transport on the naviga
ble waterway. An assessment is made of the eco
nomic impact of each alternative on the region,
states, counties, ports, and commodity shippers for
each operating strategy considered in the SOR
process.

The Navigation technical review evaluated all the
various alternatives to determine the physical im
pacts to navigation interests on the Snake and
Columbia River system and logging operations using
the Dworshak Dam pool. The alternatives incorpo
rate the current operational procedure(s), as defined
in System Operating Strategy (SOS) 2c, as its base
line and a set of alternatives that propose a range of
operational strategies which would affect pool levels
and river flows throughout the Columbia and Snake
River system.

The geographical extent of the System Operations
Review (SOR) includes the Columbia River Basin
from the mouth to its upper reaches in Canada, and
its tributaries, including the Snake River and its
tributary the Clearwater River. The NTWG focus is
on those projects on the Columbia, Snake, and
Clearwater Rivers where navigation is one of the
Congressionally authorized uses. On the Columbia
River, authorized navigation projects provide for the
main channel from the mouth to Richland, Washing
ton, and numerous side channels and access chan
nels. On the Snake River, authorized navigation
channels provide for a barge channel from McNary
Dam through the pool behind Lower Granite Dam.
Navigation past the dams is provided by locks at
Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, and McNary on
the Columbia River and at Ice Harbor, Lower
Monumental, Little Goose, and Lower Granite on
the Snake River. Dworshak Reservoir is also in-
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eluded in the analysis of navigation becau se the
project authorization specifically provide s for the use
of Dworshak Lake for transportation of log rafts
from collection points around the lake to a transfer
point nea r the dam . Finally, the potential for impact
to two ferry operations on Lake Roosevelt, behind
Grand Cou lee Dam, was assessed for each proposed
50 S. (See Figure 1-2)

1.3 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND SCOPING

1.3.1 Public Involvement

During the scop ing meetings held throughout the
Columbia and Snake River basins, navigation issues

Navigatiofl Appendix

where presented to those in attendance. A limited
number of responses concern ing navigation matt ers
resulted from these meetings. During the scree ning
and full-scale analysis, public and agency involve
ment focused on the commercial users and those
that operate and maintain the Columbia and Snake
River navigation system.

Although a wide variety of users, including commer
cial fishermen and recreational users, derive a
benefit from the safe, regularly maintained water
way, the focus of public involvement and agency
coordination was on the commercial users and those
that maintain and operate the authorized waterway.

Figure 1-1. Tug and Barge Moving Grain to Portla nd, Oregon

1-2 F1NAL EIS 1995
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1

The navigation system's physical structures, the locks
and navigation channels, were authorized and de
signed to facilitate the passage of commercial vessels
and barges. Although consumers of products
shipped by the commercial operators and the opera
tors of smaller vessels (both commercial and non
commercial) are groups who directly and indirectly
benefit from the authorized waterway, the naviga
tion requirements of commercial operators were
used to measure the effects of alternative system
operation strategies. The commercial users were
chosen for three reasons:

(1) The locks and channels are authorized
by Congress for commercial use. If
changes in system operation affect the
commercial operators, the effect will
also be felt by the noncommercial users
to various degrees.

(2) The primary limiting factor for the
commercial users is the locks. All users
can utilize the system through mini
mum operating pool (MOP), as long as
the draft of the vessel passing through
the locks is 14 feet or less.

(3) A list of individuals and commercial
users interested in Navigation on the

1--4 FINAL EIS
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waterway was developed from a list of
participants who attended the Scoping
meetings and from commercial users
who responded to Snake River draw
down tests. Participants who where
provided with drafts and questionnair
es, included tug boat firms, Ports on the
Columbia and Snake Rivers; Grain
producing associations and members of
the Portland District, U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers Operations Division. A
list of participants is appended as
Table 6-3.

1.3.2 Scoping

During the scoping process, analysis of the alterna
tives demonstrated a simple relationship in regard to
the various system operation alternatives and naviga
tion: The actual measurable impact to commercial
navigation is a function of water depth over the sills
at the locks. Sufficient water exists at MOP on all
pools. If the pool elevations are dropped more than
2 feet below MOp, the locks are impassable to the
present Columbia -Snake River commercial barge
fleet. Consequently, each alternative produces
either one or the other of two possibilities: either
sufficient water is present to move vessels or it is
not. There are no intermediary conditions.
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CHAPTER 2

NAVIGATION ON THE COLUMBIA AND SNAKE RIVER WATERS

2

2.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW OF NAVIGATION

Navigation on the Colwnbia and Snake Rivers has
historically provided an important route of access
into and from the interior Columbia and Snake
River basins. Recognizing the economic importance
of navigation led to early navigation improvements
such as the Cascade Locks (1880-1890s), the Jetties
at the Mouth of the Columbia River (1880-1890s),
Celilo Canal (1890-1900s) and eventually the
construction of the dams and locks on the Columbia
and Snake Rivers. (Willingham, 1983) As part of its
Congressional mandate, the Army Corps of Engi
neers continues to maintain, enhance and operate
the navigational improvements on the Columbia and
Snake Rivers waterway for the benefit of all users.
As reaffirmed in the Water Resources Development
Act 1992 Sec.109, for the "Columbia, Snake, and
Clearwater Rivers. (a) Dredging. The Secretary [of
the Army] is authorized to maintain navigation
access to, and berthing areas at, all currently operat
ing public and private commercial dock facilities
associated with or having access to the Federal
navigation project on the Columbia, Snake, and
Clearwater Rivers from Bonneville Dam to and
including Lewiston, Idaho, at a depth commensurate
with the Federal navigation project." (public Law
102-580)

Commercial traffic operates on the Columbia River
from its mouth through the 'Iri-e Cities area in
Washington. On the Snake River, commercial traffic
uses the waterway from its confluence with the
Columbia River to Lewiston, Idaho. An authorized
use of the Dworshak pool is made by the logging
industry where rafts of timber cut from the North
Fork of the Clearwater River drainage are towed to
transfer areas near the dam. Private and recreation
al craft operate on the Columbia and Snake Rivers
throughout the system.

2.2 STATEMENT OF OPTIMAL CONDITIONS

Optimal conditions for the navigation of the system
are those which (a) allow for the use of the channels,
navigation locks, and associated facilities at or in
excess of their present level of use (b) without
increased maintenance costs, (c) or compromised
safety of vessels. Since the largest vessels using the
waterway above Bonneville Dam are barges used to
haul grain, a minimum "optimal condition" is one
that allows a vessel with a 14-foot draft to move
unimpeded through the locks of the dams on the
Columbia and Snake Rivers. Below Bonneville Dam
the authorized channel increases in depth, which
allows deep draft, ocean going vessels to call on the
ports at Portland, Oregon and Vancouver, Washing
ton.

2.3 NAVIGATION CHANNELS AND LOCKS

The Federal government, through the Army Corps
of Engineers, operates and maintains the congressio
nally authorized navigation channels and locks
throughout the navigable waterway of the Columbia
and Snake Rivers. The channels and locks provide
access to the ports, moorage and recreational places
along the rivers.

Authorized channels are typically maintained, on a
seasonal or as needed basis, by dredging to depths
sufficient to maintain authorized depths or depths
appropriate to the deepest draft commercial users.
Maintenance dredging of access channels to ports
and moorages also occurs, but infrequently, on an as
needed basis.

2.3.1 Columbia River Projects: Channels and
Locks

The Columbia River authorized ship channel begins
at the Columbia River entrance, Columbia River
Mile (CRM) 4.0 and extends through TIi-Cities
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area in Washington. Authorization provides for a
40-foot-deep, 600-foot-wide ship channel from
the Columbia River Bar to Vancouver, Washington,
CRM 105.6. From Vancouver, to the Dalles Dam,
the authorized channel is 27 feet deep and 300 feet
wide, however, the channel is typically dredged only
to 17 feet reflecting the maximum depth required by
commercial traffic through this reach of the river. A
14-foot-deep channel 250 feet wide is maintained
from The Dalles Dam, through McNary Dam, and
up to the various ports in the vicinity of the Tri
Cities, Washington and from the mouth of the Snake
River to Lewiston, Idaho.

The locks on the Columbia and Snake River dams
lift or lower vessels, on the average, 100 feet above
the lock's downstream and/or upstream entrances.
Each lock has an operating range determined not
only by its hydraulic lift but also by the depth of the
sill at the upstream and downstream entrances to the
locks. (See Figure 2-1).

The passage of vessels, commercial or recreational,
in the Columbia or Snake Rivers is limited by sill
depths at the navigation locks. At most of the
projects upstream sills are at -15 feet relative to
Minimum Operational Pool (MOP). MOP provides
the clearance needed for a barge drafting 14 feet,
the typical draft of barges operating in the Columbia
and Snake River fleet.

Sill depths at Bonneville Dam are different than the
locks at upstream projects. The Bonneville (1930)
lock has a downstream sill depth of 23 feet at mini
mum tailwater elevations and an upstream sill depth
of 30 feet at the 70 foot (MOP). The new Bonne
ville navigation lock (1993) has a sill depth of 19 feet
at the downstream and upstream entrances to the
locks. The locks at The Dalles, John Day and
McNary Dams have upstream and downstream sill
depths of 15 feet.

2.3.2 Lower Snake River Projects: Channels
and Locks

The navigation channel from the confluence of the
Snake River with the Columbia to Lewiston, Idaho

Navigation Appendix

is authorized to depths of 14 feet and a width of 250
feet. There are lockages at four dams on the Lower
Snake River: at Ice Harbor, Lower Monumental,
Little Goose and Lower Granite.

2.3.3 Clearwater River: Navigation on
Dworshak Project

Commercial log rafting is an authorized use on the
Dworshak Reservoir and was one of the justifica
tions for construction of Dworshak Project. Logs cut
along the drainage of the North Fork of the Clear
water River are hauled to a number of staging areas,
dumped into the pool, assembled into rafts, towed to
log dumps near the dam, and hauled by truck to
mills. Staging areas have been developed for use at
various pool elevations so that timber drops and
hauling can be maintained during periods of normal
draw down. However, at certain minimum pool
elevations this activity must be replaced by trucking
when the timber has to roll too far to the pool and
becomes susceptible to damage. There are no main
tenance activities associated with log rafting on the
Dworshak pool, although during periods of signifi
cant draw down the pool becomes unusable for log
rafting.

2.3.4 Port Facilities

A comprehensive inventory of port facilities on the
Columbia and Snake River pools is attached to the
back of this appendix, as Exhibit A. The distribution
of port terminals by type and pool is summarized in
the table.

The number of port facilities on all eight reservoirs
totals 54, with 34 on the lower Columbia River
(McNary and below) and 20 on the lower Snake
River (Lower Granite Reservoir and below). The
geographic distribution of port facilities reflects the
concentration of shipping activity near Lewiston on
the Lower Granite Pool and Pasco on the McNary
Pool. Grain terminals are the most common facili
ties accounting for nearly half of all terminals within
the study area, Minimum water depths alongside
these facilities range from 10 to 40 feet for active
facilities. (U.S.A.c.E., 1986)

2-2 FINALEIS
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2Tow enters lock chamber
Upstream • Gates gpen ,.•

"",.. dosed

Gates dOHd

Filling Valve Closed ./ Emptying Valve

With the tug and barga In the Iodl chlmbaf, the upsl reBm gate s , O~ll__
and valYElS are clo8&d. The downstream vahieI .. oplIIled Il:Iequalize
he wetee level in the lock cl'lllmbaf with the downstream chanool .

Gates Open

Figure 2-1 . Locking Procedure (Downstream)
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Port facilities at Clarkston and Lewiston have histo
ries of siltation. Siltation occurs because of the
change in river flow as the Snake River enters the
pool formed behind Lower Granite Dam. River
currents velocity decreases as it enters the pool ,
dropping large amounts of sediment. Main taining
water depths has been most critical on the south side
of the river at Clarkston and to a lesser extent at
Lewiston . Facilities on the north ba nk downstream
of the Clearwater-Snake confluence have reported
few prob lems.

Navigation Appendix

On the McNary pool , eddies and other conditions
cause marginal water depths at some facilities,
especially downstream of Clover Island . The se
depths have continued to cause docking problems
for Harvest States and other grain and short - term
storage elevators in the 1h-Cit ies area . Other
facilities with marginal water conditions at the
present include the Ca rgill and Connell facilities at
Burbank, the Boise Cascade facility at Wallula, and
the Umat illa elevator s.

Figure 2-2. Log Rafting on Dworshak Pool

2-4 FlNALE1S 1995
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CHAPTER 3

SCREENING PROCESS AND FULL SCALE ANALYSIS

3

Chapter 3 provides a general overview of the screen
ing process and full scale analysis. It should be noted
that the process in full scale analysis differed in several
significant ways from the screening. The models used
to evaluate the effects of the various alternatives on
navigation on the Snake River and logging opera
tions on the Dworshak Project were refined from
one phase to the next and additional analyses were
conducted to substantiate potential impacts identi
fied during screening.

3.1 DEVELOPEMENT OF SCREENING
MODELS

The following discussion includes the assumptions
that supported the modeling; the value measures
used to rank the magnitude of the effects of each
screening alternative on the Snake and Clearwater
Rivers, a qualitative evaluation noting the conse
quences related to alternatives which impact naviga
tion, an analysis of the effects on Snake river draw
down alternatives on stage below Bonneville Dam,
effects on the ferry operations in Lake Roosevelt,
and the physical impacts to facilities in draw down
affected reaches of the Snake River.

The purpose of Screening was to determine whether
the various system alternatives could be evaluated
and their effects on particular operations, values,
and activities measured. Screening was the first
evaluation of system data. The effects of alternative
operations where evaluated at the lower Snake River
projects and Dworshak Project. During screening,
the N1WG developed and used two models to
estimate the costs of alternative transportation of
the goods which are presently barged on the lower
Snake River and log rafts which are towed on the
Dworshak pool. The first model estimated the direct
cost of sending by rail or truck goods now barged
down the lower Snake River when alternative system

operations result in lower pool depths. The second
model estimated the costs of trucking logs now
rafted on the Dworshak pool when the pool level is
drafted below the facilities designed to handle the
logs.

Also during screening, other potential problems
were identified, but not analyzed. Examples of
other potential problems included: (1) navigation
impacts of increased spring flows at critical reaches
of the Snake River, (2) increased shoal formation in
the Snake and Columbia Rivers navigation channels
due to increased spring flows, (3) reduced stage
below Bonneville Dam due to extreme or extended
low releases that would force changes to the move
ment of deep draft vessels.

3.1.1 Lower Snake River Projects: Screening
Analysis

The navigation model developed for screening
system alternatives assessed navigation impacts at
the four lower Snake River Projects: Lower Granite,
Little Goose, Lower Monumental, and Ice Harbor.
This model evaluated alternatives based on the
observation that commercial navigation operations
would be suspended when pools dropped 2 feet
below MOP because vessels could not safely access
locks. As stated in Chapter 2, the movement of tugs
and their various tows through the lock system is an
either/or situation; either water elevations are high
enough that a tug and fully (or light loaded barge)
can pass through or there is not sufficient water for
navigation through the lock system.

When navigation is affected by low water alterna
tives, commodities are shipped by an alternative
method, either truck or rail, or not shipped at all.
To measure this cost, a value measure, added trans
portation costs, was applied to those alternatives that
impacted navigation. This value measure estimated
the increased cost of shipping commodities which
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are typically transported by barge. Impacts to
navigation are expressed in dollar values under each
alternative.

commerce years adequately represents
commodity transport on the Columbia and
Snake Rivers.

3.1.1.1 Screening Assumptions for the
Evaluation of Snake River Impacts

The following assumptions were made for the pur
poses of modeling impacts during the initial screen
ing of alternatives:

a. Transportation from the Snake River to
Portland occurs year round. Monthly
quantities of transported commodities were
used for three representative years. The low,
average, and high commerce years and
associated probabilities used are as follows:

Calendar Year

e. All commodities either originating in or
destined for a pool or a project were treated
as though they were shipped from that pool
to Portland. This assumption ignores local
river traffic, but a review of the 1990 data
shows that no significant error is introduced
by this assumption. Petroleum products were
not included, as they are predominantly an
upstream moving commodity, with the largest
portion of traffic between Portland and the
McNary pool.

d. Commodities shipped by barge are not
stored; they are all shipped without delay.
The model assumes sufficient numbers of rail
cars or trucks to carry the additional volume
of commodities and that Portland rail and
truck off-loading facilities would be capable
of handling the diverted commodities.

.85

.05

Probability

1990

1985

Medium Yr

LowYr

High Yr 1989 .1

Three commodity groupings: grain; wood
products and paper; and wood chips and logs
account for over 90 percent of the down
stream commercial navigation traffic. The
annual tonnage of each of these commodities
for each project for the high, average and low

The costs of transporting goods is likely to
vary over time depending on a variety of
factors which may include fuel costs, inflation
or other unknowns. To account for possible
variations in alternative transportation costs,
costs were varied through a range of ± 25
percent from a baseline value. The
associated probabilities of occurrence are
follows:

b.

c.

Low

Medium

High

.05

.70

.25

f.

g.

The lock system operates within a certain
range on all the projects under review.
Between MOP and 2 feet below, barges
would be light loaded resulting in additional
tows to move the same quantities. At depths
2 feet and lower than MOP all commodities
would be shipped by the next available mode
of transportation, either truck or rail.

Lower Columbia River Dam Outages or
Restrictions: As a result of an early under
standing that MOP would be maintained on
the McNary, John Day, The Dalles, and the
Bonneville pools, the Navigation models used
in screening do not account for impacts due
to reduced elevations at these projects. If
these pools fall below MOp, the impacts to
navigation would be substantial, equaling
outage impacts on the Snake River plus the
cost of alternate transportation to ship
commodities by rail or truck past all of these
projects.

3-2 F1NALEIS 1995
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h. The dams on the navigable portions of the
Columbia and Snake Rivers were designed to
accommodate and facilitate tug and barge
transportation at MOP. Impacts to naviga
tion will occur whenever elevation drops to
MOP or below. The locks become impassible
to the present fleet when the pool elevation
drops just 2 feet below MOP. Several
alternatives analyzed during screening also
impacted the elevations at lower Columbia
River dams. These impacts were not
modeled, but would be as great or greater
than the Snake River impacts.

3.1.1.2 Value Ranges for Snake River
Screening Model

Impacts, evaluated as the total cost of alternate
transportation for selected commodities, ranged
from none at all to over 31 million dollars, depend
ing on the alternative. Alternatives not requiring
draw down below MOP had no measured effect in
the screening analysis. The impact of draw down
alternative is more or less severe depending on the
duration of the draw down and the length of time
needed to refill the affected pools. It is important to
note that this model was not used in the full scale
analysis and results from the full scale analysis are
not similar.

3.1.1.3 Qualitative Analysis of the Lower
Snake River Screening Results

The screening model measures the severity of an
impact by predicting the costs associated with each
alternative. Alternatives that leave pools at or above
MOP are similar to the baseline alternative: they do
not limit navigation, and therefore do not increase
the costs of commodity shipments. No impacts are
associated with these alternatives.

Alternatives that fall between 2 feet below MOP and
MOP would increase navigation costs because barges
would need to be light loaded to enter and pass
through the lock system. None of the alternatives
proposed in screening fell into this category.

3

Those alternatives that result in pool levels lower
than 2 feet below MOP produce severe navigation
impacts. These alternatives eliminate the possibility
of barging commodities. Trucking or transport by
rail is substantially more expensive than barging
commodities resulting in increased navigation im
pacts for those alternatives.

3.1.1.4 IMPACTS: Summary of Results of
Initial Screening

LOWER SNAKE RIVER IMPACTS:

(1) Lost grain sales: The screening model
assumes that sufficient rail cars, trucks,
and off-loading capacity would be
available should barge navigation on
the lower Snake and Columbia Rivers
be curtailed. Insufficient capacity
would result in lost grain deals simply
because the commodity could not be
brought to market. The model can not
account for the regional impacts of lost
sales.

(2) Upgrading Transportation Infrastruc
ture - Representatives from the
transportation agencies of the states of
Washington and Oregon have ex
pressed the concern that the highway
and rail systems are not physically
adequate to handle the large increase
in traffic volume should the grain that
is normally barged be shipped by an
alternate land route. Upgrading the
existing road system in the rural areas
would require redistribution of trans
portation funds in both states that
could not be fully recovered under
existing state or Federal highway
revenue allocation formulas. As a
result of what is essentially a Federal
action, states would be forced to divert
transportation funds from other areas,
resulting in unmet needs in locations
far removed from the Columbia River.
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Figure 3-1 . Typical Cracking in Whitman
County Road 9000 afIer
March 1992 Lower Granite
Drawdown Test

(3) Non-movement of Wood Chips - The
major hauler of wood chips has
indicated that alternatives to barging
are not available because the product
value is not high enough to justify a
mo re expensive transportation alterna
tive. Th is would increase the cost of
river outages.

(4) Rate Adjustment s: The model does not
address rate increases that would be
necessary during the year to offset
fixed expenses du ring closure windows.
Th e magnitude of the adjustmen t
would depend on the length of the low
wate r forced closures.

(5) Maximu m Optimal Flows Exceeded:
1\'10 area s on the Snake River the Ice
Harbor Cut and below Lower Monu 
mental Dam, were identified as having
maximu m optimum velocitie s, above
which barge traffic would be impacted.
If the flow of the river exceeds 100,000
cfs at the Ice Harbor Cut or 150,000 cfs

FINAL EIS
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below Lower Monumental Dam
(combined spillway and regulated flow),
ba rge tows must be broken up and
moved individually through the reach
and then reassembled to pass through
the locks. Breaking tows increases the
safety hazard in the reach and increases
commodity transit time. Added
transportation cost associated with high
velocities de lays is not accounted for in
the navigation screening model.

LOWER COLUMBIA RIVER IMPACTS:

(1) Potential Impacts to deep draft naviga
tion: Alternatives which have exten ded
dr aw down periods (pas t June 15 of any
year) have a likelihood of impacti ng
deep draft navigation below Vancouver,
Washington. In these circumst ances
the refill period for the lower Snake
River dam s would extend far into the
low flow period of the natural hydro
graph for the basin and co uld cause a
decrease in river elevations on the
lower Columbia River. Present deep
draft navigation practices maximize the
draft of outbound ships, based on the
actua l stage of the Columbia River and
the tidal cycle. Even small changes in
available water dept h could have
significant impacts. (Th is re sult not
verified in full scale analysis)

(2) Pote ntia l for Increased channel
dre dging - Flow augmentat ion
scenarios that simulate a freshe t
condition in the lower Co lumbia River,
below Bonneville dam, will probably
increase the fonnation and severity of
shoaling conditions in the navigation
channels. Increased dredging would be
needed to keep the Columbia River
Ship channe l clear of shoals. If high
flows are immediately followed by low
flows (while dams are refilling) the
impact on shipping from increased
shoa ling would be compounded by the
loss in water elevat ion .
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Figure 3-2. Gra in vessel being loaded at Port of Portland Terminal 4

A summary of the results from the
Screening Analysis are in a separa te,
two volume SOR publication entitled,
Screening A nalysis, VoL 1, Description
and Conclusions, dated August 1992
and Screening Analysis, Vol 2, Impact
Results, dated June 1992.

3.1 .2 Dworshak Dam: Screening Analysis

3.1.2.1 Assumptions for the Dworshak Dam
Screening Model

a. The annual high and low log quantities,
measured in million board feet (mbf), were
for 1987 and 1989, respectively. An average
year was calculated from the two. The
following range of probabilities for each
volume condition is used for the analysis.

Volume (mbe) Probability
Screening/(Full Scale)

These assumptions were changed in the Full Scale
Analysis. The revised assumptions are also shown.For Dworshak Project, the model developed for

Screening evaluate d the impacts of log rafting activi
ties on Dworshak Reservoir as a result of alternate
system operations. The value measure for the
Dworshak screening model was added transportation
costs for trucking logs to more distant log dumps or
all the way to Lewiston when the pool elevation
dropped below the lowest dump.

1995

Low Yr 14 (14)

Medium Yr 26 (16)

High Yr 50 (50)

.2

.6

.2
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c. Sites are used from May to October, with the
following distribution of the an nual volume :

The dista nce between Little North Fork Log Dump
and Lewiston is 52 miles, Benton Creek to Little
North Fork is 26 miles, and Milk Creek to Litt le
North Fork is 28 miles .

b. In screening, the model assumed that the
annua l quantities are divided equally between
the four dump sites on Dworshak pool . In
full scale modeling the distribution of logs
was not equal.

Little Meadow 25% (0) 1580
Creek

Litt le North Fork 25% (56%) 1570 (1575)

Benton Creek 25% (34%) 1570 (1570)

Milk Creek 25% (10%) 1590 (1585)

Probability

.05

.25

.7

Low 2805 (280.5)

Medium 374 (346.0)

High 467.5 (467.5)

3.1.2.2 Value Ranges for Dworshak Dam
Screening

Using the screening model, the range of values
measuring impacts to logging operations at Dwor
sha k Reservoir ope rations ran ged fro m minus
$106,000 to plus $474,000, when compared to the
base ca.se. The negative values indicate that some
alternatives analyzed in Screening improved log
transport ope rations over the base case. Specifically,
log rafting activities bene fitted by op tions tha t hold
pool elevations full and stable between May and
October allowing continued operations. In contrast,
under the base case logging and towing ope rations
decline (and eventua lly cease) as water is drafted
from the pool for other uses. Results from the Full
Scale Analysis are discussed in Section 3,2.

Added Cos t ($/mbflmi.)
Screening/(Full Scale)

Percent of Min Operating
Total Elev (fi)S

Screening/(Full Scale)

Dump Site

Month Percent of Annual Volume
Screening/(Full Scale)

May 10% (0%)

June 15% (15%)

July 25% (25%)

August 25% (25%)

Septembe r 15% (25%)

Octobe r 10% (10%)

d. Until the pool elevation drops below 1570,
logs are trucked to the nearest usable site on
the poo l. When the pool elevation fa lls be low
1570 feet, logs are trucked to Lewis ton,
Idaho. The range of added cost for trans
porting logs to a diffe ren t site or to Lewiston
is as follows:

Figure 3-3. Dworshak Dam Log Dump
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3.1.2.3 Qualitative Analysis of the Dworshak
Dam Screening Results

Log Storage on Dworshak Pool:

Some temporary storage of logs occurs at the Dwor
shak log dumps, which the screening model does not
account for. As a result, the screening model shows
a cost impact associated with even the base case water
condition. As this statement applies to nearly all of
the alternatives screened, it will not be listed sepa
rately in the observations for the Navigation Group.

A summary of the results from the Screening Analy
sis are in a separate, two volume SOR publication
entitled, Screening Analysis, Vol. 1, Description and
Conclusions, dated August 1992 and Screening
Analysis, Vol. 2, Impact Results, dated June 1992.

3.2 FULL SCALE ANALYSIS

During full scale analysis, the N1WG looked to
verify the significance of issues and concerns identi
fied during screening and to document the physical
impacts on navigation of all of the alternatives. Each
alternative SOS, including the various modeled
options for each, was analyzed to determine whether
the SOS/option affected utilization of the locks,
caused increased shoaling, high flows, or reduced
river elevations below Bonneville Dam. For Dwor
shak impacts, the model developed during screening
was refined by the NTWG with timber industry
input and the cost of trucking logs, rather than
rafting logs, estimated. Facility owners and opera
tors along the Snake River were asked to qualita
tively assess the physical damages that would occur
to their facilities during an extended draw down.
Some of the results of the NTWG were given to
Economics Work Group to further determine the
cost and social impact of the alternative.

Snake River Model: Unlike the screening model,
the cost of alternate transportation of goods normal
ly barged through the dams on the lower Snake
River was generated by a much refined model under
a contract administered through the Economics
Work Group. Refer to the Economics Appendix for
a description of the model and results.

3

Dworshak Dam: The analysis of impacts on Dworshak
Dam log transportation in full scale analysis was very
similar to the screening analysis, with the main
difference being that 50 years of simulated data were
used, rather than just five screening years. Adjust
ments were made to the variables used in the analy
sis, based on more current information (see Section
3.1.1), but the logic of the analysis is identical. The
model works by developing a cost for alternate truck
transportation of logs normally rafted on Dworshak
Lake. The model is a simple spreadsheet model,
which is coupled with a statistics software package to
develop the expected value for impacts.

3.2.1 Impacts to Deep Draft Navigation on the
Lower Columbia River:

During the screening phase of the System Operation
Review (SOR) alternatives, the Port of Portland,
through an analysis of tide, river flows, and vessel
transport data, concluded that there was a potential
for impacts to shipping on the lower Columbia River
as a result of draw down of the lower Snake River
pools. Decreased flow from the Snake River into
the Columbia River during the refill period, espe
cially when it overlaps the low point of the Snake
and Columbia Rivers natural hydrographs, may
result in reduced river stages in the lower Columbia
River, which could impact commercial navigation
along the 40-foot channel. In addition to the
normally maintained channel depths, deep draft
vessels calling at the ports in the lower Columbia
River regularly utilize an average of 2-6 feet of
stage provided by tidal effects of the Pacific Ocean.

To analyze the potential for effects in Full Scale
Analysis, a comparison of the stage available at key
points in the lower Columbia River at various dis
charges from Bonneville Dam was combined with
the probability of occurrence of the discharges in the
alternatives requiring draw down of the lower Snake
River pools during the months of August, September
and October. The hydroregulation simulations
showed these months have the greatest potential for
impact from the refill period following drawdown
alternatives. The three locations in the Columbia
River that were studied were Portland/Vancouver
(RM 106), Kalama (RM 75), and Wauna (RM 41.6).
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The port locations represent the most depth sensi
tive departure points on the river and Wauna is a
critical passage point for loaded outbound vessels.

The National Ocean Service dynamic wave model,
DWOPR, was employed to model the system. To
simulate the tidal variation, actual tidal data from
1985 was used. This tidal year was selected because
it represents an average year, not affected by unusu
al events such as the EI Nino of the early 1980s or
early 1990s, and because the period of record is
continuous. The inputs to the system from other
tributaries to the Columbia River were held constant
at the 50 percent exceedance value for each of the
three months, as determined by the historical water
flow data collected by the U.S. Geological Survey.
The Bonneville outflow was varied in increments of
2,500 cfs between 70,000 cfs and 80,000 cfs and by
5,000 cfs between 80,000 cfs and 100,000cfs. A set of
tidal curves was generated at each chosen river
location for the various Bonneville flows.

A frequency distribution for stage height at each
Bonneville discharge for each location for each
month was generated and a probability of occur
rence determined. This was combined with the
distribution of modeled daily flows from Bonneville
for each of the draw down alternatives, the No
Action alternative (SOS 1a), and the Base Case
(SOS 2c). The daily flows were generated by the
Anadromous Fish Work Group's CRiSP model. The
daily flows represent how Bonneville would be
operated, based on historical operations and current
operating restrictions, given the average monthly
outflow for a given alternative. Since Bonneville is
the lowest dam on the Columbia River, it is oper
ated within fairly tight discharge restrictions. There
fore projecting daily flows using existing operating
procedures is a reasonable approach.

The end result of combining the stage and outflow
distributions, is a stage frequency distribution for
each alternative at each location for each of the
three critical months. It should be noted that the
absolute values of the stages generated at each

Navigation Appendix

location is less important than the difference in the
stages under the various SOSs. The relative impacts
on stage between various drawdown alternatives and
the Base Case, SOS2c, are shown in Table 3-1:
Percent of Time: Comparisons with 2c-1993 Operating
Strategy. The results from the analysis of the draw
down alternatives can be extended to the expected
results of flow augmentation strategies. If significant
storage volume is spilled early in the spring to meet
flow targets, refill of reservoirs, especially if coupled
with low power generation flows, could cause minimal
flows from Bonneville, depending on the timing and
length of the refill. Such a condition occurred in the
fall of 1994. Further discussion of the relative eco
nomic impacts on navigation are included in the
Economics Appendix.

Impacts to the velocity of the water at Ice Harbor and
Lower Monumental Dams: During Screening, the
barge operators noted that high flows from both
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams were
problematic in navigating barge tows below the
dams. The optimal condition below Lower Monu
mental Dam is flows below 150,000 cfs and below Ice
Harbor Dam is flows less than 100,000 cfs, when
McNary pool is full. During full scale analysis, the
average monthly flows for the 50 years of data were
examined for each system strategy. The data was
sorted and compared to both the Base Case (SOS
2c) and the No Action alternative (SOS 1A). It is
acknowledged that the monthly flow averages do not
reflect the daily conditions below the dam, that some
high flow days might not be apparent when looking
only at averages. Yet, using the monthly averages is
useful for comparing the potential for chronic occur
rence of the problem.

The results are shown in Table 3-2: Summary-Flow
Analysis For Lower Monumental & Ice Harbor. The
results reveal that most alternative strategies had little
or no effect on the occurrence of high flow conditions.
Only the flow augmentation alternatives showed
noticeable, though minor, increases in the number of
years out of the 50 years of simulation that average
monthly flows exceeded the optimal conditions.
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3.3 IMPACTS NOT MODELED

3.3.1 Phys ical Impacts to the Facilities
along the Snake River due to Extended
Draw Dow n

A survey of the owners of the facilitie s on th e
lower Snake River was conduc ted to have them
describe the potential impacts o n their faci lities
due to an extended draw down scena rios. Th e
result s are conta ined in Table 3-3, Results of the
Survey for A nticipated Physical Impacts . No quan
t itat ive analysis of the impacts was completed by
the NTWG .

3.3.2 Lake Roosevelt Feny Operations

T here a re two ferry operations on Lake Roo sevelt.
behind Grand Co ulee Dam. One is located a t
Keller, Washi ngton, and the other at Gifford. The
G iffo rd Ferry will be impacted when the water
elevation behind Grand Coulee drops by more
th an 72 feel . The operators of the Keller Ferry
report that when their normal terminus is affected
by low wat er , they are able to utilize an old road
bed nea rby to come ashore. In reviewing the
results of 50 years of modelled da ta, most alte rna
tives did not cause significant changes in the
mon thly end elevations from historical or mod
elled base case data . Nea rly all SOS alte rna tives
resulted in the Gifford Ferry being impacted , on
average, abo ut 6 years in 50, usually in late April.

3.3.3 Increased Shoal Formation

The po tentia l for increased shoal formation and
increased dredging on the Snake and Co lumbia
Rive rs from higher flows associated with now
augmenta tion releases during the spring was
ide ntified in Scree ning. During full scale analysis,
an empirical relationship between high Dows was
sought after in the Dow and dredging records of
the lower Columbia River. Unfortunately, in (he
Lowe r Columbia River, the reco rds did not show a
direc t corre lati on. It was apparent from the
records that the availability of dredge plant equip-

3

ment played a great part in the volume of material
dredged. Some yea rs the maintenance: probably
ba rely stayed ahead of need. whereas in ot her
years, some adva nce maint enance: was possible in
order to secure the channel depths for longer
peri ods of time. This factor could not be filter ed
out. In orde r 10 provide some perspective on Ihe
pote ntial for impact, however, it should be noted
that typically, be tween seve n and nine million
cubic yards of sand are removed during annu al
maintenance dredging below Vancouver, Washing
ton to mouth of the Columbia River. Based on
rece:nt costs for dredgin g in the Columbi a River , a
modest five percent increase in annual dredging
wou ld tr anslate into over S6oo,Ooo dollars in
additional dre dging costs .

In the lower Snake River, where the shoa ls are
formed under diffe rent conditions than in the
lower Co lumbia River . (he higher velocities result
in a scouri ng effect on the river bed, which would
re sult in less dredging.

Figure 3-4. Damage to Red Wolf Marina
in the Lower Granite Pool
during March 1992
Drawd own Test
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Table 3-1. Percent of Time Comparison of Specific Operating Strategy with 2c·

Vancouver

August

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

la 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2c

5a 0.0 0.1 1.0 -0.4 -0.3 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5b 0.0 0.1 1.4 -0.5 -0.4 -0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6a 0.0 0.1 1.0 -0.3 -0.3 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6b 0.0 0.1 1.5 -0.4 -0.4 -0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6af 0.0 0.1 1.2 -0.4 -0.3 -0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6bf 0.0 0.1 1.4 -0.4 -0.3 -0.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

September

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

la 0.0 0.0 -0.3 -0.6 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2c

5a 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.1 -0.6 -1.2 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5b 0.0 0.0 4.5 2.4 -2.4 -3.1 -1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6a 0.0 0.0 1.9 -0.1 -0.5 -1.1 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6b 0.0 0.0 3.9 2.0 -2.0 -2.6 -1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6af 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.1 -0.7 -1.2 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6bf 0.0 0.0 4.5 2.2 -2.3 -3.0 -1.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

October

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

la 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2c

5a 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
5b 0.0 0.0 0.8 0.1 -0.2 -0.4 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6a 0.0 0.0 0.7 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6b 0.0 0.0 0.6 -0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6af 0.0 0.0 0.6 -0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
6bf 0.0 0.0 0.6 -0.2 -0.1 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

* Results include alternates not carried through to FEIS
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Table 3-1. Percent of Time Comparison of Specific Operating Strategy with ze- - CONT

Kalama

August

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

1a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2c
Sa 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sb 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.3 -0.3 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6a 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.2 -0.2 -0.2 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6b 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6af 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.3 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6bf 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.4 -0.2 -0.2 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

September

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

1a 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
2c
Sa 0.0 0.0 0.5 1.1 -0.5 0.0 -0.7 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
Sb 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.9 -0.4 -0.9 -1.9 -0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0
6a 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.9 -0.5 0.0 -0.6 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
6b 0.0 0.0 0.9 2.5 -0.3 -0.7 -1.6 -0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0
6af 0.0 0.0 0.4 1.0 -0.5 -0.2 -0.8 -0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0
6bf 0.0 0.0 1.0 2.9 -0.4 -0.8 -1.9 -0.8 0.0 0.0 0.0

October

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

la 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2c
Sa 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 -0.2 -0.3 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
5b 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.0 -0.2 -0.4 -0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0
6a 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 -0.1 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
6b 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
6af 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0
6bf 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 -0.1 -0.1 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0

* Results include alternates not carried through to FEIS
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Table 3-1. Percent of Time Comparison of Specific Operating Strategy with 2c* - CONT

Wauna

August

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

1a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2c

Sa 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Sb 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6b 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6af 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6bf 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

September

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

1a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2c

Sa 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0

Sb 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0

6a 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0

6b 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 -0.1 -0.2 0.0 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0

6af 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.2 -0.2 -0.1 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0

6bf 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.4 -0.2 -0.3 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 -0.2 0.0

October

Operating Stage Interval
Strategy

-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8

la 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

2c
5a 0.0 0.0 0.1 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0

5b 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0

6a 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0

6b 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0
6af 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.1 0.1 0.0 -0.2 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0

6bf 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 -0.1 0.0 0.0

* Results include alternates not carried through to FEIS
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Table 3-2. Summary Flow Analysis for Lower Monumental & Ice Harbor
No. of Months Qav8 > Optimal Condltions**

3

WWER MONUMENTAL SORT
Q Optimal < 150,000 cfs

APRIL MAY JUNE

la 3 2d 4 9c 2

Ib 3 9b 4 la 4

2c 3 2c 5 Ib 4

2d 3 4c 5 2d 5

4c 3 5b 5 4c 5

5b 3 5c 5 5b 5

5c 3 6b 5 5c 5

6b 3 6d 5 6b 5

6d 3 9a 5 6d 5

9a 3 9c 5 2c 6

9b 3 PA 5 9b 6

9c 3 la 6 PA 7

PA 3 Ib 6 9a 9

ICE HARBOR SORT
Q Optimal < 100,000 cfs

APRIL MAY JUNE

2d 9 2d 18 9c 15

la 15 9c 21 la 20

Ib 15 9a 22 Ib 20

4c 17 PA 22 5c 21

9a 17 la 23 2c 22

5c 17 Ib 23 4c 22

5b 18 5c 24 5b 22

6b 18 4c 25 6b 22

6d 18 5b 25 6d 22

9c 18 6b 25 PA 22

2c 19 6d 25 2d 23

9b 19 9b 25 9b 23

PA 19 2c 26 9a 25

.. Out of 50 modeled water years, water data from 1929-1978

1995 FINALE1S 3-13



Table 3-3. Results of the Survey for Anticipated Physicallmpaets*
Due to Drawdown of Lower Snake River Pools

* Only comments relevant to the physical impacts are included Economic Impacts are described in Economics TechnicalAppendix.

Name of Facility 1)'pe of .. .Greater Impacts wILonger Draw down
RM

"'acility
Physical hnpacts Other Colllments on Physical Impacts

.

Port of Whitman

- Almota Site 430 Port (grain) bank sloughing, land subsidence, Longer draw down makes building failure more probable.
possible building failures, road
failures, possible bridge failure,
possible water system failure
dolphin instability, barge loading
facilities unusable, possible well
pumps failure, water table drop

- Boyer Park & 430 Park, Marina boat ramp unusable, swimming This facility is immediately down stream of Lower Granite Dam.
Marina Restaurant area unusable, boat docks Flow and spill tests raise and lower the water level quickly and

unusable, gas dock ususable and dramatically at the Marina. This fluctuation is very hard to deal
possible line rupture, dikes slough, with. A steady pool level, as experienced here, not an average for
river bank slough, water table drop, the reservoir, minimizes damage to the facilities and the costs to
possible break up of roads and protect them. (paraphrased)
parking area

- Central Ferry 405 Heavy bank sloughing, dolphin instability
Industry
Barge Port

- Wilma Site 460 Heavy bank sloughing, dolphin instability, Longer draw down makes all physical impacts more likely to occur.
Industry damage to floating docks, barge We know some will occur with even a one month draw down...We
Barge Port facilities unusable, possible land don't know if we will see structural intergrity of the tank farm
Commercial subsidence; structural integrity of compromised by a longer draw down. Financial impact uncertain.
Marina sheet pile docks, tank farm The method of draw down may cause the physical failures - if it is

foundation and building done too fast. A slower draw down would minimize the failures.
foundations is threatened

Lewis-Clark 465 Grain settling/shifting of barge loading Longer draw downs would increase impacts to facilities. Will
Terminal Assoc. Storage structure, resedimentation of money become available to pay for damages or to retrofit for

River barge slip, loss of ability to ship different modes of transport?
Terminal grain in an economical manner to

export locations lack of adequate
grain storage, (multiple financial
impacts to employees and
business....)

Port of Lewiston 465 SeaPort dolphin settling, bank sloughing



Table 3-3. Results of the Survey for Anticipated Physical Impacts·
Due to Drawdown of Lower Snake River Pools - CONT

*Only comments relevant to the physical impacts are included Economic Impacts are described in Economics TechnicaiAppendix.

<\ >< .....

or •.•••••• RM ...
'J:Ype()f .. .• Gl1!8.t,r b:n~ctswlLo~rl.ln.",d(J\fll

..................... ........ •••.•.• -"<\ Facility > ••••.•.••••••••..••• ) ····Other.COllJJ.rtents ••on••Phys.calltatPtlds
Potlatch Corp. 465 Manufacture requirement of water intake and The effluent discharge permit is based on specific minimum flows

lumber and effluent modifications, eliminate for adequate dispersion, which may not be met under reduced
bleached barge transportation of products, flows during the draw down or refill period. (paraphrased)
pulp products require alternate mode of

transportation of product
shipments

Mountain Fir Chip 465 Whole log facility would stop production Financial impact to operation and associated operations (logging
Co. chipping when barge transportation became contractors, haulers, and purchasers) is much greater than the

plant impossible and on -site storage actual physical impact. (paraphrased)
would be insufficient

Clarkston Grain 464 Grain Respondent felt operation would close due to financial impacts ....
Terminal, Inc. elevator See Economic Analysis Appendix

Port of Clarkston 463 Crane and shipments of cargo (grain, logs, Port of Clarkston has no rail system, so we depend greatly on river
cargo dock, containers, grass seed) and docking traffic to ship products. Red Wolf Marina would not operate due
marina,and by boats and cruise ships stop. to lack of sufficient water levels...
land lease See Economic Analysis Appendix

Wilma Division, 460 Whole log facility would stop production Financial impact to operation and associated operations (logging
Mountain Fir Chip chipping when barge transportation became contractors, haulers, and purchasers) is much greater than the
Company plant impossible and on -site storage actual physical impact. (paraphrased) See Economic Analysis

would be insufficient Appendix

Tidewater Terminal 460 Barge damage to docks, especially the Note: major concern is economic impact
Co. loading petroleum dock See Economic Analysis Appendix

unlaoding
facility

A1motaElevator 430 Grain loading intergrity of the facility would be Our facility is built on fill. Not all of the facility has piling
Company facility compromised underneath ... (impact would occur) if not this time, then next

time.

Port of Garfield 405 Land lease sloughing of the river bank, The longer the draw down, the worse the physical impact will be.
possible collapse of the grain The engineers have stated the elevators cannot withstand the
elevators on site "drain/fill" process year after year. They will collapse. The roads

through Garfield County cannot sustain the increased traffic if
grain is forced to be moved by truck...



! Table 3-3. Results of the Survey for Anticipated Physical lmpacts"
G) Due to Drawdown of Lower Snake River Pools - CONT

* Only comments relevant to the physicalimpacts are included. Economic Impacts are described in Economics TechnicalAppendix.
..

~8IIle of Facility RM JYpeof
Ph~llIlP1lcts

Greaterlmpacts .• wI Longer Draw down
Facility . OtherComments on Physical Impacts

Pomeroy Grain 405 Grain sloughing of river bank, potential The longer any drawdown occurs, the larger the potential occurs
Growers, Inc. elevator severe undermining of foundation for any physical damage. For example, sloughing is the result of

support due to lowering of ground wave action on unprotected (below riprap) bank and the longer
water levels and bank sloughing any drawdown occurs, the more wave action will occur.... there

will also be physical damage to the (alternate) transportation
system, ie., roads and railroads...

Central Ferry 405 1hlckto unable to load barges when water Millions of bushels of grain will have to find another way to the
Terminal Assoc. barge grain level is below MOP coast (10.5 million Bu. handled here last year.)

loading See Economic Analysis Appendix
operation

Tidewater Terminal 330 Barge upstream bound cargos unable to Note: major concern is economic impact
Co. loading move past Ice Harbor Dam See Economic Analysis Appendix

unlaoding
facility

Grain Growers 320 grain elevator possible impacts due to ground The facility was not designed to operate below minimum
barge loading movement navigaiton levels.

Columbia Grain 292 grain elevator sloughing of embankment; Continued sloughing of embankment could damage our
Growers, Inc barge loading possible structural damage to warehouse facility, which includes 547,000 bushel flat house;

dolphins, barge loading tower and 616,000 bushel elevator; 1,5557,000 bushel corrugated steel and
barge loading belt 283,000 bushel bolted steel bins

Longview Fibre 68 Pulp & paper potential water quality problems Note: concern for potential low stage impacts of refill, which are
Company mill during low flow refill period discussed separately
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CHAPTER 4

IMPACTS OF ALTERNATIVES

4

4.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF
ALTERNATIVES

Seven alternative System Operating Strategies (SOS)
were considered in the Draft EIS. Each of the 7
SOSs contained several options, bringing the total
number of alternatives considered to 21. This Final
EIS also evaluates 7 operating strategies, with a
total of 13 alternatives now under consideration
when accounting for options. Section 4.1 of this
chapter describes the 13 alternatives and provides
the rationale for including these alternatives in the
Final EIS. Operating elements for each alternative
are summarized in Table 4-1. Later sections of this
chapter describe the effects of these alternatives on
navigation.

The 13 final alternatives represent the results of the
third analysis and review phase completed since
SOR began. In 1992, the agencies completed an
initial effort, known as "Screening" which identified
90 possible alternatives. Simulated operation for
each alternative was completed for five water year
conditions ranging from dry to wet years, impacts to
each river use area were estimated using simplified
analysis techniques, and the results were compared
to develop 10 "candidate SOSs." The candidate
SOSs were the subject of a series of public meetings
held throughout the Pacific Northwest in September
1992. After reviewing public comment on the candi
date strategies, the SOR agencies further reduced
the number of SOSs to seven. These seven SOSs
were evaluated in more detail by performing
50-year hydroregulation model simulations and by
determining river use impacts. The impact analysis
was completed by the SOR workgroups. Each SOS
had several options so, in total, 21 alternatives were
evaluated and compared. The results were pres
ented in the Draft EIS, published in July, 1994. As
was done after Screening, broad public review and
comment was sought on the Draft EIS. A series of
nine public meetings was held in September and

October 1994, and a formal comment period on the
Draft EIS was held open for over 4 1/2 months.
Following this last process, the SOR agencies have
again reviewed the list of alternatives and have
selected 13 alternatives for consideration and pre
sentation in the Final EIS.

Six options for the alternatives remain unchanged
from the specific options considered in the Draft
EIS. One option (SOS 4c) is a revision to a pre
viously considered alternative, and the rest represent
replacement or new alternatives. The basic catego
ries of SOSs and the numbering convention remains
the same as was used in the Draft EIS. However,
because some of the alternatives have been dropped,
the final SOSs are not numbered consecutively.
There is one new SOS category, Settlement Discus
sion Alternatives, which is labeled SOS 9 (see Sec
tion 4.1.6 for discussion).

The 13 alternatives have been evaluated through the
use of a computerized model known as HYDRO
SIM. Developed by BPA, HYDROSIM is a hydro
regulation model that simulates the coordinated
operation of all projects in the Columbia River
system. It is a monthly model with 14 total time
periods. April and August are split into two periods
each, because major changes can occur in stream
flows in the first and second half of each of these
months. The model is based on hydrologic data for
a 50-year period of record from 1928 through 1978.
For a given set of operating rule inputs and other
project operating requirements, HYDROSIM will
simulate elevations, flows, spill, storage content and
power generation for each project or river control
point for the 50-year period. For more detailed
information, please refer to Appendix A, River
Operation Simulation.

The following section describes the final alternatives
and reviews the rationale for their inclusion in the
Final EIS.
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Table 4-1. 50S Alternative-1

Summary of SOS

Navigation Appendix

SOS 1 SOS 2 SOS 4
Pre-ESA Operation Current Operations Stable Storage Project

Operation

SOS 1 represents system operations
before changes were made as a re
sult of the ESA listing of three Snake
River salmon &tocks. SOS 1a repre
sents operations from 1983 through
the 1990-91 operating year, influ
enced by Northwest Power Act; SOS
1b represents how the system would
operate wnhout the Water Budget
and related operations to benefit
anadromous fish. Short-term opera
tions would be conducted to meat
power demands while satisfying
nonpower requirements.

Actions by Project

SOS 2 reflects operation of the sys
tem with interim flow improvement
measures in response to the ESA
salmon listings. It Is consistent with
the 1992-93 operations described in
the Corps' 1993 Interim Columbia
and Snake River Flow Improvement
Measures Supplemental EIS. SOS
2c represents the operating decision
made as a result of the 1993 Supple
mental EIS and Is the no action
alternative for the SOS. Relative to
SOS 1a, primary changes are
additional flow augmentation In the
Columbia and Snake Rivers and
modified pool levels at lower Snake
and John Day reservoirs during juve
nile salmon migration. SOS 2d
represents operations of the 1994-98
Biological Opinion issued by NMFS,
with additional flow aumentation mea
sures compared to SOS 2c.

SOS 4 would coordinate opera
tion of &torage reservoirs to
benefit recreation, resident fish,
wildlife, and anadromous fish,
while minimizing impacts to
power and flood control. Reser
voirs would be managed to
specific elevations on a monthly
basis; they would be kept full
longer, while stili providing spring
flows for fish and space for flood
control. The goal is to minimize
reservoir fluctuations while mov
ing closer to natural flow
conditions. SOS 4c attempts to
accommodate anadromous fish
needs by shaping mainstem flows
to benefit migrations and would
modify the flood control opera
tions at Grand Coulee.

SOS 1 SOS 2 SOS 4

LIBBY H1HliHigiillliilIlH.ll;;ji1iliimllftl
Normal 1983-1991 storage project
operations

• Minimum project flow 3 kcfs

• No refill targets

• Summer draft limit of 5-10 feet

Operate on system proportional draft
as In SOS 1a

• Provide flow augmentation for
salmon and sturgeon when Jan. to
July forecast is greater than 6.5 MAF

• Meet sturgeon flows of 15, 20, and
12.5 kcfs In May, June, and July, re
spectively, in at least 3 out of 10
years

• Meet specific elevation tar
gets as Indicated by Integrated
Rule Curves (IRCs); IRCs are
based on &torage content at
the end of the previous year,
determination of the appropri
ate year within the critical
period, and runoff forecasts
beginning in January

• IRCs seek to keep reservoir
full (2,459 feet) June-Sept;
minimum annual elevation
ranges from 2,399 to 2,327
feet, depending on critical year
determination

• Meet variable sturgeon flow
targets at Bonners Ferry dur
ing May 25-August 16 period;
flow targets peak as high as
35 kcfs In the wettest years

4-2

KAF ~ '.234 million cublo meters

FINALEIS

MAF = '.234 billion cubic meters
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Table 4-1. SOS Altern ative-1

sos s 5056 505 9 . SOS PA
Nalural R iver Operancn Fllced Drawdown Se ttlement D lil cussion

All er nallves

4

50S 5 would 8Id }wenlle
salmon btf lncreasng rtv«
veIociIy The tu lower Soake
R_ prCJie<:ts WOIJd haw MW
ouIlats "lIla'ed, allowing lhe
rB88r_ s 10 be dl'8wn cbwn
10 _,~ orignal r"- e leYa·
lion- T'I'le "Ml\6. r__
ope!'811on would be oooe tor
41 (2 morth$ nsos Sband
ylNlf-lourtd in sas 5c. John
Day would also be opet'alecl 01
IlKlP lor 4 monlhs. oro flow
~on~_OI'>

lhoI Columbia RrYer porlion 01
!he basin would contirue as In
SOS ae.

sos 8 irwolYM dr"'ng down
kM'er Snake Rlww projects 10
bed e6l!MI iOnt belcM UQP to
IIid anedromous fish. 50S 8b
prCllid_lor fixed d,_downs
1Df BlI tout10_ Snake
pro)ed. tor4 112mo rtha; SOS
6d dJaWa doom Lower Granle
oNy t:lr 4 IJ2 monlhs. John
Day would 81&0 be OpefElted 01
MOP fol' 4 mont hs, and now
augl'l'"lGmalion measur es on the
ColtMnbia River poflion of lhe
t:8sin \WOUld c:on!flUll .. in
50S 2<

$OS 9 repr ssente (lpeUIlIOr8
~ed t¥ the USFWS.
NMFS. the $UlIa ftIhotles
agencies. Native Amer ican
tri bes , and Ihe Federal <lp8l'al ·
Ingagencies dur ongIhI!
selI lement dlseuMions in re 
~ l(llhe tOF'G If. NMFS
eoorl prooeedhgs This aIlet '
nat ive has Ihree opllons, sass
se, 9b, a nd 9c, Ihal tepre&ert
tlifferetrlt scenarios 10 provlde
Increased rlvel' wklcIties for
tnadtClfJ'\OU8 fish t¥ establish
ng nCIW targlll:. during
migratl(ln s nd to carry ouI
othllol" a cliona 10 bene f. ESA·
Isted species. T'I'le tlYN
opllone are termed the 0.
tai led Fishafy Operating PINt
(9011 . AOop\JYe Monagemenl
(9b1. and the Balanced Im 
~s Opel"alion 19c)

sas PA reprl;l$8l'llS lhe eeere
lion lecommended bv NMFS
and the US FWS Biological
Opirl iOnt ia8ued M afch 1,
t 995 . T hill SOS lIupp<ll111 re
cowry of ESA-lialed 5p(lCi8ll
t7i lIloring Waler d... rog lhe ~I

and .....81' 10 meet 5pl'lng and
summer ft:)w targetS, and pro
tects ol hElf resources b'I'
settil1g su mm er dfell t,m., to
m~ neg8l_ eflec:t • . by
prC't'd lng flood pro!eClion, and
l:rj' prO'o'lc'lng tor reaaonabl&
power generat ion.

50S S SOS 6 SOS 9 50S PA

I:~" SOS 5" "''' '~ ' I
Operate on system propor.
lIOOSl dfalt 88 tI 50s 1a

Ide::: 80S 50;, ..cI
Opet.ate on sys l em propor
t~ dfaf! as In sas 1a

1 , : ~ ~ ! ~i: h < SOS 8b\; ':; ! ." :;·':1
Opeflll. on system propel
lionel eIIan a ln 50s 10

I ·' - Wsos .. · " ' I'~,;:" ,.. .. . . ,, ~ i!* !':~

Opefale on S)'lllem proper·
Ilonal draft . In SOS1a

1 kclII . 28 ......

I : ~;j~j~ ; 5 0 S Aa'!E;;·r 4 :1
• Operate on minimum flow

up to IIClOd oortrol lule Cl.I'WlS
year-round. excepI 00Jring flow
&Jg me nlatlOll peflad

• PIO\fi(fe . 1I....geon flow 18
leases Apr. ·Aug- 10 aeh iSlla
up 10 35 kcfs III Borr'Nt"-.Fetty
with appropriate ' arnp up and
tamp down 111I85

1,_ " SOS t .

• Operll!e on mini mum flow up
10 flood COC'ffolrula CUfV8S
year-found, except dunng tklw
augme fllallDf'l

• PrO'Ade stUfgeon flow Ie ·
___ aim" tel 50S 2d

• Can dlatllo "'!WlIlIon 2.435
by end of July 10 meet flow
large "

I ' SOS ..
• Opera'e 10 lhe Inlegrlll ed
Ru la CUl\'es an d pr ovide
IIlUfgean f low rele.ases as in
SOS 4C

1 fI 0.3048_

I" '." ':' ' " , . rm ,, !
.:l1;~~ :L SOS PA' ::~':r :!'

• Opetale 011mlllimum nOWU9
10 IO<ld control fule curves be·
gllY'llng In Jan . . ..t'8P! o..ing
flow .."mentallon per iod

• Slrllfe to achieve fkxxf ceo
lr al elevallOl'l6 ln Dec. In aI
y__ and t¥ April 15 1" 75
perCOI'lI of yaMs

• Provide 51urgeon flow. of 25
kef. 42 days In J une and J uly

• PloYIda suffie:lenl1lows 10
acheYe t 1 kef, flow at
Bon ner 's F8l'ry for 21 days al.
l et m(DlImUm lIow per Iod

• Df.1I10 meet now larget$. 10
II minimum end of Aug 1l4o:N.
hOn of 2,439 IMd. LI:'I1na
deep« drll1'lll needed 10 meet
slUl9fKl n1lows
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Table 4-1 . 50S Alternative-2
Actions by Project

Navigation Appendix

50S 1 5052 505 4

HUNGRY
HORSE

Hi;i'i,".jl~iiffi .0. '. :->;-:lF3iiEj
Normall983-1991Il1:orage project

-~...
l£ r;;:< 'i; :ili1'WSOS b" .c ·; ' ;l ;; ;r. ;>;; : l",, ~:n : .n , ~t; 1 r-,,,hr",,,,~,,

• No maximum 1\cJw lesllic:llon from
mKl-Oct. 10 mio.NOY.

• No draft limit; no reflillargel

!'7cf"'·' .. 90S .. ~! -(n''''; :1
Operilla on eystem proponlonal dratl
_1n5OS 1.

I""'::::':'" SO "'ili- -:""- 1:t;rn"lt<'1' ;" . S2d :c: ...~mffi.,lB ;

Op8l'lIle on sylllem pl'opo fl ione l draft
as inSOS 18

b~:;:" : · 'OS '. "'''''',''1_.",:m~. . . . ... ,:'1': " ....

• holMt apecffic "-lOI'llw.
gels 8S indlc aled by l nl egal ed
Rule Curves (IRe.). lIim iiar 10
cpel'al ion lor Ubby
• IRCll IMelI 10 keep reservoir
M (3,560 feel) J unlt-Sept ,:
min imum M nual elevation
1ange6f1'om 3,520 10 3,450
leel , depending oncrllieal year

5 0 S 1 SO S 2 5 05 4

ALBENI
FALLS

p="' :"" 5 0 0' .' :"'-'-'''l," ":",:,8 ",,,., 1_ ·;:P ." " ,.,

Nonnal1983-1991 storage project
opel'a1lona

I~mmggggg;i$08 lb':r;fficthNl1-mJ
No refilllUgel

1 '':OC'''' 'ii np ' j' 'i 'SOS~'' ' 1 I ifFSP:~:1lt rt,o,Jfntl Jt , _ :1 " U"u,m,,,

Operllle on system proportiona l drllfl:
eero scs 1.

I " " ' ''' ''~" SOO ""1'"'''''1~l r",,~,~ 40 ,~, ",..,~" ~

Elevation 100guts establshed
!of each mcmh, ge1"lM8f1y
2.0561eet Ocl- M.vch, 2.058
to 2,062.5 feet Aprll-Mey,
2.062.5 tlMll (fu lQJune, 2,060
feel Jury-Sept (but high&!' "
nJnott high): Oet-M.rch dr_·
down 10 2,051 Ieet every Blh,-
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Table \4-1. 50S Al ternativ~2

SOS 5 5 0S 6 50S 9 50S PA

SOS'. I

' SOS FA " ... 1
• Operate on minimum now up
10flood conlrol ru le curves
yea-fOund, except dur ing ' low
augme~Btiorl period

• Slrive to achoevellood con
Irol e lWatlOOSo by Api'll 15 m 75
percent ol lhe years

• Dra fllo 111001 f low largets , [0
a ml,.m.m encJ-of·AIJgUSl el
_lIIl1on ol3,540 leel

SOStaf'
• Op8fato on minimum tIow up
10 flood COl'1lfoirule ClINes

yeaJofOUnd. except during no..
augmenl8&iOn period

• Oper al e on minim um flow up
10 flood con l rol rule roNes
V_ofouncl, eacepC during floo#r-• Carl draft 10 II'I8et 1IcM tar·
gels, 10 II m Inim um enci-d..Ju~

elevllla, of 3.535 leet

."

OverBIll on lIYstem propell.
bona! draft _InSOS 1.

Op!;Irllle on 8y~em pt"opor·
tlooaJ draft as In 50s 1a

I """" ~S... :. ; ii' I

Opel81e on syslem propor .
tiona! dralt tIS In SOS 1a

I . ·hi;SOS5<" ."i'
Op8fae on system propor
Ilonal drd as In 50s 1a

, . "H 50S ' ' " c,., I' . ",frls::'t;; .~ !; 'e ;:a;; .
• Operale'o the lnlegrlllled
Rule o..v"" as in 50S ee

50S 5 50 S 6 50S 9 50S PA

I < " ' , , •• ,
,,' ;;:,,,' SOB 5b " - ' ''';''; .

Operllta on.,-M"" ptllpOf
tKlnDI Itaft. in 50s 10

r ~' ., " L $OS " ., ,'':c,.
01*8111 on system pt'CIpO(
IIOOIIl drllflllS in 50s 1.

Oper•• on lyIIlem propor.
tIorI8l draftlD In 50s , .

Oper81e on 'Y~em peopo r
tIoneoI clfafl. _ In 50s 1.

.! -: 805 t.I '

<>per• • on mlnimU'Tl1low I4l
to flood COIlIloi l uie tuI'VOl:I
yliNlf-found. 9 llcept duling flow
augmentation perIod

I '" ·SO. ".

1.;,- -.SO. FA

• OplIl'lIle 10 ftoodc:onc,ol el 
8'lahOfl$ by April 15 In 90
percer« of II'le yeM s

• Operere 10 help meet now
targets. but do I'l(lt draft below
full pool ttvough Aug

• Opelllle on mWlimum flow up
10 flood conlrol rule curves
year'found, f1l1.c8p! dunng f\ow
Bugm.nl81iOll period

• Can draft to mBBC largel
flowa. to a mnimt.m -moQl.
J4iteleYalion of 2,080 feel:

• EIeY8Iion targets established
101' each monlh, gllnelally no
Iawar than 2.056feet Dee.
AprI, no lOw. than 2,057 t_
end of May, ftJI(2,062.5 feet)
J lJ08-Aug . 2,056 feet
SGpl.--Nov

' .... . 26_ 1t1 .0301&.-
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Table 4-1 . SOS Allernalive-3
Actions by Project

NQ~'igation ApfWndi:c

50S 1 5052 505 4

GRAND
COULEE

1..- ·::,..L;;tt~ 80S 1"~Ji; - , . ~1;;1
• Oper81elo metll Water Budget tef ·
get flows 01 134 kcf1r, al PrlMt
Aapicls In Mey JI

• Moot minimum elevation of 1,240
t_ ln May

I.
• No fefl l target d 1,240 feel In May

o M....ain 1,285 feet J une-Sepl ;
mlnlmum 1,220 IMII rest Cify_

o No May-June now ' ergel

I .". .. . , -..••,,"'\ I.H.l. :•. ;i: - SOS2t . '1S;,; ; ~ -

• StOfage 01water for flow augmen
tation from January lhrough Apt'll

• Supplemenlal releases (in con 
Junction with upstream projects) to
prcMOe up to 3 MAF add itional
(Ilbove W81fJ1f BuOgel) flow augmeo
Jillion In May and June , blIlMICl on
slICIngscale tor runoft~$

• SytIlem flood control space 5h1f1:ed
from Stow• • , Dworw.ak

1 ~:§§4~Fsoe 2d~ ;~~f f: ' ~ " 1;'1
• Contribute, In conjunction with up ·
stream 8lorEtg8 projects, up to 4 JAAF
for IMdllonal ftow augmenlllllon

• Oper_eln 6l.mm8l' 10 provide """'"
~ waler and m" dl:Jwn.
lIlf eMI flow IlII'gets, W draft no
lower than 1.280 feet

j;" ii~¥ SOS 4C ; ,,1iikd
• Oper8le to end-of~onth el
evation targets, as folows :

1.288 Sept.-Nov

1.281 Dec.
1.270 J....

1.260 feb.

1.270 lol• .

1,212 Ap. 15

1,275 Ap.30

1,280 May

1,288 Jun.-Aug,

• M", flood control rule C\Il'V1)$

~ wl'oeo J an..JtnI rurootl lOf.
cast exceeds 88 MAF

50S 1 50S 2 50S 4

PRIEST
RAPIDS

I;/Ii:++i:i ,sos W H,jm" Sl
o Meel May.June flow targels 11

• Maintain minimum news 10 meet
Vernrta Bat Aoreetnenl ~

.. I.

[dj~ ." ''f 60S 2ci jtWjijj,j':iil
Operate as In 80S 1II.

h" !" ', SDS '. "ffiil ";'HIdi" .".z ,... ." "r #,

Opfor-'e _ in 50s 1.

• No May flow 1" ge1

o Meel Vern•• Bar Agreement

11 FIcJw targoot.... -.kly_~with _.-.d .-.d holiday IV- no -.~ 80~ aI f1-. ........~6~1'*.

2J 66 . .... lbing~ Iood I'lcur1I Ool_ ' 610 NcMomber 30; minimum in8tantaneou& t'Iow 70 kohl ODeembut 10 ApfiI
KAF .. ' .234 ",, 11ion~ ....1..... MAF .. ' .234 billon co..tlIo rneler'&

FINALEIS ...



Nav;gat;otl AWndix 4

Table 4-1. SOS Allernalive-3

SOS 5 SOS 6 SOS 9 50S PA

[' B ~: 50s"" >:E~
• Operale to achIove flood
coruol "'-~ by AptI1 5
In M Yo 01V-S

• Dr~ to meet l lolr t8f gel s.
dow n to mM'limum end.(lf.Aug .
ellWllIiofl of 1,280 16M

• Provide !low augmenlallon
lel1l8Sfls to meet Col umbia
River flow targelS at McNary
of 221).200 kcfl; Apf Il20-Jurnt
30 . based on rul"lOfl toIecaSl
8fld 200 kcts J'-'Y·Avg

• Operllle to mOO!: IIood comr ol
requil' emenls and V""nrta e.
agr aement

• Provide llow eugmertel lon re
lease, to help meet targets at
The Dalles of 220-300 kC18 April
16·JUfle I5. 200 kc1sJune 16
July 31, and 160 kels Aug,
1-A09.31, based on appropriate
a tlical year delermlna1ion

• In l'IboYe a verage runoff years.
provide -40 ,," af the adOtiooal
runoIl volume as now augmenla·
lion

1- . S0 5 9.I,~ 'SOS 6b
Operate on splem propor
!klnaI draft and prOlllde now
augrnenlatkln as In SOS 2c

•

Operate on sylltem propof
lional dran end provide !low
augmontation a3.n 5 0S 2c

, 5OS5l>
Oper. e on,.,....m ptOfJOf
tlonal draft and povlde tIow
aqnenlalion as In 50s 2c:

,:-,-",="",-,,,,--,,,,-,-1 I "50s e• .
Opel'a1e on system pt'opo4'
1I0MI dra ft and prOYlde l low
augmentation 88 in 50s 2c

5059b-
• Oper.e on mltumum lIowup
10 flood cortrol rule curves
year ·rou nd. except du ring flow
augmentation period

• Can draft to meeillow tar
gelS, boUflded by S05 9a and
9c largets, 10 . minimum end·
ot.Juty .......MioI"I 011 .265 feel

1:": ''' so54c "I
• Operat.IOmMl: McNary tIow
1aI'gI!IIs 01200 km AprI
18-JLne 30 and 160 kets WI
J"v
• Can draft to mee t ftOW w 
gets, to a min imum end-ot.July
elevation 011,280 fuel

• Contribute up to 4 MAF tor
add~lonal llow augmeo1atiOn.
based on sliding scale tor 1\rI
ot! forecasts, in con junctlOO
with other upstream projects

• 5 ys",wn ftood COfIl rol8hlfted
\0 lhis project

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

1- .>:\,r,.:80S 8b 1. ,,:."+
Ope rate as in 50S 1e

I~":'r<~!: ~sosse :"!;!~i'! ~' ~' 1
(}pefale BSr, 5 0s 18

I ~_cJ, 50S e. . qb;)
Operate as In 50S I e

l- : EWi *(~r'S09 $d~ :;;~¥~ 'I
Operate as in 5 0s 1B

Opetete as In 5 0 S 1a

1· ' l.l ';%!5OS • •";J ·E::J
Operale as Ifl 50S 18

Operate 8$ in 5 0 S 1a
.1

"'" SOS9c

1 !lets.. 2lS_

1995 FINAL EIS 4-7
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Table 4-1. SOS Alternative-4

Actions by ProJect

Navigatio n Ap~ndu

50S 1 505 2 5054

[f' ' " ,. ' ,.. . tl; I
:i::':;::~' .:rSOS2e ,:~::-1:~S'-~:
Rel-. up 10 427 t<N (190 KAF
Apr ' 1&-June 15; 137 KAF Aug. ;
100 KAF Sept_) torflow augtrllllW8·
lion

1:=;. ';':;'- $OS " ..,,::o:=.fj J'!!:i!::i::fu: . OS ><il!yf, ji!:i.;f;l
s-n. _ 50S , . • ReIMM~to 427 KAF. _ In 50s

ee
• R--. 8ddit~ w.... obUlined
~ purchae or other m_ and
$h8ped per Reclamation releases
and Brownlee draft requirement.;
lIlmuletion lIll$l.IlTl$d 927 KAF avail.....

50S 1 5052 SOS 4

BROWNLEE 1::;;::?;;:flF"sos;. ~.Hm;f,,·ql

• Ondl... needed (up10110 KAF In
MBYlIot Will. BtJC9Il, bIDed on
Wgel ftoorws d askcfS aI t.ow'llr"' .
o t>p. per FERC IIcerEe

• Provide systMn flood control .or.....~
• No lNIllimum 1Iow ,.riction from
mld-Oct to mld-Nov

• No draft Ilml; no teIllI W gel:

Same .. 50S 1IIIb eepC 101' addl
ticNI flow -.qnetllal ioll 85 IoIoIIrI:

• Draf! up 10131 KAf In Jilt . blA 1'10I
dr1lfthg below 2,067 feel : re1'IDfrom
the Snek .fW.-lKJoyaBrawnlee n......
• Draft up 10 100 KAF In Sept .

• Shift fyStem f.ood COfllfoi lo Grar1d
Coo..

• PrOYide9 kcfs or less In November;
Nl project t¥ end at ma"llh

•~~ monthly_·
8lJlt flow o-mber ttwough ApttI

mi1 , .f. ;~ i:';: !!9~ ~~E ili !j; :::ili l
Same .. 50S ze. plus paM *'dl
loolll nQW augmeot8l1on,01_
' rom upelreamprojec:tl

s-n. as sas 1. acep
1Il~ ditl« tIf'II bxI c:ontrol
nH "",,"

FINALEIS

MAF • 1,234 billion oubic fMlerI

1995



NQl';~'fJt;n" Appt'ndix

Table 4-1 . 50S Alternative-4

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

4

t-"!' ;.c ' SOU .' ':'i: '·1
seee es sos I ii

F,g..:.. soo.. 'i; ,·1
S.me as $OS 1II

Same as $OS ,.

Same as 50S I.

[ oj c- SOO" , ' .' 1
PrO'AOe~ 10 1.921 MAF
thoughBr~ b flow aug .
menlalion. _ 6et_minad bV_,",n
1",- 50S.. I, " -"" ,-,
PnJllide up 10 927 KAF thfough
Brownlaa lIS dlllermined by
Aeclam8l iofl

[ ,, : ,' SOB9C - "' 1
PTtMcle up 10 921 KAF ttwough
Browriee 85 del_mned~
"""",",, 'M

PfO¥lde -427 KAF llw ough
Bt~for tow qmerta·
lion, lIS del:_ mln9d by_...

50S 5 5 0S 6 50S 9 50S PA

Sam e lIS 80S ee

I- ,"'" " SOS .. .. ..
Same II" $OS ee

1995

l , j",!;,soB" ,~" ::ttl
Same ,. 50S ee

same 11$ SOS 4C

11ocb .28_

Efu C"sci.... ;. .,; I
• Draft up 10110 KAF ., May.
137 KAF k1 JU'y, 1040 KAF In
Aug., 100 IQo.F k1 Sept. for flow
eugmenl llltoon

• Stw1I: $'f!itom f\ood COflIroi lo
Grand Coulee

I' ,.. .., SOO•• , , ", 1
:T~ ;~: tm..:'.:! :;P !t1

• Dra1l upto 190 KAF April-
May. t37KAFlnJuly. 100
KAF k1 Sept for flow augrnen
tllllhon

• Shrftsyalem IIood eoroollo
Grand CouI_

• Prl:Mde an lIIIdddional t I D
KAF k1 Mil)" ele'ValIon IS
above 2,068 teut and 1' 0 KAF
in Sept. it elevlll ion Is aboYe
2,043 .3 leet

[[§iii;'sisoo'~-;;;7ffih - 1
Same as $OS 9b

lll ' O,3OU_

_. ' SOS PA

D<1Ilt 10 eleYllhon 2.069 '-I in
May . 2 .067 f.-: In Juty, and
2.059 1euI .... SepI , passing
Inf\owafter May arid Ju'V
~....

FINAL EIS 4-9
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Table 4-1. 80S Allemalive-5

ActIOlW by Project

Navigation Appendix

SOS 1 505 2 505 4

DWORSHAK I ~J<iL"?':::~:i ::sos 1 . , E,F :·t;~ ,:;;1
• Draftup 10 600 I(Af tn May to
meet W tJiI,er Buclget large! fIowa of
85 Ireta II Lower Granlte

o PIal/ide .)"IIl. m flood eontrollltor·
ago,,'."

• Meet m inimum projllCl. ftllW8
(2 kct8. IIltcepl fof 1 11m In August);
sumll\8l' li'd limb ; m811 lmum
l;h ch _ ge requ lrlll'nenl Oel 10 NlJII
(1.3 lIefs pllJtl~

• No We . Budget rel&Ue$

I ~"' , , ·iiili,. SOS2c§¥'ii,,"m:,1
Same ..50S ' " ptue, tl'le tolltM1ng
aupplemenlll 'eIeuee:

• 900 KAF or more from Apri l 16 to
June 15, dependIng on runolt lore
calJt aI Lower Gran~e

• Up to 470 KAF above 1.2 11m mini ·
mum r81._ from June 16 to Aug,
31

• Meintsln 1.2 kel. discharge from
Oct, through April , unl_ higt- fa
q l,li'Bd

• Shift syBlem lIood cont ral to Grand
CoulM ApfhIl.4yIf runon forecasts
et Dworshall are 3.0 MAF or Ies.s

1#.J!tf;- ' " .~S~jt ~.t!p~~U
• Operllt. on ' .2 11cls rn"lJTI ds
m.;. upto IIood cortrol rUe curve.
ellCllP.men PfOYkllng llow a.ogmerl
tlIIlon lAJd 1010 July 3 1)

• Prcwde lIowaqn.......lonof 1.0
MAF pIut 1.2 kcfl minimloftllb
dwwge, Of 927 KAF8nd 1.2 kefs ,
tom ApriI'~ 20, beMcI onn.,n.
off forecast .. 10~ Low. Granit e
1Iow '_gel 0185 kefa

• PJ'O\/lOe470 KAF from JI.ne 2110
July 31 10mMl Lower G.1Inll1ll fl ow
largel of 50 IIcls

• Draft 10 1,520 IMl ellllf \IOIom e is
expended, il Lower Glenile !low 181
gel Is nol mel; II volume Is no(

el(pUndecl, dfalt below 1,520 fool
unlN volume Is elq)llflded

F' T~T " ' " =j'''''§i!T! 1n:-r..:_:.:. 50S 4C,~=:~3::r:

ElevMion largMs nlabUshed to'
eactl lTlOnlh; 1,599 feet Sepl..Qd.;
!load DClftroi rule cur.
Nov.-Apr.; U95 feet MlIr, 1,599
leet June-Aug.;

4-10 FlNAL EIS
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Tab le 4-1. SOS arterneuve-s

5 0 S 5 50S 6 50S 9 50S PA

1<, " ~ SOS 6b ";';

• OperBf8 10 local tIood conl rol
rul& Cl6Ve

• No proporTion a l drafl lor,.,...
• Shift system " ODd control to
lower Snake proj&CIs

• P rovide Water Budgel llow
augm entation as In SOS 18

• O,a n la ref\ll iowe r Sflalll'
projects if nah•.al ln1lowIII If).
........te

,;;oJ - 'r SOS OC~ ' , .

• Oper8fe to flood ConIra duro
ng spring

• R&ftl ln June Ot Jdy and
malnlain ItwoughA~

• OI'a"- for pow er produdlon
dung fal l

I ,ct ,'::i SOS6b lf

Same as SOS 5/)

- ~e 50S 5d

Same as SOS 5b

'" I

505 ••
• Remove from proporllonal
draft lor pow er

• Operate 10 local liood cont rol
rule curves, wilh fIYSlem flood
control shi fted 10 GrBOd
COUI98

• Maintain flow at 1.2 kefs
minimum discharge. exeepl for
llooc1 control or flow augmunt a·
lion d ischarges

• Ope rate 10 meet Lower
Grantte flow target, (B1 spln
w8'f cresl) d 7" kctsApril
18-Jl,A'lO 30, 4!:i kcts July, 32
'oIS_
I -~ - SOS "

• Similar to $OS 9a. ell cepl
opel'81e 10 meelllloW largots BI
Lower Gnnte ranging trom 85
10 140 km Apr~ 16·JuM 30
and 5().55 kC181nJut)'

• Can draft to meet tIO\JIIlar
vetsto II min. end-of~ly

elevation 01' 1,490 feel:

• Similar 10 50S 980except
operata 10 m,"" Low er Granite
now large! (at spill way crest ) 01
63 kcts Apri l-June

• Can draft 10 meet now ta r
gets 10 II min. and-ol.July
aleYBl ion of 1,520 * 1

I j SOSPA
• Operal a on mInimum fIow ·up
to IIood control rule CUI\I8
year·round, except du ring flow
augmentation p81'iod

• Draft 10 meet flow largols ,
down (0 min. end -ol-Aug ol
e...el~ 011,520 teet

• Sliding- lilCale Snake A rver
now !Iugel , at Lower Granlle
01' 85 10 100 kcfs Aptll 1O-June
20 and 50 to 55 kcfs June
21 -Aug. 31, based on runoff
fofecests

1995

1 ket. .. 28_ 1 11 .030411 ..-

FINAL E1S 4-11
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Table 4-1. 50S Alternative-6
Actions by Prolect

Navigation Appm di:c

50S 1 5052 505 4

LOWER
SNAKE

Hi;;'" . H i ' ,"" "Hgt1tp;zm:!j;:50s ••:i:E:;::::t::~J
• Normal operationl III .. lower
snake RIver protects (wInin 3 105
teet of U pool. 0aI~ and weekly

""'''''-• PI'O\/lCIemax~ peeIung cap8C
.y of 20 kcts (71. daI~ _age flow
in Msy

l,aiilli£EE!'.SOS,lb HE:':!iZ~!iEl

Same .. 1., except:

• No minimum !low -.nil (11,500 cfs)
cUing flIIIl .-.:l ""ner

o No btweIaied l1Ite of cf'Iange in
tows In May

• Operllle rMWYOif. within 1 foal: Same • SOS 2l:
~MOPfromApflI16to~31

• Same as $OS ,. tor resI ofV-

I I' ''' ' SOS ' " ''''''''·''1;:n , ;t:n;tC;;t 2~ ·~~ , ..,-:r-f;::'r
, ) life " " ' I ." " ""

Slime liS 50S 2c

50S 1 50S 2 SOS 4

LOWER 1~\-: !: f F·h; ;~, f' 80s 1. f;:.:k4J;;1
COLUMBIA. Normal operlll~ lit 41ow"er

Columbia projects (generallV wlthln 3
to 5 feel 01full pool , dsl ty and weekly
ft ..a~Iooa)

• Reetrk:led operiltlOl'lof BomeYlI.
- ...... t"""'"

c · ,,· · .. SOS ,. ' .. .. " 1
"P;:F: !:~-;;; :I . · . ::;'5ff::T:<-!:
Sam. .. la, exoep l l'lO fesl rletJons
on Bonneville second powerhOlJM

I,...! ;" l .....~"$OS" ;;F;; : 'i- ;" ;~
- Co ••• ",,," ,, '" ••• ' " ....

s.m• •, SOS 1. ucepl: kJr,oter John
Day 10 minImum Irrlgallon pool
(apPfO:K 282.5 1811I3 from April 15 to
Aug. 31: op8fllllle wtthin1.5 feet of
forebay range, unlese need 10 I1Ilse
to II'IOk1 nIgBtIon Impacts

1:; ;;,0'#, sos'" "bUt·d'",oj
Same as SOS 2c

f' '' '''' '"'sos .."'",'~'I,." " . n · , ,.

Same u SOS 2c, exeep! op
eral ll John Day wilh irl 21ee1 of
elevation 283,5 feel NOY. 1
ttwouah J~ 30

.....'2 FINA L E IS ...
,..



Navigation Appendix

Table 4-1. SOS Alternative-6

50S 5 50S 6 50S 9 5 0 S PA

4

I "ffiffi rt#:,~? ."E!ii!irdifi1
• Ot'aft 2 1901per dfly BtBr1lfl!l
Feb . 18

• Opet ate at nal ural rivel 16'IIeI.
opp!OlI: 95 to 115 It belaw lull
pool. Apf~ Ie-Aug. 31. drew.
dawn levels by project as
follows. In foot

Low er Graolle 623
Utlle eccee 524

L Monumenta l 432

In HBfbor 343
• Opet8l:e w rthin 3 to 5 n 01luU
pool 1891 of year

• ReftU110m nalUfal flows aod
~Ofage lele ases

1 ' ; iod ;gi;i6'S09 ~c);~ Jij )¥~,.H

Same as SOS 5b, except
drawdowns Bfe plilfmanenl:
once natural river ievel&
loached; norefill

l!if;;;f.q.l\Ps:""~ilii! :1
• O,etl 21&a1 pel day
9laning Apfll l

• Op erate 33 feet beJcw
lui pool April16-AtIg. 31.
drawdown 16'1101$ bY
project as lollows. in lool:

Lower Gran~e 705

Uttle Goose 605

L Monumental 507

Ice Hllfbof 407

• Operate ever 5·foot
lorebay range 0000 draw 
down elevation reac hed

• ReflUfrom naluralllows
and storage releases

• Same as SOS 18 rest
of year

• Draft Lower G,enile 2
feet per day startlllQ April
1

• Operate lowef Gran ite
near 705 11 for 4 112
mOnlhs. Ap rtl16·Aug 3 1

~ iii";\ ;,[""i: j;oS,g' ,$m "1Wi#i!]
• Operete 33 1ue1 below fuN pool (see
SOS 6b) April l ·AtIg. 3110 moot L
Grenlte flow targets (see Dworstlak) ;
same as SOS 1a rest of vear
• Spill to achl6'lle 80/80 FPc:up to
tOlal dissolved gas cap of 120% dal ly
average; ~Ill cap 60 kefs at all
projects

[1 :j : ;m#Sig,§Q~Jl b f ¥:ili00ilin'l
• Operate at MOP. with 1 fOOl flex 
Ibil ity Apri l l ·Aug. 3 1, same as SOS
1a rest 01year

• Spl ll to ach ieve 80/80 FPE up to
tOlai dissolv ed gas cap of 120% datly
average ~ spil l cepe range from 18
kcls at L Monum enta l to 30 kcls at
L Gran lle

( ~ i ~mm1iii; ~$OstC : :;;F:~d~1
• Operate 35 to 45 1ee1 below full
pool Apri l l ·June 15 to meet L
Gran~e flow targets (see Dwo rshak).
leli ll by June 30 ; same lIS SOS te
res! 01year

• Spill to achieve 8O{80 FPE , as in
SOS9b

fii!!i!!S'SOSPA' ,'AiC' H
• Op8' ale at MOP with 1 1001
I l lIx ibil ~y between Apr il 10 .
Aug. 31

• ReM three lower Snake
RIVer pools aft81 Aug 31.
Lower Glanite after Nov. 15

• Spill 10 ecraeve 80% FPE
up to lotal dissolved gas cap
01115% 12·holJr average;
spill caps lang e from 7.5 kct s
at L Monumenlallo 25 kcls
al Ice Harbor

50S 5 5 0 S 6 50S 9 50S PA

1" " " ".'o.··P'· " ' ''' I~ G;;m~ r~; ;i, _ , . "" ;::/;(r · ~~

• Pool operations same as
50s zc, exce pt ~ate John
Day at 2571e81 (MOP) year
round. wtth 311l8l of nexlbility
MBlch ·Od . and 5 fe el of fIa~ ·

iblilly Nav .-Fab.

• Spi ll to ach ieve 80% FPE
up 10 total di~solvad 9as cap
of 115% t 2·hcur average.
9pill ca ps range "om 9 kct s al
John Day 10 90 kct!l H1 Tilt!
Daile !!

,
I

(Til 'Y . '. I, "'O"ii!; ;~ ~ (¥,~;n $OS$bq:-pPI:,,,
Same as SOS 2. exce pt oper .
ate Joh n Day within 1.5 11181
aboole elevation 257 teet
(MOP) from May 1 ltvClUgh
Aug . 31: eame a" SOS 2c reet
01year

1!!'"''''''SQSk"ii" i<l',,!)
Sarno as 50S 5b

1995

!~;¥!ll£~s'!l!i im ii; !f l
Sam e as SOS 5

!:g" ii'';'$OU <I :M""iiiI
Sam e as SOS 5

t kc~ . 28 crntI

!llib'Y,jijgipiN.O~ ~~:!im';j:i"!fII
• SameasSOS5,exeeplopetale
John Dayw~hln l100l eboVe eleva ·
tlon 257 feat April 15-Aug. 31

• McNary/law targlll:$ as c1ascrlbed
for Grand Coulee

• Spill 10 achieve 8O{80 FPE. up to
lotal d issolved 9a5 cap of 120% dally
eV8lagtt, as derived by ege ncies

Ii" '''':::' '''iSO• •~ ,,"!i" , ii . /
• Same as SOS 2. excepl operate
John Oay at minimum il rlgatlo n pool
or 262 .51ee1 wllh 1 loot ol lle)(i bll~y

110m Apri l 16-Aug 3 1

• McNary flaw targets as described
lor Gland Cou lee

• Spi ll to achiev e 80/80 FPE. up to
toter dissol ved gas cap of 120%
dally average, 8S dertved by Corps

lii 'M':'i,i';"$O$••,iihcim"j:: ..j
Sarna as SOS 9b. exce pt operate
John Day at minimu m opera ting pool

1 fI • 0.3048 meter

FINAl. EIS 4-13
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4.1.1 SOS 1-Pre-ESA Operation

This alternative represents one end of the range of the
SOR strategies in terms of their similarity to historical
system operations. This strategy reflects Columbia
River system operations before changes were made as
a result of the ESA listing of three Snake River salmon
stocks. This SOS has two options:

• SOS la (Pre-Salmon Summit Operation)
represents operations as they existed from
1983 through the 1990-91 operating year,
including Northwest Power Act provisions to
restore and protect fish populations in the
basin. Specific volumes for the Water Budget
would be provided from Dworshak and
Brownlee reservoirs to attempt to meet a
target flow of 85 kcfs (2,380 ems) at Lower
Granite Dam in May. Sufficient flows would
be provided on the Columbia River to meet
a target flow of 134 kcfs (3,752 ems) at Priest
Rapids Dam in May. Lower Snake River
projects would operate within 3 to 5 feet (0.9
to 1.5 m) of full pool. Other projects would
operate as they did in 1990-91, with no
additional water provided from the Snake
River above Brownlee Dam.

• SOS Ib (Optimum Load-Following Opera
tion) represents operations as they existed
prior to changes resulting from the North
west Power Act. It is designed to demon
strate how much power could be produced if
most flow-related operations to benefit
anadromous fish were eliminated including:
the Water Budget; fish spill requirements;
restrictions on operation of Bonneville's
second powerhouse; and refill targets for
Libby, Hungry Horse, Grand Coulee, Dwor
shak, and Albeni Falls. It assumes that
transportation would be used to the maxi
mum to aid juvenile fish migration.

4.1.2 SOS 2-Current Operations

This alternative reflects operation of the Columbia
River system with interim flow improvement mea
sures made in response to ESA listings of Snake

Navigation Appendix

River salmon. It is very similar to the way the
system operated in 1992 and reflects the results of
ESA Section 7 consultation with NMFS then. The
strategy is consistent with the 1992-93 operations
described in the Corps' 1993 Interim Columbia and
Snake Rivers Flow Improvement Measures Supplemen
tal EIS (SElS). SOS 2 also most closely represents
the recommendations issued by the NMFS Snake
River Salmon Recovery 'Ieam in May 1994.
Compared to SOS 1, the primary changes are addi
tional flow augmentation in the Columbia and Snake
Rivers and modified pool levels at lower Snake and
John Day reservoirs during juvenile salmon migra
tion. This strategy has two options:

• SOS 2c (Final SEIS Operation- No Action
Alternative) matches exactly the decision
made as a result of the 1993 SElS. Flow
augmentation water of up to 3.0 MAP
(3.7 billion m3) on the Columbia River (in
addition to the existing Water Budget) would
be stored during the winter and released in
the spring in low-runoff years. Dworshak
would provide at least an additional 300 KAF
(370 million m3) in the spring and 470 KAF
(580 million m3) in the summer for flow
augmentation. System flood control shifts
from Dworshak and Brownlee to Grand
Coulee would occur through April as need
ed. It also provides up to 427 KAF (527 mil
lion m3) of additional water from the Snake
River above Brownlee Dam.

• SOS 2d (1994-98 Biological Opinion)
matches the hydro operations contained in the
1994-98 Biological Opinion issued by NMFS
in mid-1994. This alternative provides water
for the existing Water Budget as well as addi
tional water, up to 4 MAF, for flow augmenta
tion to benefit the anadromous fish migration.
The additional water of up to 4 MAF would
be stored in Grand Coulee, Libby and Arrow,
and provided on a sliding scale tied to runoff
forecasts. Flow targets are established at
Lower Granite and McNary.

In cases such as the SOR, where the proposed action
is a new management plan, the No Action Alterna-

-
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tive means continuing with the present course of
action until that action is changed (46 FR 13027).
Among all of the strategies and options, SOS 2c best
meets this definition for the No Action Alternative.

4.1.3 SOS 4-Stable Storage Project Operation

This alternative is intended to operate the storage
reservoirs to benefit recreation, resident fish, wild
life, and anadromous fish while minimizing impacts
of such operation to power and flood control.
Reservoirs would be kept full longer, but still provide
spring flows for fish and space for flood control.
The goal is to minimize reservoir fluctuations while
moving closer to natural flow conditions. For the
Final EIS, this alternative has one option:

• SOS 4c (Stable Storage Operation with
Modified Grand Coulee Flood Control)
applies year-round Integrated Rule Curves
(IRCs) developed by the State of Montana
for Libby and Hungry Horse. Other reser
voirs would be managed to specific elevations
on a monthly basis; they would be kept full
longer, while still providing spring flows for
fish and space for flood control. The goal is
to minimize reservoir fluctuations while
moving closer to natural flow conditions.
Grand Coulee would meet elevation targets
year-round to provide acceptable water
retention times; however, upper rule curves
would apply at Grand Coulee if the January
to July runoff forecast at the project is great
er than 68 MAF (84 billion m3) .

4.1.4 SOS 5-Natural River Operation

This alternative is designed to aid juvenile salmon
migration by drawing down reservoirs (to increase
the velocity of water) at four lower Snake River
projects. SOS 5 reflects operations after the instal
lation of new outlets in the lower Snake River dams,
permitting the lowering of reservoirs approximately
100 feet (30 m) to near original riverbed levels. This
operation could not be implemented for a number of
years, because it requires major structural modifica
tions to the dams. Elevations would be: Lower
Granite - 623 feet (190 m); Little Goose - 524 feet
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(160 m); Lower Monumental - 432 feet (132 m);
and Ice Harbor - 343 feet (105 m). Drafting would
be at the rate of 2 feet (0.6 m) per day beginning
February 18. The reservoirs would refill again with
natural inflows and storage releases from upriver
projects, if needed. John Day would be lowered as
much as 11 feet (3.3 m) to minimum pool, elevation
257 feet (78.3 m), from May through August. All
other projects would operate essentially the same as
in SOS la, except that up to 3 MAF (3.7 billion m3)

of water (in addition to the Water Budget) would be
provided to augment flows on the Columbia River in
May and June. System flood control would shift
from Brownlee and Dworshak to the lower Snake
River projects. Also, Dworshak would operate for
local flood control. This alternative has two options:

• SOS 5b (Four and One-half Month Natural
River Operation) provides for a lower Snake
River drawdown lasting 4.5 months, begin
ning April 16 and ending August 31. Dwor
shak would be drafted to refill the lower
Snake River projects if natural inflow were
inadequate for timely refill.

• SOS 5c (Permanent Natural River Opera
tion) provides for a year-round drawdown,
and projects would not be refilled after each
migration season.

4.1.5 SOS 6-Fixed Drawdown

This alternative is designed to aid juvenile anadro
mous fish by drawing down one or all four lower
Snake River projects to fixed elevations approxi
mately 30 to 35 feet (9 to 10 m) below minimum
operating pool. As with SOS 5, fixed drawdowns
depend on prior structural modifications and could
not be instituted for a number of years. Draft would
be at the rate of 2 feet (0.6 m) per day beginning
April 1. John Day would be lowered to elevation
257 feet (78.3 m) from May through August. All
other projects would operate essentially the same as
under SOS la, except that up to 3 MAF (3.7 bil-
lion m3) of water would be provided to augment
flows on the Columbia River in May and June.
System flood control would shift from Brownlee and
Dworshak to the lower Snake projects. Also, Dwor-
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shak would operate for local flood control. This
alternative has two options:

• SOS 6b (Four and One-half Month Fixed
Drawdown) provides for a 4.5-month draw
down at all four lower Snake River projects
beginning April 16 and ending August 31.
Elevations would be: Lower Granite -
705feet (215 m); Little Goose - 605 feet
(184 m); Lower Monumental - 507 feet
(155 m); and Ice Harbor - 407 feet (124 m).

• SOS 6d (Four and One-half Month Lower
Granite Fixed Drawdown) provides for a
4.5-month drawdown to elevation 705 feet
at Lower Granite beginning April 16 and
ending August 31.

4.1.6 SOS g..Settlement Discussion
Alternatives

This SOS represents operations suggested by
USFWS and NMFS (as SOR cooperating agencies),
the State fisheries agencies, Native American tribes,
and the Federal operating agencies during the
settlement discussions in response to a court ruling
in the IDFG v. NMFS lawsuit. The objective of
SOS 9 is to provide increased velocities for anadro
mous fish by establishing flow targets during the
migration period and by carrying out other actions
that benefit ESA-listed species. The specificop
tions were developed by a group of technical staff
representing the parties in the lawsuit. The group
was known as the Reasonable and Prudent Alterna
tives Workgroup. They developed three possible
operations in addition to the 1994-98 Biological
Opinion. This strategy has three options:

• SOS 9a (Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
[DFOP]) establishes flow targets at The
Dalles based on the previous year's end-of
year storage content, similar to how PNCA
selects operating rule curves. Grand Coulee
and other storage projects are used to meet
The Dalles flow targets. Specific volumes of
releases are made from Dworshak, Brownlee,
and upper Snake River to try to meet Lower
Granite flow targets. Lower Snake River
projects are drawn down to near spillway
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crest level for 4 1/2 months. Specific spill
percentages are established at run-of-river
projects to achieve no higher than 120 per
cent daily average total dissolved gas. Fish
transportation is assumed to be eliminated.

• SOS 9b (Adaptive Management) establishes
flow targets at McNary and Lower Granite
based on runoff forecasts. Grand Coulee
and other storage projects are used to meet
the McNary flow targets. Specificvolumes of
releases are made from Dworshak, Brownlee,
and the upper Snake River to try to meet
Lower Granite flow targets. Lower Snake
River projects are drawn down to minimum
operating pool levels and John Day is at
minimum irrigation pool level. Specific spill
percentages are established at run-of-river
projects to achieve no higher than 120 per
cent daily average for total dissolved gas.

• SOS 9c (Balanced Impacts Operation)
draws down the four lower Snake River
projects to near spillway crest levels for 2 1/2
months during the spring salmon migration
period. Full drawdown level is achieved on
Aprill. Refill begins after June 15. This
alternative also provides 1994-98 Biological
Opinion flow augmentation (as in SOS 2d),
IRC operation at Libby and Hungry Horse, a
reduced flow target at Lower Granite due to
drawdown, limits on winter drafting at Albeni
Falls, and spill to achieve no higher than 120
percent daily average for total dissolved gas.

4.1.7 SOS PA-Preferred Alternative

This SOS represents the operation recommended
by NMFS and USFWS in their respective Biologi
cal Opinions issued on March 1, 1995. SOS PA is
intended to support recovery of ESA-listed
species by storing water during the fall and winter
to meet spring and summer flow targets, and to
protect other resources by managing detrimental
effects through maximum summer draft limits, by
providing public safety through flood protection,
and by providing for reasonable power genera
tion. This SOS would operate the system during
the fall and winter to achieve a high confidence of
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the fall and winter to achieve a high confidence of
refill to flood control elevations by April 15 of
each year, and use this stored water for fish flow
augmentation. It establishes spring flow targets
at McNary and Lower Granite based on runoff
forecasts, and a similar sliding scale flow target at
Lower Granite and a fixed flow target at McNary
for the summer. It establishes summer draft
limits at Hungry Horse, Libby, Grand Coulee, and
Dworshak. Libby is also operated to provide
flows for Kootenai River white sturgeon. Lower
Snake River projects are drawn down to minimum
operating pool levels during the spring and sum
mer. John Day is operated at minimum operating
pool level year-round. Specific spi11 percentages
are established at run-of-river projects to
achieve 80-percent FPE, with no higher than
lIS-percent 12-hour daily average for total
dissolved gas measured at the forebay of the next
downstream project.

4.1.8 Rationale for Selection of the Final
SOSs

Table 4-2 summarizes the changes to the set alter
natives from the Draft EIS to the Final EIS.
SOS I a and Ib are unchanged from the Draft EIS.
SOS 1a represents a base case condition and
reflects system operation during the period from
passage of the Northwest Power Planning and
Conservation Act until ESA listings. It provides a
baseline alternative that allows for comparison of
the more recent alternatives and shows the recent
historical operation. SOS l b represents a limit for
system operation directed at maximizing benefits
from development -oriented uses, such as power
generation, flood control, irrigation and naviga
tion and away from natural resources protection.
It serves as one end of the range of alternatives
and provides a basis for comparison of the impacts
to power generation from all other alternatives.
Public comment did not recommend elimination of
this alternative because it serves as a useful mile
post. However, the SOR agencies recognize it is
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unlikely that decisions would be made to move
operations toward this alternative.

In the Draft EIS, SOS 2 represented current opera
tion. Three options were considered. Tho of these
options have been eliminated for the Final EIS and
one new option has been added. SOS 2c continues
as the No Action Alternative. Maintaining this
option as the No Action Alternative allows for
consistent comparisons in the Final EIS to those
made in the Draft EIS. However, within the
current practice category, new operations have been
developed since the original identification of
SOS 2c. In 1994, the SOR agencies, in consultation
with the NMFS and USFWS, agreed to an opera
tion, which was reflected in the 1994-98 Biological
Opinion. This operation (SOS 2d) has been mod
eled for the Final EIS and represents the most
"current" practice. SOS 2d also provides a good
baseline comparison for the other, more unique
alternatives. SOS 2a and 2b from the Draft EIS
were eliminated because they are so similar to
SOS 2c. SOS 2a is identical to SOS 2c except for
the lack of an assumed additional 427 KAF of water
from the upper Snake River Basin. This additional
water did not cause significant changes to the effects
between SOS 2a and 2c. There is no reason to
continue to consider an alternative that has impacts
essentially equal to another alternative. SOS 2b is
also similar to SOS 2c, except it modified operation
at Libby for Kootenai River white sturgeon. Such
modifications are included in several other alterna
tives, namely SOS 2d, 9a, 9c, and the Preferred
Alternative.

SOS 3a and 3b, included in the Draft EIS, have
been dropped from consideration in the Final EIS.
Both of these alternatives involved anadromous fish
flow augmentation by establishing flow targets based
on runoff forecast on the Columbia and Snake
Rivers. SOS 3b included additional water from the
upper Snake River Basin over what was assumed for
SOS 3a. This operation is now incorporated in
several new alternatives, including SOS 9a and 9b.
Public comment also did not support continued
consideration of the SOS 3 alternatives.
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Table 4-2. Summary of Alternatives in the Draft and Final EIS
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Draft EIS Alternatives Final EIS Alternatives

SOSI Pre - ESA Operation SOS 1 Pre - ESA Operation
SOS 1a Pre-Salmon Summit Operation SOS 1a Pre-Salmon Summit Operation
SOS 1b Optimum Load Following Operation SOS 1b Optimum Load Following Operation

SOS2 Current Practice SOS2 Current Practice
SOS2a Final Supplemental EIS Operation SOS2c Final Supplemental EIS Operation -
SOS2b Final Supplemental EIS with Sturgeon No-Action Alternative

Operations at Libby SOS2d 1994-98 Biological Opinion Operation
SOS2c Final Supplemental EIS Operation -

No-Action Alternative

SOS3 Flow Augmentation
SOS3a Monthly Flow Thrgets
SOS3b Monthly Flow Thrgets with additional

Snake River Water

SOS4 Stable Storage Project Operation SOS4 Stable Storage Project Operation
SOS 4a1 Enhanced Storage Level Operation SOS4c Enhanced Operation with modified
SOS 4a3 Enhanced Storage Level Operation Grand Coulee Flood Control
SOS 4b1 Compromise Storage Level Operation
SOS 4b3 Compromise Storage Level Operation
SOS4c Enhanced Operation with modified

Grand Coulee Flood Control

SOSS Natural River Operation SOSS Natural River Operation
SOSSa Two Month Natural River Operation SOSSb Four and One Half Month Natural River
SOSSb Four and One Half Month Natural River Operation

Operation SOSSc Permanent Natural River Operation

SOS6 Fixed Drawdown SOS6 Fixed Drawdown
SOS6a 'Iwo Month Fixed Drawdown Operation SOS6b Four and One Half Month Fixed Drawdown
SOS6b Four and One Half Month Fixed Operation

Drawdown Operation SOS6d Four and One Half Month Lower Granite
SOS6c Two Month Lower Granite Drawdown Drawdown Operation

Operation
SOS6d Four and One Half Month Lower

Granite Drawdown Operation

SOS7 Federal Resource Agency Operations SOS9 Settlement Discussion Alternatives
SOS7a Coordination Act Report Operation SOS9a Detailed Fishery Operating Plan
SOS7b Incidental Thke Statement Flow Thrgets SOS9b Adaptive Management
SOS7c NMFS Conservation Recommendations SOS9c Balance Impacts Operation

SOS Preferred Alternative

Bold indicates a new or revised SOS alternative
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SOS 4 originally included 5 options in the Draft EIS.
They were similar in operation and impact. In SOS
4a and 4b, the primary feature was the use of Bio
logical Rule CUJVes for Libby and Hungry Horse
reservoirs. SOS 4c also included these rule curves
but went further by optimizing the operation of the
other storage projects, particularly Grand Coulee
and Dworshak. For the Final EIS, the SOR agencies
have decided to update the alternative by substitut
ing the IRC for the Biological Rule CUJVes and by
eliminating SOS 4a and 4b. The IRCs are a more
recent, acceptable version of minimum elevations for
Libby and Hungry Horse. Significant public com
ment in support of this alternative with IRCs was
received. Similar to SOS 2 above, SOS 4a and 4b
were not different enough in operation or impacts to
warrant continued consideration.

The Natural River (SOS 5) and the Spillway Crest
Drawdown (SOS 6) alternatives in the Draft EIS
originally included options for 2 months of drawdown
to the appropriate pool level and 4 1/2 months of
drawdown. The practicality of 2-month drawdowns
was questioned during public review, particularly for
the natural river. It did not appear that the time
involved in drawing down the reservoirs and later
refilling them provided the needed consideration for
other uses. Flows are restricted to refill the reser
voirs at a time when juvenile fall chinook are migrat
ing downstream and various adult species are return
ing upstream. The 2 112 month drawdown strategies
(SOS Sa, 6a, and 6c) have been dropped from the
Final EIS. However, 2 1/2 month spillway crest
drawdown at all four lower Snake projects is still an
element in SOS 9c, so the impacts associated with
this type of operation are assessed in the Final EIS.

A new option was added to SOS 5, namely SOS 5c.
This option includes natural river drawdown of the
lower Snake River projects on a permanent, year
round basis. The Corps received comment on this
type of alternative during the review of Phase I of
the SCS, a reconnaissance assessment of potential
physical modifications for the system to enhance fish
passage. Many believe the cost for such modifica
tion would be less than that required for periodic,
temporary drawdowns, which would require special-
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ized facilities to enable the projects to refill and
operate at two different pool elevations.

SOS 7 Federal Resource Agencies Operations, which
included 3 options in the Draft EIS, has been
dropped from the Final EIS and replaced with an
alternative now labeled as SOS 9 that also has 3 op
tions. SOS 7a was suggested by the USFWS and
represented the State fishery agencies and tribes'
recommended operation. Since the issuance of the
Draft EIS, this particular operation has been revised
and replaced by the DFOP (SOS 9a). The SOR
agencies received comment that the DFOP was not
evaluated, but should be. Therefore, we have in
cluded this alternative exactly as proposed by these
agencies; it is SOS 9a. SOS 7b and 7c were suggest~d

by NMFS through the 1993 Biological Opinion. ThIS
opinion suggested two sets of flow targets as a way of
increasing flow augmentation levels for anadromous
fish. The flow targets came from the Incidental Take
Statement and the Conservation Recommendation
sections of that Biological Opinion. The opinion was
judged as arbitrary and capricious as a result of legal
action, and these operational alternatives have been
replaced with other alternatives that were developed
through settlement discussions among the parties to
this lawsuit. SOS 7b and 7c have been dropped, but
SOS 9b and 9c have been added to represent opera
tions stemming from NMFS or other fishery agencies.
In particular, SOS 9b is like DFOP but has reduced
flow levels and forgoes drawdowns. It is a modifica
tion to DFOP. SOS 9c incorporates elements of
operation supported by the State of Idaho in its
"Idaho Plan." It includes a 2 1I2-month spillway
crest drawdown on the lower Snake River projects
and several other elements that attempt to strike a
balance among the needs of anadromous fish, resi
dent fish, wildlife and recreation.

Shortly after the alternatives for the Draft EIS were
identified, the Nez Perce Tribe suggested an opera
tion that involved drawdown of Lower Granite,
significant additional amounts of upper Snake River
water, and full pool operation at Dworshak (i.e.,
Dworswak remains full year round). It was labeled
as SOS 8a. Hydroregulation of that operation was
completed and provided to the Nez Perce Tribe. No
technical response has been received from the Nez
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Perce Tribe regarding the features or results of this
alternative. However, the elements of this operation
are generally incorporated in one or more of the
other alternatives, or impose requirements on the
system or specific projects that are outside the range
considered reasonable. Therefore, this alternative
has not been carried forward into the Final EIS.

The Preferred Alternative represents operating
requirements contained in the 1995 Biological
Opinions issued by NMFS and USFWS on operation
of the FCRPS. These opinions resulted from ESA
consultation conducted during late 1994 and early
1995, which were a direct consequence of the lawsuit
and subsequent judgement in Idaho v. NMFS. The
SOR agencies are now implementing this operating
strategy and have concluded that it represents an
appropriate balance among the multiple uses of the
river. This strategy recognizes the importance of
anadromous fish and the need to adjust river flows
to benefit the migration of all salmon stocks, as well
as the needs of resident fish and wildlife species at
storage projects.

4.2 SOS 1 PRE-ESA OPERATION

This alternative represents base case operations
reflecting one end of the full range of alternatives in
terms of the effects of system operations on anadro
mous fish migration. The strategy reflects Columbia
River system operations before changes were made
as a result of the listing of three Snake River salmon
stocks. This SOS has two options:

4.2.1 SOS 1a (Pre-Salmon Summit Operation)

4.2.1.1 Impacts

Navigation on the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Alternative SOS 1A represents near optimal condi
tions for navigation on the waterway under short
term operations. On the Snake River increases in
current velocities caused by release of high spring
flows create navigability problems for longer tows in
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the reach below Ice Harbor and between Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. When flows exceed
150,000cfs at Lower Monumental and 100,000cfs at
Ice Harbor tows must be broken into smaller group
ings requiring multiple trips to safely navigate these
areas. Breaking the tows increases the haul time,
resulting in increased operations costs for the project
and tug boat operators. Alternative SOS lA does
not introduce any limitations on deep draft naviga
tion through the Lower Columbia River ship channel
as it is currently authorized.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Late summer drafting of the reservoir leaves log
dumps dry in nearly all years. Particularly dry water
years cause dumps to be inoperable earlier, some
years never being usable.

4.2.1.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers

(1) To the degree possible, regulate flows to a
maximum of 150,000cfs from Lower Monumental
and to a maximum of 100,000cfs below Ice Harbor
Dam to reduce or eliminate the need for multiple
lockages allowing maximum tows in some cases.
(2) Minimize out flow from Dworshak and Brown
lee Storage reservoirs during peak flow on the
Lower Snake River in order to keep flows below
critical discharges at Ice Harbor and Lower Monu
mental Dams. (3) Provide good tie -off dolphins
below the problem reaches to facilitate safe transit
when high flows are unavoidable.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Reservoir

(1) Hold the Dworshak Pool higher through the
summer; (2) Extend the log dump ramps to their
maximum practical length enabling use of the log
dumps at lower pools; (3) construct log storage
areas to maximize use of the pool at optimal pool
levels and; (4) use alternate methods of transporta
tion.
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4.2.1.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or Irre
versible and Irretrievable Commitment
of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers

The spring high flow problems encountered below
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams are
probably unavoidable. They are reflective of the
natural hydrograph for this reach of the river.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake

As proposed, the operation of the system in
SOS lA, impacts to the log transportation on Dwor
shak Lake are unavoidable. None of the impacts on
or mitigation for the Dworshak log operations
represents unavoidable or irreversible commitment
of resources.

4.2.2 SOS 1b

Optimum Load Following Operations represents
operations as they existed prior to changes resulting
from the Northwest Power Act. It is designed to
demonstrate how much power could be produced if
most flow-related operations to benefit anadro
mous fish were eliminated including: the Water
Budget; fish spill requirements; restrictions on
operation of Bonneville's second powerhouse; refill
targets for Libby, Hungry Horse, Grand Coulee,
Dworshak, and Albeni Falls; and fish-related rates
of change on Snake River flows in May. It assumes
that maximum fish transportation would be used to
aid juvenile fish migration.

4.2.2.1 Impacts

Navigation on the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers

Alternative SOS 1b represents near optimal condi
tions for navigation on the waterway under short
term operations. On the Snake River increases in
current velocities caused by release of high spring
flows create navigability problems for longer tows in
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the reach below Ice Harbor and between Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. When flows exceed
150,000 cfs at Lower Monumental and 100,000cfs at
Ice Harbor tows must be broken into smaller group
ings requiring multiple trips to safely navigate these
areas. Breaking the tows increases the haul time,
resulting in increased operations costs for the project
and tug boat operators. Alternative SOS 1b does
not introduce any limitations on deep draft naviga
tion through the Lower Columbia River ship channel
as it is currently authorized.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake

Late summer drafting of the reservoir leaves log
dumps dry in nearly all years. Particularly dry water
years cause dumps to be inoperable earlier, some
years never being usable.

4.2.2.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers

(1) To the degree possible, regulate flows to a
maximum of 150,000cfs from Lower Monumental
and to a maximum of 100,000cfs below Ice Harbor
Dam to reduce or eliminate the need for multiple
lockages allowing maximum tows in some cases.
(2) Minimize out flow from Dworshak and Brown
lee Storage reservoirs during peak flow on the
Lower Snake River in order to keep flows below
critical discharges at Ice Harbor and Lower Monu
mental Dams. (3) Provide good tie-off dolphins
below the problem reaches to facilitate safe transit
when high flows are unavoidable.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Reservoir

(1) Hold the Dworshak Pool higher through the
summer; (2) Extend the log dump ramps to their
maximum practical length enabling use of the log
dumps at lower pools; (3) construct log storage
areas to maximize use of the pool at optimal pool
levels and; (4) use alternate methods of transporta
tion.
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4.2.2.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or Irre
versible and Irretrievable Commitment
of Resources

Navigation ofthe Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers

The spring high flow problems encountered below
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams are
probably unavoidable. They are reflective of the
natural hydrograph for this reach of the river.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake

As proposed, the operation of the system in SOS 1b,
impacts to the log transportation on Dworshak Lake
are unavoidable. None of the impacts on or mitiga
tion for the Dworshak log operations represents
unavoidable or irreversible commitment of re
sources.

4.3 SOS 2 CURRENTOPERATION (1993)

This alternative reflects 1993 operation of the Co
lumbia River system with interim flow improvement
measures in response to ESA listings of Snake River
salmon. It is very similar to the way the system
operated in 1992 and reflects the results of ESA
Section 7 consultation with the National Marine
Fisheries Service. The strategy is consistent with the
1992-93 operations described in the Corps of
Engineers' 1993 Interim Columbia and Snake River
Flow Improvement Measures Supplemental EIS
(SEIS). Relative to SOS 1, the primary changes are
additional flow augmentation in the Columbia and
Snake Rivers and modified pool levels at lower
Snake and John Day Reservoirs during juvenile
salmon migration. SOS 2c represents the no-action
alternative. The alternative has three options.

4.3.1 SOS 2c (Current Operation-No-Action
Alternative)

Represents the operations resulting from the SEIS.
It includes the 3.0 MAF (3,702 million m3) flow
augmentation water on the Columbia, additional
water volumes from Dworshak in the spring and
summer, flood control shifts from Snake River
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projects to Grand Coulee, and up to 427 KAF (527
million m3) of additional upper Snake River water.

4.3.1.1 Impacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Alternative SOS 2c represents near optimal condi
tions for navigation on the waterway under short
term operations. On the Snake River increases in
current velocities caused by release of high spring
flows create navigability problems for longer tows in
the reach below Ice Harbor and between Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. When flows exceed
150,000 cfs at Lower Monumental and 100,000 cfs at
Ice Harbor tows must be broken into smaller group
ings requiring multiple trips to safely navigate these
areas. Breaking the tows increases the haul time,
resulting in increased operations costs for the project
and tug boat operators. Alternative SOS 2c does not
introduce any limitations on deep draft navigation
through the Lower Columbia River ship channel as
it is currently authorized.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Late summer drafting of the reservoir leaves log
dumps dry in nearly all years. Particularly dry water
years cause dumps to be inoperable earlier, some
years never being usable.

4.3.1.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation ofthe Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

(1) To the degree possible, regulate flows to a
maximum of 150,000 cfs from Lower Monumental
and to a maximum of 100,000 cfs below Ice Harbor
Dam to reduce or eliminate the need for multiple
lockages allowing maximum tows in some cases.
(2) Minimize out flow from Dworshak and Brown
lee Storage reservoirs during peak flow on the
Lower Snake River in order to keep flows below
critical discharges at Ice Harbor and Lower Monu
mental Dams. (3) Provide good tie-off dolphins
below the problem reaches to facilitate safe transit
when high flows are unavoidable.
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Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Reservoir:

(1) Hold the Dworshak Pool higher through the
summer; (2) Extend the log dump ramps to their
maximum practical length enabling continued use of
the log dumps during lower pools; (3) construct log
storage areas to maximize periods when the pool is
at optimal pool levels and; (4) use alternate meth
ods of transportation.

4.3.1.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or Irre
versible and Irretrievable Commitment
of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

The spring high flow problems encountered below
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams are
probably unavoidable. They are reflective of the
natural hydrograph for this reach of the river.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, the operation of the system in SOS 2c,
impacts to the log transportation on Dworshak Lake
are unavoidable. None of the impacts on or mitiga
tion for the Dworshak log operations represents
unavoidable or irreversible commitment of re
sources.

4.3.2 SOS 2d (1994-98 Biological Opinion)

This alternative represents the 1994-98 Biological
Opinion which includes up to 4 MAF flow aug
mentation on the Columbia River, flow targets a
McNary and Lower Granite, specific volume releases
from Dworshak, Brownlee and Upper Snake, meet
ing sturgeon flows 3 out of 10 years, and operating
lower Snake projects at MOP and John Day at MIP.

4.3.2.1 Impacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Navigation is maintained throughout the Columbia
and Snake Rivers system under SOS 2d, however
some inconvenience is introduced. Increased lock-
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age time is probable for barge traffic when locks are
operated at MOP. On the Snake River increases in
current velocities caused by release of high spring
flows create navigability problems for longer tows in
the reach below Ice Harbor and between Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. When flows exceed
150,000 cfs at Lower Monumental and 100,000 cfs at
Ice Harbor tows must be broken into smaller group
ings requiring multiple trips to safely navigate these
areas. Breaking the tows increases the haul time,
resulting in increased operations costs for the project
and tug boat operators. Alternative SOS 2d does not
introduce any limitations on deep draft navigation
through the Lower Columbia River ship channel as it
is currently authorized.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake

Drafting of the reservoir leaves log dumps dry in
nearly all months of all years.

4.3.2.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

(1) To the degree possible, regulate flows to a maxi
mum of 150,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) from
Lower Monumental and to a maximum of 100,000 cfs
below Ice Harbor Dam to reduce or eliminate the
need for multiple lockages allowing maximum tows in
some cases. (2) Minimize out flow from Dworshak
and Brownlee Storage reservoirs during peak flow on
the Lower Snake River in order to keep flows below
critical discharges at Ice Harbor and Lower Monu
mental Dams. (3) Provide good tie-off dolphins
below the problem reaches to facilitate safe transit
when high flows are unavoidable.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Reservoir:

(1) Hold the Dworshak Pool higher through the
summer; (2) Extend the log dump ramps to their
maximum practical length enabling continued use of
the log dumps during lower pools; (3) construct log
storage areas to maximize periods when the pool is
at optimal pool levels and; (4) use alternate methods
of transportation.
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4.3.2.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or
Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

The spring high flow problems encountered below
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams are
probably unavoidable. They are reflective of the
natural hydrograph for this reach of the river.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, under SOS 2d, the use of Dworshak
Lake for log transportation activities will be un
avoidably discontinued. None of the impacts or the
mitigative measures represents an irreversible com
mitment of resources.

4.4 SOS 4 STABLE STORAGE PROJECT
OPERATION

This alternative is designed to coordinate operation
of the storage reservoirs to benefit recreation,
resident fish, wildlife, and anadromous fish, while
minimizing the impacts of such operation to power
and flood control. Reservoirs would be kept full
longer, while still providing spring flows for fish and
space for flood control. The goal is to minimize
reservoir fluctuations while moving closer to natural
flow conditions. The alternative has three main
options, two of which have two sub options.

4.4.1 SOS 4c (Rev) Stable Storage Level
Operation with Modified Grand Coulee
Flood Control

This alternative attempts to achieve specific monthly
elevation targets year round that improve the envi
ronmental conditions at storage projects for recre
ation, resident fish and wildlife. Integrated Rule
Curves at Libby and Hungry Horse are applied year
round. Grand Coulee, Albeni Falls and Dworshak
meet specific elevation targets in all years. Upper
Rule Curves are not applied at any project except at
Grand Coulee when the January-July forecast is
greater than 68 MAF and at Dworshak from Novem
ber through April.
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4.4.1.1 Impacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Alternative SOS 4c represents near optimal condi
tions for Navigation on the waterway under short
term operations. On the Snake River increases in
current velocities caused by release of high spring
flows create navigability problems for longer tows in
the reach below Ice Harbor and between Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. When flows exceed
150,000 cfs at Lower Monumental and 100,000 cfs at
Ice Harbor tows must be broken into smaller group
ings requiring multiple trips to safely navigate these
areas. Breaking the tows increases the haul time,
resulting in increased operations costs for the project
and tug boat operators. Alternative SOS 4c does
not introduce any limitations on deep draft naviga
tion through the Lower Columbia River ship channel
as it is currently authorized.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Under this scenario, the log dumps are fully opera
tional through out the summer and fall. During the
late winter and early spring the reservoir is drafted,
but this has a negligible effect on the logging opera
tions,

4.4.1.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

(1) Th the degree possible, regulate flows to a maxi
mum of 150,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) from
Lower Monumental and to a maximum of
100,000 cfs below Ice Harbor Dam to reduce or
eliminate the need for multiple lockages allowing
maximum tows in some cases. (2) Minimize out flow
from Dworshak and Brownlee Storage reservoirs
during peak flow on the Lower Snake River in order
to keep flows below critical discharges at Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. (3) Provide good
tie-off dolphins below the problem reaches to facili
tate safe transit when high flows are unavoidable.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

None needed.
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4.4.1.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or
Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

The spring high flow problems encountered below
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams are
probably unavoidable. They are reflective of the
natural hydrograph for this reach of the river.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

None of the impacts on the Dworshak log operations
represents unavoidable impacts or irreversible
commitment of resources.

4.5 SOS 5 NATURAL RIVER OPERATION

This SOS is designed to aid anadromous fish by
increasing river velocity through mainstem reservoir
drawdown at the four lower Snake projects. It
provides for the installation of new outlets in the
lower Snake River dams, permitting the lowering of
reservoirs to near original river bed levels. Draw
down elevations would be: Lower Granite -
623 feet (190m); Little Goose - 524 feet (160m);
Lower Monumental - 432 feet (132m); and Ice
Harbor - 343 feet (105m). Drafting would be at
the rate of 2 feet (.6Im) per day starting on Febru
ary 18. The reservoirs would refill again with natural
inflows and storage releases from upriver projects, if
needed. John Day would be lowered to 257 feet
(78m) from May through August. All other projects
would operate essentially the same as in SOS 1a
except that up to 3 MAF (3,702 million m3) addi
tional flow augmentation water (above Water Bud
get) would be provided on the Columbia River in
May and June, with system flood control shifted
from Brownlee and Dworshak to lower Snake proj
ects. Also, Dworshak would operate for local flood
control The SOS has two options.

4.5.1 SOS 5b (Four and One-half Month
Natural River Operation)

Provides for a drawdown lasting 4 1/2 months begin
ning on April 16 and ending on August 31.
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4.5.1.1 Impacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Physical impacts to navigation and associated facili
ties on the lower Snake River are substantial for
Alternative SOS 5b: (1) In order to achieve the
natural river elevations called for in this alternative,
the lower Snake River dams begin drawdown in
February of each year. The locks become unusable
for commercial navigation very soon after the pro
cess begins and are not back on line until the follow
ing September. This amounts to a 7-month lock
closure on the lower Snake River. (2) The ports
and facilities on the Lower Granite Pool between
River Miles 432 to 471 would have major impacts
and would be affected during the same time frame
(See Table 3- 3, Results of the SU1Vey for Anticipated
Physical Impacts Due to Drawdown of Lower Snake
River Pools). Damage to the foundations of struc
tures along the pools is likely due to the extended
loss of the hydraulic surcharge on the structures, as
well as the potentially destabilizing effects of having
the foundation soils dry out and be rehydrated on an
annual basis. (3) Severe rains and wave action will
cause erosion of unprotected banks, which could fail
and further impact facilities. (4) Some facilities
which depend on barges for cargo shipments of raw
materials or finished products will simply cease
operations. (5) Boat marinas may become fully or
partially unusable and damage to the floating docks
from resting on the river bottom during low water is
likely. (6) Water quality impacts are possible if the
lower flows during the refill process is not adequate
to disperse the effluent from point and non-point
discharges along the pools.

(7) A related transportation impact of restricting
commercial barge traffic is the increased wear on the
region's rail and highway infrastructure as barged
commodities are shipped by truck or rail. The
magnitude of the impact would be proportional to
the amount of the commercial tonnage going by
alternate carriers.

(8) At the John Day Reservoir, a drawdown to
257 feet (78m) would have several navigation related
effects. The impacts are discussed in detail in:
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Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis System
Configuration Study, Interim Status Report, Technical
Appendix E, John Day Reservoir Minimum Operating
Pool (November 1992) and summarized below. At an
elevation of 257 feet (78m), the minimum operating
pool on John Day Reservoir, the lockage time
through facilities from the forebay side would be
increased by approximately 25 minutes for barges
drafting 14 feet. There are no anticipated problems
with lockage from the downstream side. Other
navigation impacts include the need for channel
dredging at several locations, including, but not
limited to, Rock Creek Boat Ramp (RM 229),
Roosevelt Grain Facility (RM 243.5), Port of Mor
row Dock Facility and Access Channel
(RM 266-270), McNary Downstream Lock En
trance (RM 291.5), Plymouth State Park, and Irri
gon, Oregon. At around RM 290, a new shallow
area will be exposed near the channel, which may
require the installation of several new green side
channel markers by the U.S. Coast Guard.

(9) There would be a measurable impact, primarily
in September of each year, (see Thble 3-1) to stage
on the lower Columbia River during the refill
period. The refill period would occur during the
naturally low point of the Snake and Columbia
Rivers. Based on the analysis used for this study,
the impacts would be a 5 percent increase in the
amount of time that the stage at Vancouver, River
Mile (RM) 106, is in the lowest stage interval,
(0-1 foot, Columbia River Datum), and an increase
of just over 1 percent at Kalama, RM 75. No signifi
cant impacts to stage would occur at Wauna, RM 41,
where river elevation is primarily controlled by the
tidal cycle. Further discussion of the possible eco
nomic ramifications of the impacts are contained in
the Economics Appendix.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Late summer drafting of the reservoir leaves log
dumps dry in nearly all years. Particularly dry water
years cause dumps to be inoperable earlier, some
years never being usable.
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4.5.1.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation ofthe Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Limited opportunities are available for mitigating
the physical impacts on navigation. (1) Alternate
transportation for commodities ordinarily shipped by
barge is possible and is described and evaluated in
detail in the Economics Appendix. (2) At great
cost, the dams could be modified to allow barges
through at natural river elevations, but the natural
depths of the rivers behind the dams is not sufficient
to accommodate the size of the present-day fleet.
(3) The loading and unloading facilities along the
river would also need modification in order to
accommodate the widely fluctuating water level of
the pools. (4) If the export market for commodities
shipped through the system could be maintained on
a less than year round delivery basis, an increase in
grain storage facilities along the pools and at the
points of origin (farms) could be constructed for
winter shipment of grains. (5) Structural modifica
tions of the facilities along the pools to enable them
to with stand the wetting drying cycles are possible,
though they are expensive, and would diminish the
habitat value of the river banks. (6) Effects on the
stage on the lower Columbia River could be dimin
ished by greater releases from mainstem Columbia
River storage projects.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

The possible mitigation measures for the loss of the
use of the Dworshak log dumps are: (1) to hold the
pool higher through the summer; (2) extend the log
dumps to the maximum length possible enabling
continued use of the pool at lower elevations;
(3) and to use other modes of transport to Lewiston.

4.5.1.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or Irre
versible and Irretrievable Commitment
of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Drawing down the pools behind the lower Snake
River dams to natural river elevations will unavoid
ably constrain commercial navigation on the pools to
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7 months of the year, as well as result in damage to
marinas and port facilities along the river. While
the physical effects of the drawdowns are reversible,
any structural modifications to the dams or facilities
to allow navigation to continue during the river
outages or protect them from damage would repre
sent an irretrievable commitment of resources.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, the operation of the system in SOS 5b,
impacts to the log transportation on Dworshak Lake
are unavoidable. None of the impacts on or mitiga
tion for the Dworshak log operations represents
unavoidable or irreversible commitment of resources.

4.5.2 SOS 5c Permanent Natural River
Operations

This alternative operates the four lower Snake River
projects to near river bed levels year round by assum
ing construction of new low level outlets or some
type of new channel at each project that allows all
water to bypass the dam, powerhouse and spillway.

4.5.2.1 Impacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Physical impacts to navigation and associated facili
ties on the lower Snake River are substantial for
Alternative SOS 5c: (1) The locks become unusable
for commercial navigation. (2) The Ports and facili
ties on the Lower Granite Pool between River
Miles 432 to 471 would have major impacts.(See
Table 3, Results of the Survey for Anticipated Physical
Impacts Due to Drawdown of Lower Snake River
Pools). Damage to the foundations of structures
along the pools is likely due to the extended loss of
the hydraulic surcharge on the structures. (3) Severe
rains and wave action will cause erosion of unpro
tected banks, which could fail and further impact
facilities. (4) Some facilities which depend on
barges for cargo shipments of raw materials or
finished products will simply cease operations.
(5) Boat marinas may become fully or partially
unusable and damage to the floating docks from
resting on the river bottom during low water is
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likely. (6) Water quality impacts are possible if the
lower flows during the refill process is not adequate
to disperse the effluent from point and non-point
discharges along the pools.

(7) A related transportation impact of restricting
commercial barge traffic is the increased wear on the
region's rail and highway infrastructure as barged
commodities are shipped by truck or rail. The
magnitude of the impact would be proportional to
the amount of the commercial tonnage going by
alternate carriers.

(8) At the John Day reservoir, a draw down to
257 feet would have several navigation related
effects. The impacts are discussed in detail in:
Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis System
Configuration Study, Interim Status Report, Technical
Appendix E, John Day Reservoir Minimum Operating
Pool (November 1992) and summarized below. At an
elevation of 257 feet, the minimum operating pool
on John Day reservoir, the lockage time through
facilities from the forebay side would be increased
by approximately 25 minutes for barges drafting
14 feet. There are no anticipated problems with
lockage from the downstream side. Other naviga
tion impacts include the need for channel dredging
at several locations, including, but not limited to,
Rock Creek Boat Ramp (RM 229), Roosevelt Grain
Facility (RM 243.5), Port of Morrow Dock Facility
and Access Channel (RM 266-270), McNary Down
stream Lock Entrance (RM 291.5), Plymouth State
Park, and Irrigon, Oregon. At around RM 290, a
new shallow area will be exposed near the channel,
which may require the installation of several new
green side channel markers by the U.S. Coast
Guard.

(9) There would be a measurable impact, primarily
in September of each year, (see Thble 1) to stage on
the lower Columbia River during the refill period.
Based on the analysis used for this study, the im
pacts would be a five percent (5%) increase in the
amount of time that the stage at Vancouver, River
Mile (RM) 106, is in the lowest stage interval,
(0-1 foot, Columbia River Datum), and an increase
of just over 1 percent at Kalama, RM 75. No signifi
cant impacts to stage would occur at Wauna, RM 41,
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where river elevation is primarily controlled by the
tidal cycle. Further discussion of the possible eco
nomic ramifications of the impacts are contained in
the Economics Appendix.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Under this scenario, the log dumps are fullyopera
tional through out most of the summer season.
Some impacts to the use of the log dumps occurs in
most years during September and October, but the
majority of the timber volume is unaffected. During
the winter and early spring the reservoir is drafted,
but this has a negligible effect on the logging opera
tions. This alternative is the second best scenario
for log rafting operations on Dworshak Reservoir.

4.5.2.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Limited opportunities are available for mitigating
the physical impacts on navigation. (1) Alternate
transportation for commodities ordinarily shipped by
barge is possible and is described and evaluated in
detail in the Economics Appendix. (2) At great cost,
the dams could be modified to allow barges through
at natural river elevations, but the natural depth of
the river behind the dams is not sufficient to accom
modate the draft requirements the present day fleet.
(3) The loading and unloading facilities along the
river would also need modification in order to
accommodate widely fluctuating water levels.

(4) If the export market for commodities shipped
through the system could be maintained on a less
than year round delivery basis, an increase in grain
storage facilities along the pools and at the points of
origin (farms) could be constructed for winter ship
ment of grains. (5) Structural modifications of the
facilities along the pools to enable them to with
stand the drying is possible, though expensive, and
may diminish the habitat value of the river banks.
(6) Effects on the stage on the lower Columbia
River could be diminished by greater releases from
mainstem Columbia River storage projects.
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Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

The possible mitigation measures for the loss of the
use of the Dworshak log dumps are: (1) to hold the
pool higher through September and October; (2)
extend the log dumps to the maximum length pos
sible enabling continued use of the pool at lower
elevations; (3) and to use other modes of transport
to Lewiston.

4.5.2.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or
Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Drawing down the pools behind the lower Snake
River dams to natural river elevations will unavoid
ably constrain commercial navigation on the pools,
as well as result in damage to marinas and port
facilities along the river. While the physical effects
of the draw downs are reversible, any structural
modifications to the dams or facilities to allow
navigation to continue or to protect them from
damage would represent an irretrievable commit
ment of resources.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, the operation of the system in SOS 5c,
impacts to the log transportation on Dworshak Lake
are unavoidable. None of the impacts on or mitiga
tion for the Dworshak log operations represents
unavoidable or irreversible commitment of resources.

4.6 SOS 6 FIXED DRAWDOWN

The objective of this alternative is to increase river
velocity by drawing down the four lower Snake
projects to fixed elevations below minimum operat
ing pool to aid anadromous fish. Drafting of the
reservoirs under all suboptions would be at the rate
of 2 feet (.61m) per day beginning Aprill. Eleva
tions would be as follows: Lower Granite - 705 feet
(215m); Little Goose - 605 feet (184m); Lower
Monumental - 507 feet (155m); and Ice Harbor 
407 feet (124m). John Day would be lowered to
257 feet (78m) from May through August. All other
projects would operate essentially the same as under
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SOS Ia except that up to 3 MAF (3,702 million m3)

of additional flow augmentation water would be
provided on the Columbia River to augment flows in
May and June, with system flood control shifted
from Brownlee and Dworshak to lower Snake proj
ects. Also, Dworshak would operate for local flood
control. The alternative has four options.

4.6.1 SOS 6b (Four and One-half-Month
Fixed Drawdown)

Would drawdown all four reservoirs for 4 1/2 months
beginning on April 16 and ending on August 31.

4.6.1.1 Innpacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Physical impacts to navigation and associated facili
ties on the lower Snake River are substantial for
Alternative SOS 6b. (1) In order to achieve the
reduced pool elevations called for in this alternative,
the lower Snake River dams begin drawdown in late
March of each year. The locks become unusable for
commercial navigation very soon after the process
begins and are not back on line until the following
September. This amounts to a 6 month lock closure
on the lower Snake River. (2) Facilities in the pools
would be effected during the same time frame. (See
Table 3-3, Results of the Survey for Anticipated
Physical Impacts Due to Drawdown of the Lower
Snake River Pools). Damage to the foundations of
structures along the pools is likely due to the ex
tended loss of the hydraulic surcharge on the struc
tures, as well as the potentially destabilizing effects
of having the foundation soils dry out and be rehy
drated on an annual basis. (3) Severe rains and
wave action will cause erosion of unprotected banks,
which could fail and further impact facilities.
(4) Some facilities which depend on barges for cargo
shipments of raw materials or finished products will
simply cease operations. (5) Boat marinas may
become fully or partially unusable and damage to
the floating docks from resting on the river bottom
during low water is likely. (6) Water quality impacts
are possible if the lower flows during the refill
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process is not adequate to disperse the effluent from
point and non-point discharges along the pools.

(7) A related transportation impact of restricting
commercial barge traffic is the increased wear on the
region's rail and highway infrastructure as barged
commodities are shipped by truck or rail. The
magnitude of the impact would be proportional to
the amount of the commercial tonnage going by
alternate carriers.

(8) At the John Day Reservoir, a drawdown to
257 feet (78m) would have several navigation related
effects. The impacts are discussed in detail in:
Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis System
Configuration Study, Interim Status Report, Technical
Appendix B, John Day Reservoir Minimum Operating
Pool (November 1992) and summarized below. At an
elevation of 257 feet (78m), the minimum operating
pool on John Day Reservoir, the lockage time
through facilities from the forebay side would be
increased by approximately 25 minutes for barges
drafting 14 feet. There are no anticipated problems
with lockage from the downstream side. Other
navigation impacts include the need for channel
dredging at several locations, including, but not
limited to, Rock Creek Boat Ramp (RM 229),
Roosevelt Grain Facility (RM 243.5), Port of Mor
row Dock Facility and Access Channel
(RM 266-270), McNary Downstream Lock En
trance (RM 291.5), Plymouth State Park, and Irri
gon, Oregon. At around RM 290, a new shallow
area will be exposed near the channel, which may
require the installation of several new green side
channel markers by the U.S. Coast Guard.

(9) There would be a measurable impact (see
Table 3-1) to stage on the lower Columbia River
during the refill period. The refill period would
occur during the naturally low flow period of the
Snake and Columbia Rivers. Based on the analysis
used for this study, the impact of reduced flows into
the Columbia during refill would be a 5 percent
increase in the amount of time that the stage at
Vancouver, River Mile (RM) 106, is in the lowest
stage interval, (0 to 1 foot, Columbia River Datum),
and an increase of just over 1 percent at Kalama,
RM 75. No significant impacts to stage would occur
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at Wauna, RM 41, where river elevation is primarily
controlled by the tidal cycle. The effects would be
present primarily in September of each year. Fur
ther discussion of the possible economic ramifica
tions of the impacts are contained in the Economics
Appendix.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Late summer drafting of the reservoir leaves log
dumps dry in September about 50 percent of water
years and in October in all years. Use of the log
dumps is unimpeded from May through August in
virtually all water years.

4.6.1.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Limited opportunities are available for mitigating
the physical effects on navigation.

(1) Alternate transportation for commodities ordi
narily shipped by barge is possible and is described
and evaluated in detail in the Economics Appendix.
(2) At great cost, the dams could be modified to
allow barges through at lower river elevations, but it
is questionable whether or not the present day barge
fleet could navigate at the reduced channel depths.
(3) The loading and unloading facilities along the
river would also need modification in order to
accommodate the widely fluctuating water level of
the pools. (4) If the export market for commodities
shipped through the system could be maintained on
a less than year round delivery basis, an increase in
grain storage facilities along the pools and at the
points of origin (farms) could be constructed for
winter shipment of grains. (5) Structural modifica
tions of the facilities along the pools enabling them
to with stand the wetting drying cycles are possible,
though they are expensive and would diminish the
habitat value of the river banks. (6) Effects on the
stage on the lower Columbia River could be dimin
ished by greater releases from mainstem Columbia
River storage projects.
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Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Mitigation measures for the loss of the use of the
Dworshak log dumps are: (1) hold the pool higher
through the summer; (2) extend the log dumps to
the maximum length possible without damaging the
logs; (3) and to use other modes of transport to
Lewiston.

4.6.1.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or Irre
versible and Irretrievable Commitment
of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Drawing down the pools behind the lower Snake
River dams to natural river elevations will unavoid
ably constrain commercial navigation on the pools to
six months of the year, as well as result in damage to
marinas and port facilities along the river. While
the physical effects of the drawdowns are reversible,
any structural modifications to the dams or facilities
to allow navigation to continue during the river
outages or protect them from damage would repre
sent an irretrievable commitment of resources.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, the operation of the system in SOS 6b,
impacts to the log transportation on Dworshak Lake
are unavoidable. None of the impacts on or mitiga
tion for the Dworshak log operations represents
unavoidable or irreversible commitment of re
sources.

4.6.2 SOS 6d (Four and One-Half-Month
Lower Granite Fixed Drawdown)

Would drawdown Lower Granite for 4 1/2 months
beginning on April 16 and ending on August 31.

4.6.2.1 Impacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Physical impacts to navigation and associated facili
ties on the lower Snake River are substantial for
those facilities located in the Lower Granite pool for
Alternative SOS 6d. (1) The locks become unusable
for commercial navigation very soon after the pro-
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cess hegins and arc not hack on line until the follow
ing September. This amounts to a 5-month lock
closure on the Lower Granite pool. (2) The Ports
and facilities on the Lower Granite Pool between
River Miles 432 to 471 would have major impacts
and would be affected during the same time
frame.(See Table 3-3, Results of the Survey for
Anticipated Physical Impacts Due to Drawdown of the
Lower Snake River Pools) Damage to the founda
tions of structures along the pools is likely due to the
extended loss of the hydraulic surcharge on the
structures, as well as the potentially destabilizing
effects of having the foundation soils dry out and be
rehydrated on an annual basis. (3) Severe rains and
wave action will cause erosion of unprotected banks,
which could fail and further impact facilities.
(4) Some facilities which depend on barges for cargo
shipments of raw materials or finished products will
simply cease operations. (5) Boat marinas may
become fully or partially unusable and damage to
the floating docks from resting on the river bottom
during low water is likely. (6) Water quality impacts
are possible if the lower flows during the refill
process is not adequate to disperse the effluent from
point and non-point discharges along the pools.

(7) A related transportation impact of restricting
commercial barge traffic is the increased wear on the
region's rail and highway infrastructure as barged
commodities are shipped by truck or rail. The
magnitude of the impact would be proportional to
the amount of the commercial tonnage going by
alternate carriers.

(8) At the John Day Reservoir, a drawdown to
257 feet (78m) would have several navigation related
effects. The impacts are discussed in detail in:
Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis System
Configuration Study, Interim Status Report, Technical
Appendix B, John Day Reservoir Minimum Operating
Pool (November 1992) and summarized below. At an
elevation of 257 feet (78m), the minimum operating
pool on John Day Reservoir, the lockage time
through facilities from the forebay side would be
increased by approximately 25 minutes for barges
drafting 14 feet. There are no anticipated problems
with lockage from the downstream side. Other
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navigation impacts include the need for channel
dredging at several locations, including, but not
limited to, Rock Creek Boat Ramp (RM 229),
Roosevelt Grain Facility (RM 243.5), Port of Mor
row Dock Facility and Access Channel
(RM 266-270), McNary Downstream Lock En
trance (RM 291.5), Plymouth State Park, and Irri
gon, Oregon. At around RM 290, a new shallow
area will be exposed near the channel, which may
require the installation of several new green side
channel markers by the U.S. Coast Guard.

(9) The projected impact to stage on the lower
Columbia River from this alternative is negligible.
The refill period after drawdown occurs while there
is still sufficient natural runoff in the system to refill
quickly. Alternative SOS 6d does not introduce any
limitations on deep draft navigation through the
Lower Columbia River ship channel as currently
authorized.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Late summer drafting of the reservoir impacts the
operation of the log dumps in September and Octo
ber in most water years, closing them in about
50 percent of water years. Use of the log dumps is
unimpeded from May through August in virtually all
water years.

4.6.2.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers

Limited opportunities exist for mitigating the physi
cal effects on navigation. (1) Alternate transporta
tion for commodities ordinarily shipped by barge is
possible and is described and evaluated in detail in
the Economics Appendix. (2) At great cost, the
dams could be modified to allow barges through at
lower river elevations, but it is questionable whether
or not the present day barge fleet could navigate at
the reduced channel depths. (3) The loading and
unloading facilities along the river would also need
modification in order to accommodate the widely
fluctuating water level of the pools.

(4) If the export market for commodities shipped
through the Lower Granite pool could be main-
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tained on a less than year round delivery basis, an
increase in grain storage facilities along the pool and
at the points of origin (farms) could be constructed
for winter shipment of grains.

(5) The facilities along the pools would require
structural modifications to enable them to withstand
the wetting and drying cycles are possible, though
they are expensive and would diminish the habitat
value of the river bank.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Mitigation measures for the loss of the use of the
Dworshak log dumps are: (1) hold the pool higher
through the summer; (2) extend the log dumps to
the maximum length possible without damaging the
logs; (3) and to use other modes of transport to
Lewiston.

4.6.2.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or Irre
versible and Irretrievable Commitment
of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Drawing down the Lower Granite pool by 33 feet,
will unavoidably constrain commercial navigation on
the pool to nine months of the year, as well as result
in damage to marinas and port facilities along the
river. While the physical effects of the drawdowns
are reversible, any structural modifications to the
dam or facilities to allow navigation to continue
during the river outages would represent an irre
trievable commitment of resources.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed in the operation of the system in
SOS 6c, impacts to the log transportation on Dwor
shak Lake are unavoidable. None of the impacts on
or mitigation for the Dworshak log operations
represents an unavoidable or irreversible commit
ment of resources.
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4.7 SOS 9 SETTLEMENT DISCUSSION
ALTERNATIVES

The objective of this alternative is to provide in
creased flows for anadromous fish by establishing
flow targets during the migration period and by
carrying out other actions that benefit ESA listed
species. This SOS represents operations suggested
by agencies and tribes involved in settlement discus
sions in response to a court ruling in the lawsuit
IDFG v. NMFS.

4.7.1 SOS 9a Detailed Fishery Operating
Plan (DFOP)

This alternative establishes flow targets at The
Dalles based on the previous year's end-of-year
storage content, similar to how PNCA selects oper
ating rule curves. Specific volumes of releases are
made from Dworshak, Brownlee and Upper Snake
River to try to meet Lower Granite flow targets.
Lower Snake River projects are drawn down to near
spillwaycrest level for four and one-half months.
Specific spill percentages are established at run-of
river projects to achieve not higher than 120% daily
average for total dissolved gas. Fish transportation
is assumed to be eliminated.

4.7.1.1 Impacts

Navigation on the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Physical impacts to navigation and associated facili
ties on the lower Snake River are substantial for
Alternative SOS 9a. (1) In order to achieve the
reduced pool elevations called for in this alternative,
the lower Snake River dams begin draw down on the
first of April of each year. The locks become unus
able for commercial navigation very soon after the
process begins and are not back on line until the
following September. This amounts to a 5 month
lock closure on the lower Snake River. (2) Facilities
in the pools would be effected during the same time
frame. (See Table 3, Results of the Survey for Antici
pated Physical Impacts Due to Drawdown of the
Lower Snake River Pools). Damage to the founda
tions of structures along the pools is likely due to the
extended loss of the hydraulic surcharge on the
structures, as well as the potentially destabilizing
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effects of having the foundation soils dry out and be
rehydrated on an annual basis. (3) Severe rains and
wave action will cause erosion of unprotected banks,
which could fail and further impact facilities. (4)
Some facilities which depend on barges for cargo
shipments of raw materials or finished products will
simply cease operations. (5) Boat marinas may
become fully or partially unusable and damage to
the floating docks from resting on the river bottom
during low water is likely. (6) Water quality impacts
are possible if the lower flows during the refill
process is not adequate to disperse the effluent from
point and non-point discharges along the pools.

(7) A related transportation impact of restricting
commercial barge traffic is the increased wear on the
region's rail and highway infrastructure as barged
commodities are shipped by truck or rail. The
magnitude of the impact would be proportional to
the amount of the commercial tonnage going by
alternate carriers.

(8) At the John Day reservoir, a draw down to 257
feet would have several navigation related effects.
The impacts are discussed in detail in: Columbia
River Salmon Mitigation Analysis System Configura
tion Study, Interim Status Report, Technical Appendix
B, John Day Reservoir Minimum Operating Pool
(November 1992) and summarized below. At an
elevation of 257 feet, the minimum operating pool
on John Day reservoir, the lockage time through
facilities from the forebay side would be increased
by approximately 25 minutes for barges drafting 14
feet. There are no anticipated problems with lock
age from the downstream side. Other navigation
impacts include the need for channel dredging at
several locations, including, but not limited to, Rock
Creek Boat Ramp (RM 229), Roosevelt Grain
Facility (RM 243.5), Port of Morrow Dock Facility
and Access Channel (RM 266-270), McNary Down
stream Lock Entrance (RM 291.5), Plymouth State
Park, and Irrigon, Oregon. At around RM 290, a
new shallow area will be exposed near the channel,
which may require the installation of several new
green side channel markers by the U.S. Coast
Guard.
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(9) Although SOS 9a was not specifically modelled
for impacts to lower Columbia River navigation, the
results of similar strategies indicate that there would
be a measurable impact (see Table 1) to stage on the
lower Columbia River during the refill period. The
refill period would occur during the naturally low
flow period of the Snake and Columbia Rivers.
Based on the analysis used for this study, the impact
of reduced flows into the Columbia during refill
would be a five percent (5%) increase in the amount
of time that the stage at Vancouver, River Mile
(RM) 106, is in the lowest stage interval, (0 to 1
foot, Columbia River Datum), and an increase of
just over 1% percent at Kalama, RM 75. No signifi
cant impacts to stage would occur at Wauna, RM 41,
where river elevation is primarily controlled by the
tidal cycle. The effects would be present primarily in
September of each year. Further discussion of the
possible economic ramifications of the impacts are
contained in the Economics Appendix.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Summer drafting of the reservoir leaves log dumps
dry July through October about 35 percent of water
years. Use of the log dumps is unimpeded in June in
virtually all water years.

4.7.1.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Limited opportunities are available for mitigating
the physical effects on navigation.

(1) Alternate transportation for commodities ordi
narily shipped by barge is possible and is described
and evaluated in detail in the Economics Appendix.
(2) At great cost, the dams could be modified to
allow barges through at lower river elevations, but it
is questionable whether or not the present day barge
fleet could navigate at the reduced channel depths.
(3) The loading and unloading facilities along the
river would also need modification in order to
accommodate the widely fluctuating water level of
the pools. (4) If the export market for commodities
shipped through the system could be maintained on
a less than year round delivery basis, an increase in
grain storage facilities along the pools and at the
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points of origin (farms) could be constructed for
winter shipment of grains. (5) Structural modifica
tions of the facilities along the pools enabling them
to with stand the wetting drying cycles are possible,
though they are expensive and would diminish the
habitat value of the river banks. (6) Effects on the
stage on the lower Columbia River could be dimin
ished by greater releases from mainstem Columbia
River storage projects.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Mitigation measures for the loss of the use of the
Dworshak log dumps are: (1) hold the pool higher
through the summer; (2) extend the log dumps to
the maximum length possible without damaging the
logs; (3) and to use other modes of transport to
Lewiston.

4.7.1.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or
Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Drawing down the pools behind the lower Snake
River dams to spillwaycrest elevations will unavoid
ably constrain commercial navigation on the pools to
seven months of the year, as well as result in damage
to marinas and port facilities along the river. While
the physical effects of the draw downs are reversible,
any structural modifications to the dams or facilities
to allow navigation to continue during the river
outages or protect them from damage would repre
sent an irretrievable commitment of resources.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, the operation of the system in SOS 9a,
impacts to the log transportation on Dworshak Lake
are unavoidable. None of the impacts on or mitiga
tion for the Dworshak log operations represents
unavoidable or irreversible commitment of resources.

4.7.2 SOS 9b (Adaptive Management)

This alternative establishes flow targets at McNary
and Lower Granite based on runoff forecasts.
Specific volumes of releases are made form Dwor-
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shak, Brownlee and Upper Snake River to try to
meet Lower Granite flow targets. Lower Snake
River projects are drawn down to minimum operat
ing pool levels and John Day is at minimum irriga
tion pool level. Specific spill percentages are estab
lished at run-of-river projects to achieve no higher
than 120% daily average for total dissolved gas.

4.7.2.1 Impacts

Navigation on the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Navigation is maintained throughout the Columbia
and Snake Rivers system under SOS 9b, however
some inconvenience is introduced. Increased lock
age time is probable for barge traffic when locks are
operated at MOP. On the Snake River, increases in
current velocities caused by release of high spring
flows create navigabilityproblems for longer tows in
the reach below Ice Harbor and between Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. When flows exceed
150,000cfs at Lower Monumental and 100,000 cfs at
Ice Harbor tows must be broken into smaller group
ings requiring multiple trips to safely navigate these
areas. Breaking the tows increases the haul time,
resulting in increased operations costs for the project
and tug boat operators. Alternative SOS 9b does
not introduce any limitations on deep draft naviga
tion through the Lower Columbia River ship channel
as it is currently authorized.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake

Drafting of the reservoir to meet flow targets leaves
log dumps dry in nearly all years.

4.7.2.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

(1) To the degree possible, regulate flows to a maxi
mum of 150,000cubic feet per second (cfs) from
Lower Monumental and to a maximum of 100,000cfs
below Ice Harbor Dam to reduce or eliminate the
need for multiple lockages allowing maximum tows in
some cases. (2) Minimize out flow from Dworshak
and Brownlee Storage reservoirs during peak flow on
the Lower Snake River in order to keep flows below
critical discharges at Ice Harbor and Lower Monu-
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mental Dams. (3) Provide good tie-off dolphins
below the problem reaches to facilitate safe transit
when high flows are unavoidable.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Reservoir:

(1) Hold the Dworshak Pool higher through the
summer; (2) Extend the log dump ramps to their
maximum practical length enabling continued use of
the log dumps during lower pools; (3) construct log
storage areas to maximize periods when the pool is
at optimal pool levels and; (4) use alternate methods
of transportation.

4.7.2.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or
Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

The spring high flow problems encountered below
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams are
probably unavoidable. They are reflective of the
natural hydrograph for this reach of the river.

Log RaftinK Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, under SOS 9b, the use of Dworshak
Lake for log transportation activities will be un
avoidably discontinued. None of the impacts or the
mitigative measures represents an irreversible com
mitment of resources.

4.7.3 SOS 9c Balanced Impacts Operation
(Idaho Plan)

This alternative would draw down the four lower
Snake River projects to near spillway crest levels for
two and one-half months during the spring salmon
migration period. Full drawdown level is achieved
on April 1. Refill begins after June 15. This alterna
tive also provides 1994-98 Biological Opinion flow
augmentation, integrated Rule Curve operation at
Libby and Hungry Horse, a reduced flow target at
Lower Granite due to drawdown, winter drawup at
Albeni Falls and spill to achieve no higher than
120% daily average for total dissolved gas.

4

4.7.3.1 Impacts

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Physical impacts to navigation and associated facili
ties on the lower Snake River are substantial for
Alternative SOS 9c. (1) In order to achieve the
April 1 target for spillway crest elevation draw down
of the pools called for in this alternative, draw down
of the lower Snake River dams begins in late March
of each year. The locks become unusable for com
mercial navigation very soon after the process begins
and are not back on line until the following June.
This amounts to a three month lock closure on the
lower Snake River. (2) Facilities in the pools would
be effected during the same time frame. (See Table 3,
Results of the Survey for Anticipated Physical Impacts
Due to Drawdown of the Lower Snake River Pools).
Damage to the foundations of structures along the
pools is likely due to the extended loss of the hy
draulic surcharge on the structures, as well as the
potentially destabilizing effects of having the founda
tion soils dry out and be rehydrated on an annual
basis. (3) Severe rains and wave action will cause
erosion of unprotected banks, which could fail and
further impact facilities. (4) Some facilities which
depend on barges for cargo shipments of raw materi
als or finished products will simply cease operations.
(5) Boat marinas may become fully or partially
unusable and damage to the floating docks from
resting on the river bottom during low water is
likely. (6) Water quality impacts are possible if the
lower flows during the refill process is not adequate
to disperse the effluent from point and non-point
discharges along the pools.

(7) A related transportation impact of restricting
commercial barge traffic is the increased wear on the
region's rail and highway infrastructure as barged
commodities are shipped by truck or rail. The
magnitude of the impact would be proportional to
the amount of the commercial tonnage going by
alternate carriers.

(8) At the John Day reservoir, a draw down to
257 feet would have several navigation related
effects. The impacts are discussed in detail in:
Columbia River Salmon Mitigation Analysis System
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Configuration Study, Interim Status Report, Technical
Appendix B, John Day Reservoir Minimum Operating
Pool (November 1992) and summarized below. At an
elevation of 257 feet, the minimum operating pool
on John Day reservoir, the lockage time through
facilities from the forebay side would be increased
by approximately 25 minutes for barges drafting
14 feet. There are no anticipated problems with
lockage from the downstream side. Other naviga
tion impacts include the need for channel dredging
at several locations, including, but not limited to,
Rock Creek Boat Ramp (RM 229), Roosevelt Grain
Facility (RM 243.5), Port of Morrow Dock Facility
and Access Channel (RM 266-270), McNary Down
stream Lock Entrance (RM 291.5), Plymouth State
Park, and Irrigon, Oregon. At around RM 290, a
new shallow area will be exposed near the channel,
which may require the installation of several new
green side channel markers by the U.S. Coast Guard.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Drafting of Dworshak through out the year impacts
the log rafting activities during peak use months in
20 to 50 percent of the water years modelled. In
particularly dry years, activity is curtailed altogether.

4.7.3.2 Mitigation Measures

Navigation on the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Limited opportunities are available for mitigating
the physical effects on navigation:

(1) Alternate transportation for commodities ordi
narily shipped by barge is possible and is described
and evaluated in detail in the Economics Appendix.
(2) At great cost, the dams could be modified to
allow barges through at lower river elevations, but it
is questionable whether or not the present day barge
fleet could navigate at the reduced channel depths.
(3) The loading and unloading facilities along the
river would also need modification in order to
accommodate the widely fluctuating water level of
the pools. (4) If the export market for commodities
shipped through the system could be maintained on
a less than year round delivery basis, an increase in
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grain storage facilities along the pools and at the
points of origin (farms) could be constructed for
winter shipment of grains. (5) Structural modifica
tions of the facilities along the pools to enable them
to withstand the wetting drying cycles are possible,
though they are expensive.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Mitigation measures for the loss of the use of the
Dworshak log dumps are to: (1) hold the pool higher
through the summer; (2) extend the log dumps to
the maximum length possible enabling continued use
of the pool at lower elevations; (3) and to use other
modes of transport to Lewiston.

4.7.3.3 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or
Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Drawing down the pools to near spillway crest will
unavoidably constrain commercial navigation on the
pools to nine months of the year, as well as result in
damage to marinas and port facilities along the river.
While the physical effects of the draw downs are
reversible, any structural modifications to the dams
or facilities to allow navigation to continue during
the river outages would represent an irretrievable
commitment of resources.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, the operation of the system in SOS 9c,
impacts to the log transportation on Dworshak Lake
are unavoidable. None of the impacts on or rnitiga
tion for the Dworshak log operations represents
unavoidable or irreversible commitment of re
sources.

4.8 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The objective of the Preferred Alternative is to
support the recovery of ESA-listed species by
storing water during the fall and winter to meet
spring and summer flow targets, by managing detri
mental effects to other natural resources through
maximum summer draft limits, by providing public
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safety through flood protection and by providing for
reasonable power generation.

4.8.1 Impacts

Navigation on the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

Navigation is maintained throughout the Columbia
and Snake Rivers system under SOS PA, however
some inconvenience is introduced. Increased lock
age time is probable for barge traffic when locks are
operated at MOP. On the Snake River, increases in
current velocities caused by release of high spring
flows create navigability problems for longer tows in
the reach below Ice Harbor and between Ice Harbor
and Lower Monumental Dams. When flows exceed
150,000 cis at Lower Monumental and 100,000 cfs at
Ice Harbor tows must be broken into smaller group
ings requiring multiple trips to safely navigate these
areas. Breaking the tows increases the haul time,
resulting in increased operations costs for the project
and tug boat operators. Alternative SOS PA does
not introduce any limitations on deep draft naviga
tion through the Lower Columbia River ship channel
as it is currently authorized.

At the John Day reservoir, a draw down to 257 feet
would have several navigation related effects. The
impacts are discussed in detail in: Columbia River
Salmon Mitigation Analysis System Configuration
Study, Interim Status Report, Technical Appendix B,
John Day Reservoir Minimum Operating Pool (Novem
ber 1992) and summarized below. At an elevation of
257 feet, the minimum operating pool on John Day
reservoir, the lockage time through facilities from
the forebay side would be increased by approximate
ly 25 minutes for barges drafting 14 feet. There are
no anticipated problems with lockage from the
downstream side. Other navigation impacts include
the need for channel dredging at several locations,
including, but not limited to, Rock Creek Boat
Ramp (RM 229), Roosevelt Grain Facility (RM
243.5), Port of Morrow Dock Facility and Access
Channel (RM 266-270), McNary Downstream Lock
Entrance (RM 291.5), Plymouth State Park, and
Irrigon, Oregon. At around RM 290, a new shallow
area will be exposed near the channel, which may
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require the installation of several new green side
channel markers by the U.S. Coast Guard.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

Drafting of the reservoir to meet flow targets leaves
log dumps dry in nearly all months of the year. Only
during June would water elevations be high enough
to use the present log dumps in most years.

4.8.1.1 Mitigation Measures

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

(1) To the degree possible, regulate flows to a maxi
mum of 150,000cubic feet per second (cfs) from
Lower Monumental and to a maximum of 100,000 cis
below Ice Harbor Dam to reduce or eliminate the
need for multiple lockages allowing maximum tows in
some cases. (2) Minimize out flow from Dworshak
and Brownlee Storage reservoirs during peak flow on
the Lower Snake River in order to keep flows below
critical discharges at Ice Harbor and Lower Monu
mental Dams. (3) Provide good tie-off dolphins
below the problem reaches to facilitate safe transit
when high flows are unavoidable.

Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Reservoir:

(1) Hold the Dworshak Pool higher through the
summer; (2) Extend the log dump ramps to their
maximum practical length enabling continued use of
the log dumps during lower pools; (3) construct log
storage areas to maximize periods when the pool is
at optimal pool levels and; (4) use alternate methods
of transportation.

4.8.1.2 Unavoidable Adverse Impacts or
Irreversible and Irretrievable
Commitment of Resources

Navigation of the Lower Snake and Columbia
Rivers:

The spring high flow problems encountered below
Lower Monumental and Ice Harbor Dams are
probably unavoidable. They are reflective of the
natural hydrograph for this reach of the river. At
minimum operating pool, all barge operations will
realize increased transit time at the locks.
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Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak Lake:

As proposed, under SOS PA, the use of Dworshak
Lake for log transportation activities will be un
avoidably discontinued for all but one month of the
year. None of the impacts or the mitigative mea-
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sures represents an irreversible commitment of
resources.
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSION AND COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

5

5.1 IMPACTS COMMON TO ALTERNATIVES
GENERAL

The following two sections describe in a general way,
how the Snake and Columbia Rivers are physically
affected hy changes in the operations of the dams
and how use of Dworshak Lake for log rafting
activities is impacted by the need for water from
Dworshak to achieve down stream goals. A summary
of all of the results of the Navigation Group analysis
is shown in Table 5-1, Summary ofFull Scale Analysis
Results Compared to Base Case. It is important to
note that while it was not possible to model some of
the potential impacts identified, there would certain
ly be economic impacts. For example, it was not
possihle to derive from past records a reasonable
correlation between high flows and dredging on the
Columbia River below Bonneville Dam, and there
fore, increased dredging costs could not be reason
ably estimated.

5.1.1 Navigation on the Lower Snake and
Columbia Rivers

For navigation on the lower Snake River, alterna
tives are easily divided into two categories, those
that shut navigation down and those that do not.
Alternatives that require draw down of the lower
Snake River pools below MOP all have the same
result - - commercial barge transportation stops.
Although there is a limited ability to light load
barges, none of the draw down alternatives analyzed
dropped water levels within the range that light
loading could occur, nor are the refill or draw down
processes slow enough to take advantage of an
intermediate water level. The only difference in
impacts of the draw down scenarios is the length of
time that the pools are below MOP. Some damages,
those related to the weathering of exposed founda-

tions and river banks, would increase with longer
duration draw down events. The more significant
impacts are those related to the financial losses of
the shipping dependent businesses, which are
detailed in the Economics Appendix.

Barge operators have identified the channel transits
below Ice Harbor and Lower Monumental dams as
being difficult under high flow conditions. Maximum
flows for optimal conditions were described during
Screening as 150,000 cfs below Lower Monumental
Dam and 100,000 cis below Ice Harbor Dam. All
alternatives analyzed produced high flows in some
years between April and June. The flow augmenta
tion strategies tend to produce the worst conditions
in the late spring. Table 3-2, Summary Flow Analysis
for Lower Monumental & Ice Harbor, is a summary
table of a data sort of the monthly average flows
over the 50 water years modeled for the full scale
analysis. It displays the number of years in the 50
years modeled that the monthly average would
exceed the optimal maximums.

On the lower Columbia River, stage impacts are
related to the length of the refill period after draw
down. The alternatives modeled, included two
month drawdowns and single dam draw downs which
did not cause extended diminished flows from the
Snake River into the Columbia River and did not
have significant stage impacts. The 4.5-month
multi-dam drawdowns produce noticeable effects in
stage at Portland / Vancouver in September, but they
are not extreme under average water conditions.
Table 3-1, Percent of Time: Comparison with
2c-1993 Operating Strategy, show the stage effects of
selected drawdown options as compared to SOS 2c,
the Base Case, at three lower Columbia River loca
tions in the late summer and early fall time frame.
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Table 5-1. Summary of Full Scale Analysis Results (Compared to Base Case)

SOS Lwr Columbia R. Lwr Snake R. Dworshak Log Lake Roosevelt
Stage Impacts Physical Impacts Rafting Impacts Ferrys

laPre-Salmon Summit None None Benefits Log None
Operations

1b Optimum Load Following None Expected None Benefits Log None
Operation Operations

2d [NEW] 1994-98 Less than 4% increase Some delays $93,000 add'i trans None
Biological Op in duration of Low probable at locks costs over Base Case

Stage @ Vancouver in
SeptemberExpected

4c Revised Coulee Operation None None Benefits Log None
Operations

5b Nat'l River, 4.5 Mo. Draw 4% increase in Significant physical Benefits Log None
Dn duration ofLow Stage impacts to facilities Operations

@Vancouverin
September

5c [NEW] Permanent Nat'l 4% increase in Significant physical Benefits Log None
River duration ofLow Stage impacts to facilities Operations

@ Vancouver in
September

6b 4.5 Mo. Fixed Draw Dn, 4% increase in Significant physical Benefits Log None
33ft duration of Low Stage impacts to facilities Operations

@ Vancouver in
September

6d Lwr Gran Draw Dn, 4.5 Mo None Expected Significant physical Benefits Log None
impacts to facilities Operations

9a DetaiI'd Fish'ry Operating 4% increase in Significant physical Benefits Log None
Plan [NEW] duration ofLow Stage impacts to facilities Operation

@ Vancouver in
September

9b Adaptive Management None Some delays $173,000 addt'l trans Slight increase
[NEW] probable at locks cost over Base Case in impacts to

Gifford Ferry

9c Balanced Impacts [NEW] 4% increase in Significant physical Slight Benefit to Slight increase
duration ofLow Stage impacts to facilities Log Ops in impacts to
@ Vancouver in Gifford Ferry
September

Preferred Alternative None Some delays $139,000 addt'l trans None
probable at locks cost over Base Case
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5.1.2 Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak
Lake

The model used to develop a cost for alternative
transportation of logs from Dworshak Lake to
Lewiston produced a cost in all scenarios. Since the
model does not account for any storage of logs at
the dumps, this is thought to be conservative. It is
more meaningful to consider the difference between
the Base Case, SOS 2c, and the other strategies
analyzed (See Thble 5- 2, Dworshak Alternate Trans
portation Model Results). With the exception of
alternatives relying heavier on flow augmentation, all
of the alternate system strategies were better for the
log rafting operations on the lake, than the 1993
Operations (SOS 2c). The 1993 operation drafts
heavily, early in the summer, from Dworshak Lake
for spring flow augmentation. All alternatives
which provided a stable high elevation in Dworshak
Lake, or delayed the drafting of the lake for flow
augmentation or refill of the lower Snake River
dams, were beneficial to this authorized use of the
project.

5

5.2 IMPACTS COMMON TO FLOW
AUGMENTATION STRATEGIES (SOS 1A,
1B, 2C, 20, AND PAl

5.2.1 Navigation on the Lower Snake and
Columbia Rivers

Effects on commercial navigation and dependent
facilities are negligible. Locks remain operable and
stage for deep draft navigation below Bonneville
Dam is not compromised. The occurrence of high
flow conditions below Lower Monumental and Ice
Harbor dams is slightly increased over the Base
Case, but the period of occurrence is remains con
fined to April, May and June of the year.

5.2.2 Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak
Lake

All of the flow augmentation alternatives rely heavily
on the drafting of Dworshak Lake. These strategies
have the greatest impact on the use of the log dumps,
in most cases making them unavailable for the major
ity of the June through October seasonal use period.

Table 5-2. Dworshak Alternative Transportation Model Results Relative Impacts,
Ascending Order by Mean Value

SOS DESCRIPTION MIN 10 PERC MEAN 90 MAX 2C DIFF
PERC MEAN

4C STSTOR WI MOD GRND COULEEEC. $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 ($228,188)

6D DD LWR GRAN 4.5 MO $47,587 $53,573 $63,103 $73,204 $92,584 ($165,085)

6B DD 4 PROJ 4.5 MO $48,758 $53,997 $63,461 $74,548 $106,860 ($164,727)

1B LOAD FOLLOWING OPS $83,537 $939,291 $108,541 $126,286 $161,192 ($119,647)

lA PRE-SALMONSUMMIT $92,118 $99,071 $116,064 $134,283 $168,264 ($112,124)

5B NATLRIVER 4.5 MO DD $118,621 $132,158 $146,144 $161,452 $186,975 ($82,044)

5C PERMANENTNAT'L RIVER $118,671 $130,633 $146,156 $162,462 $188,556 ($82,032)

9A DETAILED FISHERY OP PLAN $129,937 $149,302 $171,326 $194,649 $231,004 ($56,862)

9C BALANCED IMPACTS $172,890 $195,396 $220,790 $248,738 $298,267 ($7,398)

2C SEIS WI U. SNAKE WATER (427KAF) $185,072 $20,331 $228,188 $256,039 $320,563 $0

2DR 94-98 BIOLOGICAL OPINION $255,217 $285,463 $321,252 $357,533 $411,156 $93,064

9B ADAPTIVEMANAGEMENT $317,002 $361,913 $4()(),913 $446,219 $494,576 $172,725

PA PREFERRED ALTERNiXfIVE
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5,3 IMPACTS COMMON TO ORAWOOWN
STRATEGIES (50S 5B, 6B, 60, 9A, 9B, 9C)

5.3.1 Navigation on the Lower Snake and
Colu mbia Rivers

The drawdown alternatives have the greatest pot ent ial
for impacts to commercial navigation on the lower
Snake and Columbia Rivers. Commercial barge
navigation stops whenever the pool levels drop below
MOP' Goods normally carried by barge. must be
either stored for the duration of the outage or
shipped by alternate transportat ion. The regional and
national econom ic significance of the outages is
described in the Eco nomic Appendix. The exposure
of the banks and faciliti es to extended and cyclica l

Navigation Appendix

drying will cause damages and de terioration . The
impa ct s on stage in the Lower Co lumbia River be low
Bonneville Dam are noticeable after the longer, 4.5
month drawdowns, when the refill period extends into
the ea rly fall . The impa cts do not appear to be great
during average water conditions and are primarily felt
at Portland/Vancouver during the month of September.

Th e main navigati on effects of drawing the Lowe r
Snake River and John Day pool down to MOP (257
fee t) are an increase in lockage time from the up
stream approach and an increased need for dredging
of access cha nnels to facilities along the pool.
Loading and un loading of barges a t the var ious
facilities would have to modified to accommodate
and an nual fluctuation in the water level of the po ol.

Figu r. 5-1. The Confluence of the Snake (a> and Clearwater (b) Rivers during the
March 1992 Lower Granite Drawdown Test
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5.3.2 Log Rafting Operations on Oworshak
Lake

Relative to the Base Case (SOS 2c), all of the draw
down alternatives are beneficial to this use of Dwor
shak Lake. With the exception of the Natural River
strategies, the longer the drawdown period, the
greater the benefit to the log rafting.

5.4 IMPACTS COMMON TO STABLE POOL
ALTERNATIVES (SOS 4C)

This alternative represents optimal conditions for
navigation purposes.

5.4.1 Navigation on the Lower Snake and
Columbia Rivers

This alternative strategy has no negative impact on
navigation in the rivers.

5.4.2 Log Rafting Operations on Oworshak
Lake

This is the very best alternatives for the Dworshak log
rafting operations. The lake elevation is held high
enough for the majority of the seasonal use period
(June-October).

5.5 MITIGATION COMMON TO ALTERNATIVES

5.6 MITIGATION COMMON TO FLOW AUG
MENTATION STRATEGIES (SOS 1A, 1B, 2A,
2C, 20, ANO PA)

5.6.1 Navigation on the Lower Snake and
Columbia Rivers

Since the effects on commercial navigation and
dependent facilities are negligible, mitigation strate
gies revolve mainly around dealing with the occur
rence of high flow conditions below Lower Monu
mental and Ice Harbor dams. Since this situation
has always occurred in the April-June period,
mitigation measures would be similar to those
presently employed. Presently, the mitigation is
primarily operational on the part of the barge and
dam operators. Breaking of tows and extreme
caution on the part of the barge operator and provi
sion of sufficient tie-off walls both upstream and

5

down stream of the dams by the Corps may be all
that is necessary to accommodate the annual occur
rence of the high spring flows.

5.6.2 Log Rafting Operations on Oworshak
Lake

The possible mitigation measures identified for the
Dworshak log operations include using alternate
methods of log transportation to Lewiston, holding
the water level up through the summers and early
fall, and extending the length of the log dumps to as
low as elevation as possible, without causing damage
to the logs.

5.7 MITIGATION COMMON TO ORAWOOWN
STRATEGIES (SOS 5B, 6B, 60, 9A, 9B, 9C)

5.7.1 Navigation on the Lower Snake and
Columbia Rivers

Mitigation possibilities are limited for the effects of
drawdown below MOP on the lower Snake River
pools. Commodities ordinarily shipped by barge can
be routed as rail or truck cargo. Additional storage
at loading facilities and at the source (farms) can be
employed to some degree, delaying the barging until
after the outages. Revetments, and other stabiliza
tion methods could be employed to stabilize the
river banks around cargo transfer facilities.

Mitigation measures for drawdown to MOP the
Lower Snake River pools and on the John Day pool
include increased dredging of access channels to
facilities, modification of loading and unloading
facilities to accommodate 5-foot water level fluctua
tions, and additional channel markings on the chan
nel through the pool.

Effects on stage below Bonneville Dam can be
mainly dealt with by careful scheduling of ships
departures during the month of September. The
Port of Portland's LoadMax tidal and stage forecast
ing is presently utilized for just this purpose. If a
particular water year appeared to be causing more
severe effects than were identified during the full
scale analysis, the possibility of drafting Columbia
River main stem reservoirs to make up flow deficits
should be considered.
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5.7.2 Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak
Lake

The possible mitigation measures identified for the
Dworshak log operations include using alternate
methods of log transportation to Lewiston, holding
the water level up through the summers and early
fall, and extending the length of the log dumps to as
low as elevation as possible, without causing damage
to the logs.

5.8 MITIGATION COMMON TO STABLE POOL
ALTERNATIVES - NAVIGATION
PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE (SOS 4C)

This alternative is the preferred alternative for
navigation purposes and no mitigation measures are
necessary for the beneficial effects of this operation.

5.9 CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

5.9.1 Transportation Infrastructure

Changes in the way products are moved on the Snake
River could have the effect of a general decrease in
the condition of transportation infrastructure far
removed from the immediate vicinity of the change.
Since the expenditure of Federal funds for mainte
nance of navigation infrastructure (locks and channel
dredging) is tied to the amount of commercial ton
nage on the waterway, a decrease in the Snake River
commercial barge shipments could mean a lower
prioritization for funds for maintenance of other
parts of the system as well. Further, the increased
use of the alternate transportation modes (rail and
truck) for products formerly shipped by barge will
necessitate increased maintenance on the those
transportation networks. This would impact the
state transportation planning by forcing a shift in
maintenance and improvement funds to rural roads
to accommodate shipments now handled by barge
and result in reallocation funds from other regions
presently scheduled for infrastructure improvements.

FINALEIS
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The significant local and regional economic impacts
resulting from the disruption of barge transportation
on the lower Snake River are detailed in the Eco
nomics Appendix.

5.10 SHORT TERM VS LONG TERM
PERSPECTIVES

5.10.1 Navigation on the Lower Snake and
Columbia Rivers

The short-and long-term physical impacts to
navigation are essentially the same. However, any
growth or improvements of the navigation trans
portation system is tied to the region's economics.
Economic benefits drive the Federally funded devel
opment or improvements of navigation projects.
Likewise, the existence of a viable waterborne trans
portation network shapes economic development of
some industries. Significant changes in the availabil
ity of a navigation network for a region will change
the economic growth patterns, and in turn, impact
the need for navigation improvements in the system.
It is unlikely that barge companies would be able to
cover operating expenses and still be competitive
when barging is reduced to 5 or 6 months a year, as
would be the case under some of the drawdown
alternatives. With this industry gone, no future
improvements to the lower Snake River navigation
infrastructure would be likely.

5.10.2 Log Rafting Operations on Dworshak
Lake

The use of Dworshak Lake for moving logs is eco
nomical and assists in sustaining a viable timber
industry in the region. The long-term outlook for
timber harvest in the region served by the log dumps
is good, either sustained at present levels or increas
ing. Therefore, the effects of any alternative, either
good or bad, will continue at least at the same level
as discussed in the short-term analysis of impacts.
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CHAPTER 6

LIST OF PREPARERS

Table 6-1. List of Preparers

6

Name EducationNears of Experience and Role In
Experience Expertise Preparation

Sheryl A. Canubba B.S. Envr. Res. Engr. Dredging Coordination, Work Group Coordination,
13years 7 years Technical Writer, Editor, Model

Development for Final
Analysis

Michael A. Martin B.S. Anthropolgy Community Planner Technical Writer, Editor
B.S. Sociology COE
20 years

Tim Castille B.S. Electrical Engineering Analysis of Impacts ofFish Model Development for
BPA Measures on Hydro Power Screening

Operation, 2 years

Sebastian Degens B.A. Psychology Sr. Planner, Marine Technical Input Deep Draft
M.S. Planning Port ofPortland Navigation Analysis

10 years - Port Planning

Brian Shank B.S. Economics Economists, COE Model Development
5 years for Final Analysis

Table 6-2. List of Preparers, Northwest

Name EducationIYears of Experience and Role In
Experience Expertise Preparation

Hydraulic Consultants, Inc. Model for Stage Impacts
Kent, Washington Analysis
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Table 6-3. List of Participants

AGENCY:

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

US ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATION

US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

US BUREAU OF MINES

BUREAU OF RECLAMATION

NW POWER PLANNING COUNOL

AMERICAN WATERWAYS OPERATORS

PACIFIC NW GRAIN & FEED ASSN

COLUMBIA RIVER TOWBOATERS ASSN

US DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY

PUGET SOUND NAVALSHIPYARD

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

LAKE ROOSEVELT FORUM

PACIFIC NW WATERWAYS ASSOC

BERNERT BARGE LINES

BERNERT BARGE LINES

BRIX MARITIME COMPANY

TIDEWATER BARGE

OREGON DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION

WA DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION
PORT OF PORTLAND

PORT OF PORTLAND

STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

LAFFERTY TRANSPORTATION CO
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NAME:

MR STEVE CHESSER

MR BRIAN SCHMIDTKE

MS SHERYL CARRUBBA

MR JAKE REDLINGER

MRJOEMURAR

MR RUSS GEORGE

MR MICHAEL MARTIN

MR BILL GORDON

MR TIM CASTILLE

MR BOB SHANK

COLUMBIA RIVER COORDINATOR

MR CARL ALMQUIST

MRDAN YRffiAR

MS DEBBIE KITCHIN

MR JERRY MCMAHON

MR JONATHAN SCHLUETER

MRMIKERIKE

MR MIKE WENTINK

MRPHILWARD

MR GLEN VANSELOW

MR JERRY GROSSNICKLE

MR BOB BERNERT

MR GLEN COMSTOCK

MR MARTIN PEPPER

MREDIMMEL

MR RALPH RODRICK

MR SEBASTIAN DEGENS
MS ANN EIKE

MR RONALD KERR

MR EDWIN R HAGLUND

I
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CHAPTER 7

GLOSSARY

7

Alternatives: (n) The set of proposed changes in the
general operating procedure for the projects on the
Columbia and Snake River. see Option, System Oper
ating Strategy

Authorized Project: (n) A project established by au
thority of the U.S. Congress for the specific purposes
described in the legislation; ego flood control, power
generation, navigation, irrigation, recreation, fish and
wildlife enhancement, etc.

Closure Windows: (n) Periods of time during which
an activity may not occur

Draft: (1) (n) The depth of water a vessel draws, es
pecially when loaded (2) (v) To draw off water from a
reservoir

Forebay: (n) A reservoir from which water is taken to
run equipment, such as a turbine or fish passage lad
ders

Light load: (v) To intentionally limit the cargo loaded
on a vessel in order to reduce the draft of the vessel

Lockage: (n) An act or the process of passing a vessel
through a lock

MOP: (n) Minimum Operating Pool, On reservoirs,
the lowest water elevation of an operating range at
which all authorized uses of the project can be main
tained

Natural Hydrograph: (n) The unmodified volume of
flow of streams and rivers for a drainage area The hy
drograph of a river can be modified by the use of dams
to control the flow.

NlWG: (n) Navigation Technical Work Group, the
study team that developed, reviewed and commented
on the analysis models and the Navigation Technical
Appendix

Option: The incremental change of a particular
method of operating a project. Some of the alterna-

tives have more than one option, which optimize the
operation of the system for the benefit of a particular
goal.

Outage: (n) A period of interruption in use or service

Project: (n) The broad term covering the Federally
constructed and maintained channels and structures
on the Columbia River. A "Project" is a channel or fa
cility constructed for variety of authorized purposes,
such as, hydroelectric generation, flood control, navi
gation, etc.

Reach: (n) A section of a river; usually defined by
River Mile

Refill period: (n) The time it takes for reservoirs to
fill back to MOP

River Mile: (n) A consistent linear measurement
from a particular defined place on a river. For the Co
lumbia River, River Miles are measured from the
mouth of the river at the Pacific Ocean. For the Snake
River, River Miles may start with the Snake Rivers con
fluence with the Columbia Rive or from the Mouth of
the Columbia River. In the Navigation Technical Ap
pendix, measurement from the Mouth of the Columbia
River is used for both the Snake and Columbia Rivers.

Screening: (n) In the SOR process, the initial techni
cal review (following Scoping Meetings) of a set of al
ternatives for operation of the Columbia River and
Snake River Federal hydroprojects, including Storage
and Run of the River dams.

Scoping process: public review of the proposed study
process and goals. Public meetings were held to define
the range of possible interests and recommendations
groups and individuals have in regard to operation of
the projects on the Columbia and Snake Rivers.

Shoaling: (n) The natural process of filling in of por
tions of the river channel by sediments transported by
water

Sill: (n) The base of the navigation lock
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SOS: (n) System Operating Strategy, a combination
of operating requirements and restrictions for the reg
ulated dams on the Columbia and Snake River system,
studied in the SOR process. The SOS is designed to
achieve defined goals, such as greater stream flow,
stable pool elevations, etc.

Tailwater: (n) Water below a dam or water power de-

Navigation Appendix

velopment

ValueMeasure: (n) The measurement used to estab
lish the relative impact of various System Operating
Strategies. During screening, the value measures for
the navigation impact analysis was added transporta
tion cost for waterborne cargo to be shipped by alter
nate land transportation (rail or truck).
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Table 8-1. Inventory of Ports on the Columbia and Snake River Pools

Name Mile Owner Operator Use
Depth

Alongside

COLUMBIA RIVER

Bonneville Pool

SDS Lumber Co. Dock 170.5 SDS Lumber Co SDS Lumber Co. Wood chips/log raft shipment 15

Mountain fir Lumber Co., The Dalles 187.1 Port of The Dalles Mountain Fir Lumber Co. Receipt of logs, wood chip 12
Division shipment

Log and Wood Chip Docks

Cargill The Dalles Grain Elevator 188.7 Port of The Dalles Cargill, Inc. Grain shipment 15
Dock

Port of The Dalles Dock 189.6 Port of The Dalles Port of The Dalles and Mid Grain shipment, mooring 24
Columbia Grain Growers, Inc cruise vessels

The Dalles Pool

Mid Columbia Grain Growers 207.5 Mid Columbia Grain Mid Columbia Grain Grain Shipment 25
Growers

A-House Dock Growers, Inc.

John Day Pool

Cargill Arlington Grain Elevator Dock 241.6 Port of Arlington Cargill, Inc. Grain Shipment 19

Farmers Warehouse & Commission 243.5 Farmers Warehouse & Farmers Warehouse Grain Shipment 20

Co. Dock Comm. Co. & Comm. Co.

Idaho Overseas Log Ramp 269.9 Port of Morrow Idaho Oversea, Inc. Log shipment by raft 15

Longview Fibre Co. 270.2 Port of Morrow Longview Fibre Co. Wood chip shipment 15

Boardman Wood Chip Dock

Port of Morrow West Beach 270.6 Port of Morrow Inland Container Service, Inc. R/S general cargo, mooring 15

Terminal 3 Container Dock barges for fleeting

SK Terminal Dock 271.6 Port of Morrow SK Terminal, Inc. Grain shipment

Morrow County Grain Growers, 278.2 Morrow County Grain Morrow county Grain Grain shipment 15
Growers Growers

Hogue - Warner Elevator Warf

Me Nary Pool

Port of Umatillia Commerical Dock 292.5 Port of Umatilla Forest Recovery, Inc. Containers, Heavy lift, wood chips 20
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Table 8-1. Inventory of Ports on the Columbia and Snake River Pools - CONT

Name Mile Owner Operator Use Depth
Alongside

Me Nary Pool - CONT

Pendleton Grain Growers 2927 Pendleton Grain Pendleton Grain Growers Grain shipment 19
Growers

Tidewater Barge Lines 292.8 Tidewater Barge Lines Tidewater Terminal Co. RIS Petrol Prods, liquid fertilizer, 19
fueling vessels

WallaWalla Grain Growers 311.6 WallaWalla Grain WallaWalla Grain Growers Grain shipment 10-12
Growers

WallaWallaGrain Growers 314.5 WallaWalla Grain WallaWalla Grain Growers Grain shipmnet 16
Growers

Boise Cascade Wallula Plant 316.5 Boise Cascade Corp. Boise Cascade Corp Wood pulp shipment 12

PhillipsPacificChemicalCo. 321.6 Phillips Pacific PhillipsPacific Chemical Co. Shipment of liquid fertilizer 12
Chemical Co.

Chevron Chemical Co. 3226 Chervon Chemical Co. Not used Not used 15

Unocal Chemicals 323.3 Unocal Chemicals Unocal ChemicalsDivision Receipt of ammonia & urea, 30
Division shipment of ammonia

Northern Pacific Grain Growers 328.0 Northern Pac. Grain Northern Pacific Grain Grain shipment 14
Growers Growers

Port of Benton Barge Slip 343.1 Port of Benton Port of Benton RIS heavylift 10

Port of Benton 342.7 Port of Benton Port of Benton R/S general cargo 10

Port of Pasco Marine Terminal 328.2 Port of Pasco Continental Grains/Columbia Ship grain, receive petrol products 12-14
Marine Lines

Port of PascoBarge Slip RO/RO Dock 326.9 Port of Pasco Port of Pasco RO/RO, mooring barges 20

Port of Pasco Container Terminal 326.8 Port of Pasco Columbia Basin Container R/S containers, heavy lift 20
Corp

Port of WallaWallaDock 1.7 Port of WallaWalla Not Used Not used 6-10

Connell Grain Growers 1.8 Port of WallaWalla Connell Grain Growers Grain shipments 16-20

CargillBurbank Grain Elevator Dock 2.0 Port of WallaWalla Cargill, Inc. Grain shipments 10-12

ChevronPipe Line Co, East Pasco 2.2 Chervon USA, Inc. Chevron Pipe Line Co RIS petrol prods 22
'Ierminal

TidewaterTerminal Co. Mooring Docks 2.7 Tidewater Terminal Co. Tidewater Terminal Co Mooring vessels, handling supplies 8

TidewaterTerminal Co 2.9 Tidewater Terminal Co. Tidewater Terminal Co R/S petrol prods 15

TidewaterTerminal Co. Molasses Dock 3.0 Tidewater Terminal Co. Tidewater Terminal Co R/S Molasses & liquid fertilizer 14



Table 8-1. Inventory of Ports on the Columbia and Snake River Pools - CONT

Name Mile Owner Operator Use
Depth

Alongside

SNAKE RIVER

Ice Harbor Pool

Walla Walla Grain Groweres, Shetler 29.0 Walla Walla Grain Walla Walla Grain Growers Grain shipment 40
Dock Growers

Louis Dreyfus Windust Station Dock 38.5 Louis Dreyfus Corp Louis Dreyfus Corp Grain shipment 16

Lower Monumental Pool

Columbia County Grain Growers, 61.1 Columbia County Grain Columbia County Grain Grain shipment 26
Growers, Inc. Growers, Inc.

Lyons Ferry Dock

Little Goose Pool

Pomeroy Grain Growers Dock 83.0 Port of Garfield Pomeroy Grain Growers, Inc Grain shipment 24

Columbia Grain, 83.5 Port of Whitman County Columbia Grain, Inc. Grain shipment 18

Centeral Ferry Elevator

Centeral Ferry Terminal 83.7 Central Ferry Terminal Harvest States Cooperatives Grain shipment 20
Association

McGregor Terminal NA McGregor Company McGregor Company Ammonia shipment na

Almota Elevator Co. Dock 103.6 Almota Elevator Co Almota Elevator Co Grain shipment 30

S & R Grain Co., Port of Almota Dock 103.7 Port of Whitman S & R Grain Co & Palouse Grain shipment, receive liquid 12-13
Producers fertilizer

Lower Granite Pool

Tidewater Terminal Co. 135.5 Tidewater Terminal Co Tidewater Terminal Co RlS containers, R petrol prods, 16
liquid fertilizer and salt

Port of Whitman County, Site H Wharf 135.6 Port of Whitman County various lessees RlS logs & general cargo 30

Potlatch Corp Dock 135.7 Potlatch Corp Gem Chip & Trading, Inc Ship wood chips 30

Mountain Fir Lumber Co. Wilma Dock 136.0 Longview Fibre Co Mountain Fir Lumber Co, Inc Ship wood chips 15

Stegner Grain Terminal Dock 136.5 Port of Whitman County Stegner Grain and Seed C. Grain shipment 30

Port of Whitman County Site A Dock 137.0 Port of Whitman County various operators R/S logs and general cargo 20

Port of Clarkston Dock 137.8 Port of Clarkston Port of Clarkston R/S containers, logs, heavy lift 16

Clarkson Grain Terminal Dock 138.4 United Grain Corp Clarkston Grain Terminal, Inc Grain shipment 12



I
Table 8-1. Inventory of Ports on the Columbia and Snake River Pools - CONT

Name Mik Owner Operator Use Depth
Alongside

Lower Granite Pool - CONT

Mountain Fir Lumber Co, 0.5 Longview Fibre Co Mountain Fir Lumber Co, Inc Ship wood chips and hogged fuel 16

Lewiston Div Dock (Clearwater River)

Port of Lewiston Container Terminal 1.1 Port of Lewiston Knappton Terminals, Inc R!S containers, general cargo, 14
lumber, paper

Continental Grain Co, Lewiston Dock 1.3 Continental Grain Co Continental Grain Co Grain shipment 20

Lewis-Qark Terminal Association 1.4 Lewis-Qark Term. Lewis-Qark Term. Assoc., Inc Grain shipment 15
Dock Assoc., Inc
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